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ABSTRACT
The Functional Head Constraint (Belazi, Rubin and Toribio, 1994) states that
codeswitching is not allowed between a functional head and its complement. This
predicts that switches between determiners and noun phrase complements,
complementizers and inflected clausal (IP) complements, and auxiliaries and verb phrase
complements should be ungrammatical. Conversely, the proposed constraint predicts that
verb-complement and preposition-complement switches should be grammatical.
This study tested four of these five predictions, using codeswitched
Spanish/English sentences which met or violated the Functional Head Constraint. The
subjects were Spanish-English bilinguals who had learned both languages before the age
of six and who use both languages in their daily lives. Data were collected using the
Response-Contingent Matching Task (Stevenson, 1992). Subjects read a sentence
displayed on a computer screen and press a button when the reading is completed. They
then read a second sentence aligned below the first one and press one of two buttons to
indicate whether the two sentences on the screen are the SAME or DIFFERENT.
Grammaticality of the codeswitch was established by comparing reading times on all
SAME sentences. The sentences that violated the Functional Head Constraint were
expected to receive significantly longer reading times than the sentences which comply
with the constraint.
The results obtained do not support the predictions made by the Functional Head
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Constraint, but do confirm the validity of the task procedure. The findings are compared
with naturalistic data and are interpreted using the Minimalist Theory of Chomsky (1991
and 1992).
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
It is a common phenomenon to observe the alternating use of two languages in
bilingual speech communities, a phenomenon that is typically referred to the literature on
bilingualism as codeswitching. Two types of codeswitching have been identified as
occurring among bilinguals: intersentential codeswitching refers to language switches
between independent sentences or main clauses; intrasentential codeswitching, on the
other hand, refers to langtiage s\v'itches within a sentence or main clause.
The following examples illustrate intersentential and intrasentential codeswitching
respectively:
(1)

Mi tia dijo que mi ti'o se fue a trabajar, and he won't be back until 7:00.
[My aunt said that my uncle went to

(2)

work,

and he won't be back until 7:00]

La profesora dijo que Paul wasn't going to be here today.
[The professor said that Paul wasn't going to be here today]

The view that most linguists hold nowadays is that codeswitching, and in
particular intrasentential codeswitching (hereinafter codeswitching, except where a
distinction is necessary), is not a haphazard phenomenon, but rather obeys systematic
rules.' It has been this view of codeswitching that has led linguists to seek for and
propose constraints the possibility of its occurrence.
The present work is concerned with testing one of these constraints, the

' However, it is a rather unfortunate fact that some people still (mistakenly) regard codeswitching as a sign
of deficiency in one of the two languages.
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Functional Head Constraint of Belazi, Rubin and Toribio (1994). in codeswitching
between a syntactically similar language pair, Spanish and English. Most of the research
on Spanish/English codeswitching, which has resulted in several proposed constraints on
language alternation, has been done by analyzing large amounts of naturalistic data.
Given the fact that the bulk of the research done in the area of Spanish /English
codeswitching does not support some of the predictions made by the Functional Head
Constraint, it is one of the objectives of this study to test what has been observed in
naturally occurring data by using an experimental task.
The task used in this study is the Response-Contingent Sentence Matching Task,
based on Stevenson's (1992) model. Generally speaking, in this task, subjects are
required to sit in front of a computer screen, and to read two sentences that appear
sequentially on the screen, one beneath the other. Subjects are asked to read each
sentence, and to indicate whether the sentences on the screen are the same or are different
by pressing a button.
The content of the remaining four chapters in this smdy is as follows. Chapter II
presents a discussion of the constraints that have been proposed for codeswitching from
the late 1960s to the present. Much of this discussion will be concerned with linguistic
constraints on codeswitching, although several processing constraints will be briefly
mentioned. Chapter III describes the Sentence-Matching Task, the predecessor to the
Response-Contingent Sentence Matching Task, and discusses the patterns of sensitivity of
the Sentence Matching Task in monolingual studies. It proceeds with a discussion of the
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Response-Contingent Sentence Matching Task, and a discussion of some methodological
considerations in using the task for biiingxial studies, and concludes with a description of
the subject selection procedure followed in this study. Chapter IV is a discussion of three
experiments conducted to test three codeswitching sites predicted by the Functional Head
Constraint to be ungrammatical, and two experiments testing two sites predicted by the
constraint to be grammatical. Finally, Chapter V contains an analysis of the results within
the Government and Binding framework of Chomsky (1981) and the early Minimalist
Theory of Chomsky (1991,1992), and Chomsky and Lasnik (1991).
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Chapter n
Various Approaches To Codeswitching

2.1 Systematicity in Codeswitching
Early studies of language contact during the first half of the I970's viewed
codeswitching primarily as part of the performance of the non-fluent bilingual who
codeswitched because of the inability to continue a conversation in the language of the
floor at the moment (Myers-Scotton 1993,47). Codeswitching was considered by many
monolingual and bilingual speakers as an ignominious degradation of the monolingual's
rule-governed language; a sign of laziness and lack of education. However, as linguists
began to observe that codeswitching was not a haphazard phenomenon, the search for
patterns in codeswitching and for the linguistic constraints that could be responsible for
such patterns began.
In his seminal work on Spanish-English bilingualism in Texas, Lance (1969) built
a strong argument against the view that bilinguals possessed an impoverished vocabulary
in the two languages they spoke, and that they only had a very limited knowledge of both
grammars:
"Almost invariably, when this charge is made of Mexican-Americans, the first — and often
only ~ example is the use of troca when there is a perfectly good Spanish word camion ; the
accusers, however, never say that Texas English has been corrupted by the borrowing of plaza in
naming shopping centers when the good English word mall and the even more elegant French loan
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word centre are available or that porch, piax/a yard, stoop, garden, veranda, or terrace should be
used instead of the Spanish word patio.) Rather than being "nonlingual" — a patently absurd claim
anyway — the "Tex-Mex" speaker merely has a highly versatile linguistic competence
encompassing a dialect of English, a dialect of Spanish, and the ability to use a mixture of the two
when the social situation is ambiguous as to the choice of language or dialect for etiquette
purposes." (p. 12)

Following Lance's work were a series of equally influential studies which
examined the regularity of occurrence of certain types of codeswitches. Among these is
Pfaff (1979), which showed a systematic favoritism for switches in certain grammatical
categories over others during codeswitched speech. In her study, she reported that 84
percent of all the codeswitches in the utterances of her Spanish-English bilingual subjects
from the Southwest involved switches of single lexical items (75.6% noims, 6.5% verbs,
and 3.9% adjectives); 10 percent involved phrasal switches (6.3% noun phrases, 3.3 %
prepositional phrases, 0.5% verb phrase), and 3.6 % involved coordinate and subordinate
clause swatches. In the next year, Poplack (1980) published a study in which she ran a
frequency count of codeswitches in the utterances of Spanish-English bilinguais in New
York who had varying degrees of fluency in the two languages. Poplack's frequency
coimts for the intrasentential codeswitches resulted in the following. Out of 46.3 %
intrasentential codeswitches, 9.5 % were single noun switches, 7.6 % were object noun
phrases, 5.1% were prepositional, adjectival and other types of phrases, 4.1 % were
subordinate and relative clause switches, 3.8% were subject noim phrase, 2.7 % were
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conjunctions, 2.6 % were adverbs, 2.3% were predicate adjective, 2.2% were verb
phrases, 2.1% were other types of switches (determiner, verb, adjective and preposition)
and no switches were reported involving AUX.
These studies convincingly showed that certain lingxiistic categories were
preferred for codeswitching. As a consequence, the thought that any word or series of
words from a language could be brought into another language at any point and with no
restriction began to disappear, and studies dealing with constraints on codeswitching
began to blossom.

2.2 Constraints on codeswitching
Among the precursors of the study of codeswitching as a phenomenon that obeys
a stringent set of rules is Timm (1975) who, in a study of Spanish-English bilinguals,
proposed several constraints on the type of constructions which can undergo
codeswitching. She argued that switches do not occur between pronominal subjects and
the finite verbs to which they belong, between finite verbs and their infinitive
complements, between a verb and its pronominal object, and between verbs and negative
elements. Sentences (3) through (7) exemplify some of these constraints:
(3)

^Yo went; El wants; Ellos gave
[ I went; he wants; they gave ]

(4)

*I fui; he quiere; they daban
[I went; he wants; they were giving]
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(5)

*Mira him; Him mira
[ (she/he) looks at him; (she/he) him- looks)

(6)

*She sees lo; lo she sees
[ She sees him; him she sees ]

(7)

*(I) don't quiero; (I) do no want; (I) no want; (I) not quiero
[ I don't want ]

Timm's pioneering work contributed a set of testable descriptive generalizations
to the field of codeswitching, generalizations which served as the stepping-stone for other
scholars interested in the study of codeswitching.

2.2.1 Linear Constraints on Intrasentential Codeswitching
In the late 1970's four researchers independently proposed a linear constraint on
codeswitching, which inhibits switching from occurring in contexts with word order
conflicts between the languages in contact. Because this constraint was formulated
slightly differently by the different researchers, the four proposals will be discussed in
detail below.
2.2.1.1 The Equivalence Constraint
It was Lipsky (1977) who first discussed the hypothesis that syntactic equivalence
was a relevant notion in codeswitching. According to Lipsky, a certain amount of
syntactic homology between the superficial forms of the two languages was a necessary
condition for the occurrence of codeswitching. Lipsky's constraint was viewed as the first
explicit formulation of what later came to be known as the Equivalence Constraint:
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Given the underlying semantic representation S, let X, and X2be the actual realizations
of S in L, and Ljrespectively. Furthermore, for any point pn in X„(where n= 1 or 2),
let pn indicate that portion of
lying to the left point p„ and b„that portion of X„ lying
to the right of p„. In order to produce a code-switched utterance by combining X, and X,
with a break at p, and p,, it is necessary that b, and b, be syntactically equivalent.
(257-258).

In other words, Lipsky proposes that the portions of a codeswitched utterance falling
before the codeswitch can be syntactically divergent; however those portions falling after
the codeswitch must be syntactically identical, as the following example shows;

(8)

A Sotero le gusta mucho cocinar barbecue every Sunday
[To Sotero himself likes a lot to cook barbecue every Sunday]
'Sotero likes very much to barbecue every Sunday' (258).

Lipsky hypothesizes that sentence (8) results from the combination of
(9)

A Sotero le gusta

mucho

cocinar

(10)

(To) Sotero (himself) likes very much to cook

barbecue todos los domingos
barbecue every (the) Sunday(s)

where it is clear that the portions occurring after the switch are virtually identical,
although the two sentences differ quite radically before the switch.
The data Lipsky (1977) used for his study comes from Spanish-English
codeswitching. Lipsky does not explicitly discuss the method used for data collection,
although he makes use of the phrases "judged as acceptable" and'' ....were rejected",
which point to the use of grammaticality judgements as the instrument of data collection.
However, it remains unclear whether he tested his hypotheses by constructing sentences
that were subsequently judged by bilingual speakers, or whether he collected natiu-alistic
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data, which were later subjected to grammaticality judgements.
Pfaff (1979) proposed five constraints on codeswitching, one of which also
appeals to the notion of equivalence in word order for codeswitching. She conducted a
quantitative analysis of an extensive corpus of conversational data of approximately 200
bilingual speakers of Spanish and English, of various ages and social backgrounds. The
data was recorded in a variety of social settings by bilingual participant-observers. For
purposes of comparison, two additional samples of codeswitched speech were analyzed:
the prose sections of a collection of essays and poems by Ricardo Sanchez (1973) and the
bilingual class-lectures of Alurista, a poet and instructor in the Chicano Studies Program
at the University of Texas, Austin.
For our purposes, we will discuss only three of the five constraints that Pfaff
proposes in her study. Her first constraint is functional in nature and states that due to the
need to express tense/aspect in verb switching, switches to morphologically unadapted
English verbs can occur only when they are preceded by an inflected Spanish verb, as it is
shown in the following cases:
(11)

Estaba training para pelear
[ I/he/she was training to fight]
'I he/she was training to fight'

(12)

Donde est^ teaching?
[Where are-you teaching]
'Where are you teaching'

(13)

Yo creo que apenas se habi'a washed out...
[ I think that just itself had washed out....]
'I think that it had just washed out... (299,300)
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The second constraint is a structural one. It states that codesAvitches are more
common where the linear structure of the two languages coincide. Thus, switches within
an MP (e.g., between determiner and noun) are generally very frequent because few
structural conflicts ever arise, but switching Spanish and English nouns and adjectives
immediately adjacent in the NP are prohibited, as the following examples show:

(14)

El flight que sale de Chicago.
[The flight that leaves from Chicago]
'The flight that leaves from Chicago'

(15)

*I went to the house chiquita^
[I went to the house little]
'I went to the little house'

It is generally acknowledged (PfafF 1979) that the switch in (14) is primarily controlled by
lexical gaps or differential availability of the lexical items in English or in Spanish. The
ungrammaticality of example (15) is explained by the differential word order of Spanish
and English adjectival phrases: where Spanish typically requires the adjective to follow
the noun, English has the noim following the adjective. This creates a linear structural
conflict, with no possibility of compromise.
The last constraint from Pfaff (1979) relevant to our discussion pertains to
prepositional phrase (PP) switches. Pfaff points out that although prepositional phrases in
English and Spanish are structurally parallel, not all structurally possible switches are

• Following a long-established tradition in the field of linguistics, the symbol / */ will be used throughout
this study to represent "ungrammaticality."
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equally probable. She finds evidence for this in her data, which shows that out of 244
Spanish-to-English PP switches, 36 involved the entire prepositional phrase, (examples
(16), (17), and (18) below) and 208 involved either the whole NP or the N ((19) and
(20)).
(16)

Lo puso under arrest
[him, he, placed under arrest]
'He, placed him, under arrest'

(17)

Todos los fondos que requieran para operar la escuela son under your balanced
budget
[all the funds that (they)-would-need- to operate the school are under your balanced budget]
'All the funds that they would need to operate the school are under your balanced budget'

(18)

We have planned for October twenty-ninth a las sets
[We have planned for October twenty-ninth at the six]
'We have planned for October twenty-ninth at six'

(19)

Con el bat
[With the bat]
'With the bat'

(20)

Fuimos del airport
[(We) went from the airport]
'We went fi-om the airport'

Pfaff attributes the differential behaviour of PP switches to semantic constraints.
In (16), (17), and (18), the prepositional phrases are fixed or semi-idiomatic phrases, in
which the prepositions carry a temporal or figurative sense. Pfaff argues that because of
this idiosyncracy, the onset of the switch must be at the head of the prepositional phrase.
In (19) and (20), however, the prepositions are used primarily in literal locative or
instrumental senses. In these cases, the prepositions can appear in Spanish.

At about the same time that Lipsky and Pfaff proposed their constraints on
codeswitching, Poplack (1980) published a study that stressed the importance of word
order equivalency in codeswitching. She conducted a quantitative analysis on recorded
codeswitched data from natural conversations, and proposed one of the most widely cited
constraints in codeswitching literature: the Equivalence Constraint. Poplack's data came
from recordings of social events such as domino games and gossip sessions, and
sociolinguistic interviews designed to elicit casual speech from each informant. Twenty
subjects were selected for this study on the basis of two parameters: age at time of arrival
in the United States and (ethnographically) observed language preference. This choice
was made in order to study the effects of bilingual ability and community influence on
codeswitching.^ Sample members were divided between those who arrived as children or
were bom in the United States (0-6), those who arrived as pre-adolescents (7-12), and
those who arrived as adolescents (13-17). About half the speakers were observed to be
Spanish dominant, 10% English-dominant and the rest bilingual. With some exceptions,
these observations confirm the speakers' self-reports.
Poplack's Equivalence constraint states that "codes will tend to be switched at
points where juxtaposition of language A and language B elements does not violate a

^ Poplack found that regardless of bilingual ability, all subjects obeyed the 'equivalence
constraint.' However, she also found that Spanish-dominant speakers produced more tag switches
[i.e. interjections, idiomatic expressions, fillers] than the balanced bilinguals. The balanced
bilinguals, on the other hand, produced more sentential switches and phrasal switches than did the
Spanish-dominant bilinguals. Poplack suggests that this differential behavior is due to the deeper knowledge
that the balanced bilinguals have of the two language systems, which enables them to avoid constructing
ungrammatical utterances.
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syntactic rule of either language"(586) This is schematized in (21):
(21)
Codeswitch

The man that came yesterday wants John to buy a new car.
El hombre que vino ayer quiere que Juan compre un carro nuevo.
*E1 man que came ayer wants John comprar a car nuevo.

The codeswitched sentence in (21) violates the equivalence constraint because it
applies an English infinitive complementizer rule (..."wants John to buy"...), which is not
shared by Spanish, to a verb phrase complement. The English rule was lexicalized in
Spanish, yielding a construction which could not have been generated by a Spanish rule,
and which therefore is ungrammatical by Spanish standards. In addition, the differing
word order of adjectival phrases in Spanish and English blocks codeswitching in the
phrase "a new car." As mentioned earlier, generally speaking, nouns follow adjectives in
Spanish, whereas they precede the adjective in English. Codeswitching in this
environment is barred by the 'equivalence constraint' since the intemal word order of the
two phrases does not match.
According to Poplack, the equivalence constraint explains the fact, reported by
Timm (1975) and Pfaff (1979), that in Spanish-English codeswitching, switching between
the determiner and the noun in a noun phrase is common while switching within a noun
phrase containing an adjective is restricted. Poplack also invokes the equivalence
constraint to explain the preference observed among her subjects for using predicative
adjectives (e.g. mi papa es muy strict —my father is very strict), since stmcturally they
are the same in English and Spanish. Finally, Poplack appeals to the equivalence
constraint to account for the fact that there are no examples in her data of the following
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types of codeswitches:
(22)

*told le
[told (clitic)-him]

(23)

•le told
[clitic-him told]

(24)

*hini dije
[him told]

(25)

*dije him
[told him]

All the above cases are considered ungrammatical (Poplack equates the absence of a
structure from her data to ungrammaticality) due to conflicts in Spanish and English word
order: Spanish object clitics must precede the verb, whereas English object pronouns
must follow the verb.
Park, Troike & Park's (1993) study on Korean-English codeswitching also lends
support for the equivalence constraint. These researchers found that 98% of the
codeswdtches in their data were single nouns or short noun phrases in English. They
explain that the scarcity of switches involving longer constituents provides strong
evidence in favor of the equivalence constraint, since the constraint would predict that the
typological contrast between English and Korean should restrict the possibilities for
switches to occur.
In postulating the Equivalence Constraint, Poplack (1980) does not specify the
degree of correspondence that must exist between two structures to be considered
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equivalent. Consider the following example:
(26)

Eng. I told him that so that he would bring it fast.

(27)

Sp. Yo le dije

(28)

Cs. 1 told him that pa' que la trajera ligero

eso pa' que el

la trajera ligero.

Although 'told him' and 'le dije' on the one hand, and 'would bring it' and 'la trajera' on
the other, are equivalent in terms of where they occur in the sentence, they do, of course,
differ with regard to the order of elements within the constituents, and to this extent, they
are not equivalent. Thus, strictly speaking, the equivalence constraint is violated in the
codeswitched sentence, and it should be ungrammatical. However, the codeswitch is
grammatical. To solve this problem, Sridhar & Sridhar (1980) proposed the Dual
Structure principle, our last constraint on word
order equivalency, defined below:
(29)

The internal structure of the guest constituent need not conform to the
constituent structure rules of the host language, so long as its placement
in the host sentence obeys the rules of the host language (412)

A further set of terms need to be defined. The host language refers primarily to the
language of the discourse, and the guest language is the source language of the
codeswitched elements. To illustrate how the Dual Structure Constraint works, Sridhar &
Sridhar cite the following codeswitching example from English and Kannada speech
collected during informal observations:
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(30)

Avanu obba man of considerable courage.
[He is a man of considerable courage]

In general, English noun phrases consist of a head noun and prenominai determiners,
adjectives, and the like, or, alternatively, postnominal modifiers such as relative clauses
and prepositional phrases. Kaimada noun phrases, on the other hand, can only have
pre-nominal modifiers, including relative clauses and sentential complements. Example
(30) shows an English NP with a post-nominal modifier (...a man of considerable
courage...) being codeswitched with Kaimada. The Dual Structure Principle predicts this
to be possible because, although the English NP is formed in violation of the constituent
structure in Kaimada, the switch is allowed because the
NP occurs in a position normally occupied by NP's in Kannada sentences.

2.2.1.2

Problems with the Equivalence Constraint
All versions of the Equivalence Constraint have been criticized on various

grounds. For one, the emphasis on word order predicts that switching between
typologically different languages with very different word orders would be limited.
However, numerous researchers working on langxiages typologically and structurally
different have brought forth counterexamples to the equivalence constraint (Bentahila &
Davis 1983 on Arabic and French; Berk-Seligson 1986 on Spanish and Hebrew;
Bokamba 1987, 1988 on Lingala and French; Boeschoten and Verhoeven 1987 on Dutch
and Turkish). For example, Nartey (1982) (cited in Bokamba, 1989), reports the

following example of a codeswitched sentence between English and Adanme, a Western
Kwa language spoken in southeastern Ghana:
(31)

a wo green dress ko.
[He/she pst. Tone wear green dress-article]
'She/he wore a green dress'

This example violates the equivalence constraint in two respects: first, the internal
structure of the adjectival phrase 'green dress' obeys English rules, while violating that of
Adanme, which according to Nartley is N (Adj) (Art). In addition, the definite article
'ko', follows, instead of precedes, the Adjective + N phrase, following the syntax of
Adarune but not of English. However, the sentence is judged to be grammatical.
Boeschoten and Verhoeven's (1987) study of Dutch and Turkish codeswitching
also offers counterexamples to the equivalence constraint: codeswitches of the type Noun
(in Dutch) and postposition (in Turkish) occur, notwithstanding the surface structure
conflicts of the two languages (i.e. Dutch normally has prepositions and Turkish has
postpositions).
The equivalence constraint has also been criticized by DiSciullo, Muysken, and
Singh (1986) because it ass\ames cross-linguistic category equivalence between
languages. That is, if we are to predict whether or not a switch is permitted between a
determiner and a noun, for example, both languages have to have those categories. There
are cases of codeswitching in the literature where the languages in contact do not share all
grammatical categories. In these cases, it is difficult to decide whether the codeswitched

sentences are grammatical or ungrammatical by the equivalence constraint. A case in
point is the study conducted by Berg-Seligson (1986). Her study of Spanish-Hebrew
codeswitching shows that balanced bilinguals produce switches where there is no
juxtaposition between the two grammars involved in the codeswitch because one of the
languages lacks certain grammatical categories:
(32)

Izistis taut
[You made mistake]
'You made a mistake'

(33)

La muzer axot
[The woman nurse]
'The woman is a nurse'

As a first guess, we could argue that the equivalence constraint predicts (32) to be
ungrammatical because the switch occurs at a point where there is not a linear
correspondence between the two grammars: Spanish syntax requires the presence of an
indefinite article before the noim; Hebrew syntax does not allow this because the
indefinite article (equivalent to the English a/an) does not exist as a grammatical category.
In (33), we again have a case of non-juxtaposition of the two languages: Spanish requires
the use of the copula but Hebrew lacks the copula in present tense verb phrases. Hence,
(33) could also be said to be ungrammatical. Precisely how we are to interpret these
switches under the equivalence constraint remains a problem because the constraint
simply does not address cases of grammatical category mismatch.
It is noteworthy to point out that Sridhar & Sridhar's word order constraint, the
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Dual Structure Principle, correctly predicts the grammaticality of codewitches (31), (32)
and (33) cited above, since it focuses not on the internal structure of the guest constituent,
but on the position it occupies in the host language. As long as the guest morpheme or
guest constituent occupies a place that does not violate the rules of the host language, the
switch is predicted to be grammatical. It is clear, then, why grammatical category
mismatch does not present a problem for the Dual Structure Principle. In this respect, the
Dual Structure Principle achieves the level of generalization that Poplack's, Pfaffs and
Lipsky's equivalence constraint versions attempt to capture. However, the Dual Structure
Principle overgenerates, and this renders it an inadequate constraint. Cases where the
Dual Structure Principle makes the wrong predictions are cited in Bokamba (1989, 280 ):
(34)

*Yo went (Timm, 1975)
[I went]

(35)

*I told him ki ram bahat bimar hai ( Di Sciullo at al., 1986)
[I told him that Ram very sick aux]
'I told him that Ram was very sick'

These examples meet the condition set by the Dual Structure principle, which dictates
that the internal structure of the guest constituent does not need to parallel the constituent
structure rules of the host language, as long as its placement in the host sentence obeys
the rules of the host language. In both cases the placement of the guest elements ~ the
verb in (34) and the complement clause in (35) — follows the rules of the host language.
However, both sentences have been judged to be imgrammatical, a fact that the Dual
Structure Principle cannot explain.
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A last notable problem with the equivalence constraint, also pointed out by
DiSciullo et al. (1986), is that the constraint is stated in linear rather than in structural
terms. Most principles that are said to govern natural languages are formulated in terms
of structural relations rather than linear order. Since codeswitching involves the
interaction of two or more natural languages, it follows that whatever constraints allow
and prohibit certain types of codeswitches should also be stated structurally rather than
linearly.

2.2.1.3. The Free Morpheme Constraint
Another often-cited linear constraint in the codeswitching literature was proposed in
Poplack (1980), and Sankoff and Poplack (1981). This is the Free Morpheme Constraint,
given in (36):
(36)

The Free Morpheme Constraint.
Codes may be switched after any constituent in discourse provided
that constituent is not a bound morpheme. (Poplack 1980, 586)

The Free Morpheme Constraint was proposed by Poplack to account for the
non-occurrence of switches such as the one in (37) below, in her sample of 400
Spanish-English codeswitched sentences:
(37)

*Yo estoy eatiendo
[ I am eating ]
I am eating
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According to Poplack, the switch between the English stem 'eat' and the Spanish bound
morpheme "-iendo' (one of two inflectional markers for the progressive form of verbs)
is inadmissible if the latter has not been phonologically integrated into the language of the
former, in which case it would not be considered a switch but rather a borrowing.
Support for the Free Morpheme Constraint was reported in Berk-Seligson (1986). She
looked at naturalistic Spanish-Hebrew codeswitching data, collected from a group of
informants with varying degrees of bilingualism (i.e. from fluent bilinguals to Spanish
dominant, to Hebrew dominant), and found few counter-examples to the Free Morpheme
Constraint. Berk-Seligson noted the rarity of clause switches involving Spanish and
Hebrew, and contended that the differential morphemic status of Spanish versus Hebrew
clause markers was the explanatory factor accounting for this phenomenon: many types of
clauses in Hebrew are introduced by bound morphemes such as 'se' (which can serve as a
relative clause marker, or a complementizer similar to 'that'), whereeis the equivalent
clauses in Spanish would be preceded by free morphemes performing the same function.
Spanish-Hebrew bilinguals appear to be hesitant to codeswitch at the clause level
following clause markers, and Berk-Seligson suggested that this was because it violated
the Free Morpheme Constraint.
Far fewer counter-examples to the Free Morpheme Constraint have been cited in
the codeswitching literature than is the case with the Equivalence Constraint. Bentahila
and Davis (1983) for example, report numerous violations of the Equivalence Constraint,
but just a few violations of the Free Morpheme Constraint in their Arabic-French corpus.
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Some evidence against the Free Morpheme Constniint is found in Boeschoten and
Verhoeven (1987), and in Park, Troike and Park (1993), although these authors also
acknowledge the fact that the counter-exeimples to this constraint in their data are not
robust. The same is true for Clyne (1987), who reports only the following three
violations to the Free Morpheme Constraint from his English-German and Dutch-English
code-switching data"*:
(38) That's what Papschi mein -s to say
(39) In maine Mutter -s car
(40) Naar men vriedin's place
Example (38) contains a switch from English to German and back to English; (39) has a
switch from German to English; and finally (40) is an example of a switch from Dutch to
English. In all three examples, there is an instance of a switch to the English possessive
pattern, in violation of the Free Morpheme Constraint.
The fewer violations to the Free Morpheme Constraint reported by these
researchers appears to be caused by the nature of the languages in contact. That is, it
seems to be the case that agglutinative languages lend themselves better to intraword
codeswitches than non-agglutinative languages. Researchers on Bantu languages (e.g.
Bokamba, 1988; Scotton, 1988; Myers-Scotton, 1989, and Kamwangamalu, 1989)
present numerous counterexamples to the Free Morpheme constraint. In addition.

* Clyne's data consisted of elicited speech collected during sessions where the subjects were asked to
describe pictures, talk about a typical day in their lives, and narrate books or films.
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Courtney (1993), who also argues agamst the Free Morpheme Constraint, has found
counterexamples in Quechua/Spanish codeswitches (Quechua being an agglutinative
language).
A possible explanation for the differential violation of the Free Morpheme
Constraint can be formulated by considering Levelt's (1989) proposal that different
languages may have different types of lexical entries (Courtney, p.c). Levelt hypothesizes
that affixes have a special status in agglutinative languages: they have a separate lexical
entry fi-om the stems. For Levelt, a Quechua speaker's mental lexicon would be made up
of all stems, all possible affixes, and a certain number of firequently used multimorphemic
words. For an English speaker, on the other hand, Levelt suggests that the mental lexicon
consists of all the words the speaker knows, and not stems and affixes. If Levelt is right
about the distinctions he draws regarding the lexicon of speakers of agglutinative
languages vs. the lexicon of speakers of non-agglutinative languages, it is easy to see why
speakers of agglutinative languages produce intraword codeswitches considerably more
frequently than other speakers: speakers with such representations have a greater potential
to combine stems of one language with affixes of another, just as if they were generating
new words.'

' See Myers-Scotton (1993) for a similar explanation

2.2.2

Hierarchical Constraints on Codeswitching
The shortcomings of the linear constraints proposed by Lipsky, Sankoff and

Poplack, Pfaff and Sridhar & Sridhar steered researchers into looking for alternative
perspectives to analyze codeswitching. From this, three distinct groups have emerged:
those who explain codeswitching patterns in terms of processing constraints; those who
argue that clashes in subcategorization are the answer to inadmissible codeswitches; and
finally, those who seek to explain codeswitching basing their constraints on the dominant
views of syntactic representations in the Chomskyan generative approach to syntax
(Myers-Scotton, 1993).
The most cited proponents of the first approach are Joshi (1985), and more
recently Myers-Scotton (1993), both of whom base their codeswitching models on
Garrett's (1975) seminal work on sentence production. Joshi used Garrett's analysis of
speech errors as his motivation for suggesting that 'closed-class items' can only be drawn
from one language (the matrix language) during codeswitching. Similarly, MyersScotton took Garrett's 'two-stage lexical retrieval hypothesis' and the idea of a messagelevel and a functional-level representation during sentence production to argue that
'system morphemes' (close to but not isomorphic with Garrett's closed-class items) must
come from the matrix language, "when they occur in constituents consisting of
morphemes from both the matrix language and the embedded langiiage." (Myers-Scotton
1993,34).
Among the first researchers credited with recognizing that subcategorization
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clashes may result in ungrammatical codeswitches are Bentahila and Davis (1983), who
concluded that "switching is freely permitted at all boundaries above that of the word,
subject only to the condition that it entails no violation of the subcategorization
restrictions on particular lexical items of either language" (329). Other researchers whose
writings reflect the belief that switching can be accounted for in terms of language
particular subcategorization restrictions are Doron (1983), and Muysken (1990, 1991).
Muysken's work cited in Myers-Scotton (1993) is particularly interesting in that it tries to
salvage Poplack's notion of word order equivalency by combining it with what he labels
'categorical equivalency'. Although not clearly explained, 'categorical equivalency'
seems to mean grammatical and lexical compatibility.
The third group of researchers offering a non-linear approach to codeswitching are
Woolford (1983), Di Sciullo et al. (1986), and Belazi, Rubin and Toribio (1994), Toribio
and Rubin (1993) and Rubin and Toribio (1994). Di Sciullo et al. (1986) relate that
codeswitching constraints to the once dominant syntactic theory of Government and
Binding of Chomsky (1981). Belazi et al. (1994), Toribio and Rubin (1993), and Rubin
and Toribio (1994), on the other hand, base the theory of codeswitching on the more
recent Minimalist Theory of Chomsky (1991). Because the present work focuses on
codeswitching under Chomky's generative approach to syntactic representation, all of
these proposals will be discussed in detail below.

2.2.2.1 Woolford (1983)
In essence, Woolford adopts Chomsky's (1981) formulation of phrase structure
rules and lexical subcategorization frames to construct a model of codeswitching. For
Woolford, codeswitching is possible whenever phrase structure rules that generate
constituent structure are common to both languages. In this case, either lexicon "has
access" to the terminal nodes created by the phrase structure rules, and lexical items from
either language can be drawn to fill such terminal nodes. Conversely, if a certain amount
of structure is generated by phrase structure rules exclusive to one of the languages, the
nodes created by such mles would have to be filled from the lexicon of that language.
Woolford argues that Government and Binding would predict no Spanish-English
switching between a noun and a following, modifying adjective since only Spanish has
the phrase structure rule and the lexical subcategorization frame expanding an N-bar into
a noun followed by an adjective. Woolford cites Spanish-English codeswitching
examples from Gingras (1974), Rivas (1981), and Pfaff (1979) as empiricEil evidence in
support of her model :
(41)

The hombre viejo is mad. (Gingr^, 1974)
[The man old is mad ]
'The old man is mad'

(42)

El old man esta enojado. (Gingras, 1974)
[The old man is mad]
'The old man is mad'

(43)

*I went to the house chiquita. (Pfaff, 1979)
[I went to the house small]
'I went to the small house'

(44)

*E1 man viejo esta enojado. (Gingr^, 1974)
The man old is mad]
The old man is mad'

(45)

•Yoitcompre.

(Quintero)

[I it bought]
'I bought it'

According to Woolford, (41) and (42) are grammatical codeswitches because the phrase
structure rule that expands NP into Determiner + N-bar is common to both languages.
Thus, in this case, Det (a terminal node), can be filled by either lexicon. However,
sentences (43) and (44) are ungranwnatical because the phrase structure rule that expands
N-bar into a noun followed by an adjective is exclusive to Spanish. The nodes created by
this rule can only be filled firom the Spanish lexicon.
Woolford also explains the well-documented inadmissibility of switches between
an English pronoun in pre-verbal position and a Spanish verb (Quintero, Timm 1975,
Wentz and McClure 1976, Pfaff 1979, Gumperz 1982), exemplified in (45), by claiming
that it results from a subcategorization fi-ame unique to Spanish. Assuming that clitic
constructions are base generated, the phrase structure rule that generates clitics in
pre-verbal position is unique to Spanish, and so both the clitic and the verb must be
drawn firom the Spanish lexicon.
In all, Woolford proposes a model of codeswitching where the grammars of the
languages in contact participate in the production of codeswitched utterances in the
following manner: phrase structure rules are drawn freely from either grammar during the
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construction of constituent structure trees. The nodes created by the phrase structure rules
can be filled by lexical items from either language if the phrase structure rules are
common to both languages. In the event that the rules are unique to one of the languages,
lexical items can only be drawn from that language. During lexical insertion, the lexical
subcategorization frames must be satisfied in the codeswitched sentence. Finally, word
formation processes of the two grammars remain entirely separate.
Several criticisms have been brought against this model. First, although Woolford
frames her model in GB terms, the core of her proposal is not different from that stated by
Poplack: equivalent constituent order is required for switching to take place
(Myers-Scotton 1993, 40). And, as it has been stated above, this requirement does not
hold when looking at other language pairs. Pandit (1990) gives a remarkable example in
Hindi-English codeswitching, where there is a switch between a verb and its object,
despite the fact that Hindi governs to the left and English to the right:

(46 )

Some Englishmen traditional Indian women-ko passand karaten hain
[Some Englishmen traditional
Indian women- Acc. liice
[ Some Englishmen like traditional Indian women]

do

are]

Second, the claim that word-formation processes never interact predicts that we
should not find instances where a stem is drawn from one lexicon and an inflection is
drawn from the other one. However, as has been already noted during the discussion of
the Free Morpheme Constraint, these types of switches are abundant in agglutinative
languages.
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2.2.2.2

Di Sciullo, Muysken and Singh (1986)
Di Sciullo, Muysken and Singh (1986) propose that codeswitching is constrained

at S-structure by the government relation that exists between sentence constituents. The
key claim in their model is that switching is not possible between elements that hold a
government relation. Di Sciullo et al. define Government and the Government Constraint
in the following ways:
(47)

Government
X governs Y if the first node dominating X also dominates Y,
where X is a major category N,V,A,P and no maximal boundary
intervenes between X and Y(6)

(48)

Govemment Constraint
(A) if L, carrier has index q, then Y"^ ,
(B) In a maximal projection Y
the
carrier is the lexical element which
asymmetrically c-commands the other lexical elements or terminal nodes dominated by Y
""(6)

In essence, Di Sciullo et al. argue the following: if (1) X has language index q, (2) X
governs Y, and (3) Y is a maximal projection filled with a single lexical item, then Y
must also have language index q. However, if (1) X has language index q, (2) X governs
Y, and (3) Y has several lexical elements, the language index of the highest element in Y
must also hold language index q. And finally, whenever the govemment relation doesn't
hold, the lexical elements used to fill the terminal nodes can be drawn fi-om different
lexicons.
As a way of illustrating how the goverrunent constraint works, take the

prepositional phrase 'to work'. The preposition 'to' (X) governs the NP (Y), and the
latter is filled with a single lexical item (work). For Di Sciullo et al., both the preposition
and the NP must bear the same language index, disallowing for the possibility of a
codeswitch in this environment. In the case of, say, 'to the store', the determiner 'the' is
the highest lexical element within the governed NP; therefore, it and the verb must carry
the same language index, and 'store' may or may not be in another language. Di Sciullo
et al. used data from French-Italian and Hindi-English codeswitching to support their
claims. The French-Italian sentences were taken from the corpus of the research program
on multilingual (French-Italian-English) interaction, which was collected through a series
of interviews. The Hindi-English data are mostly judgmental in nature, and are quite
compatible with the published non-judgmental data. Some of their examples follow:
(50)

Ha portato il cadeau.
[(He/she) brought the cake]
"He/she brought the cake'

(51)

lo posse fare i cheques.
[I can do the cheques]
' I can write the cheques'

(52)

*I told him ki ram bahut bimar hai.
[ I told him that Ram was very sick)
'I told him that Ram was very sick' (13,17)

In (50) and (51) we have a grammatical codeswitching occurring between Italian and
French. This is predicted by Di Sciullo et al. on the account that the governors --'portato'
and 'fare'-- and the language carrier of the governed phrases —'il' and 'i'~ appear in the
same language. On the other hand, (52) is an example of an ungrammatical codeswitch
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between English and Hindi. This is expected since 'ki', the language carrier for the
complement clause, and 'told', its governor, do not carry the same language index.
Although Di Sciullo et al.'s Government Constraint eliminates the need to
postulate constraints on codeswitching based on word order equivalency (Mahootian
1993,35), this constraint also finds counterexamples. First, as shown in the
Hindi-English example, the constraint predicts switches between Verb and Comp to be
ungrammatical. Mahootian (1993) shows that this does not hold in Farsi-English
codeswitching, Farsi being lexically and syntactically close to Hindi within the
Indo-lranian group:

(53)

Gofte bud ke she wanted to get revenege
[said was that she wanted to get revenge]
She had said that she wanted to get a revenge

(54)

They don't know ke noh noh-ta haeetad o yek-e
[They don't know that nine-class eighty and one-is]
They don't icnow that nine times nine is eighty-one

As the Farsi-English data® exemplifies, it is possible to switch either before or after the
COMP, thereby showing that Di Sciullo et al.'s constraint disallows a number of viable
switches.
The Government Constraint makes other incorrect predictions. In particular, it

® 85% of Mahootian's data consisted of five hours of taped natural occurring conversations which included
topics ranging from politics, to relationships, to fashion, ethnicity and careers. Her subjects were nine native
Farsi speakers who learned English at different stages in their lives. Four of the subjects had arrived in the
United States between the ages of 5 and 14, and considered themselves English dominant and the remaining
five subjects came to the United States between the ages of 30 and 66, considered themselves Farsi
dominant and had been living in the United States for a minimum of ten years.
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incorrectly predicts that a verb and a noun functioning as its direct or indirect object must
be in the same language. Klavans (1985) presents two sources which show that this is not
the case:
(i) Spanish-English code-switching data, and (ii) Di Sciullo's et al.'s own Italian- English
data:
(53)

Los hombres comieron the sandwiches.
[The men ate the sandwiches]
'The men ate the sandwiches'
(Klavans 1985,217)

(54)

Non voglio smokemeat.
Don't want smokemeat
'I don't want smokemeat'
( Di Sciuilo et al., 15)

In (53), the specifier of the object NP 'the sandwiches' is in English, while the governing
verb is in Spanish. Di Sciuilo et al. incorrectly predict that no switch is allowed between
a verb and its object NP, when that NP consists of a Det and a Noun. However, switches
like this are permitted. The same is true in (54), where the governed maximal projection
is in English and the lexical governor is in Italian. Di Sciuilo et al. explain the latter
example away by arguing that it may not be an instance of codeswitching, but rather of
borrowing, as evidenced by the fact that this item, and others in the data, exhibit
"phonological adaptations that could give them the status of nativized items" (15). In
addition, the recurrent status of these words in the speech of Italiain immigrants in
Montreal suggests borrowing and not switching. Although this is a feasible explanation.
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Myers-Scotton (1993) has shown that even if likely borrowings are eliminated from her
Nairobi Swahili-English data, there still remain approximately 100 instances of
complement NPs in English with Swahili verbs, as the one below, where the English
noun 'joke' is govemed by the Swahili infinitive 'kuleta':
(55)

Kwetu sisi mtu hawezi kuleta jokes kama hizo....
[At our place, a person can't bring jokes like these ones] (144)

An additional problem with the government constraint takes the form of a
theoretical argument. Di Sciullo et al. state that conjunctions must be in the same
language as the constituent that follows them. However, this restriction does not follow
from the definition of government, since conjunctions are not considered governors, and
hence it is not warranted by their theory.

2.2.23

Belazi, Rubin and Toribio (1994)
The advent of Chomsky's Minimalist Program opened a new paradigm of research

to characterize the syntactic aspects of intrasentential codeswitching. The pioneers of this
line of work are Belazi, Rubin and Toribio (1994), and Toribio and Rubin (1993), who
combine Chomsky's (1991) notion that functional heads check morphological features of
the elements in their Checking Domain with the idea that functional heads also check
features within their Internal Domains. By Internal Domain, Belazi et al. mean the
complement of the functional head. They extend Abney's (1987) proposal that flmctional
heads are generally required to select the features of their complement (a process that

Abney refers to as f-selection) to include langiiage index as one of the features being
checked. Belazi et ai. refer to the language feature checking process of functional heads
and their complements as the Functional Head Constraint, defined below:
(56)

The Functional Head Constraint
The language feature of the complement f-seiected by a functional head, like
all other relevant features, must match the corresponding feature of that functional
head.(11)
The Functional Head Constraint predicts, then, that no codeswitching should be

allowed between the functional head C and its complement IP, between AUX and VP,
between a Neg head and its complement, between D and NP, and between Q and its
complement. These predictions are borne out in their intrasentential codeswitching data
by Tunisian-Arabic and French speakers.^ Some of this data is presented below.
(57)

*Id-daw illi il m'a donne n'est pas bon.
[The-medicine he gave me neg.is neg. good]
The medicine that he gave me isn't good

(58)

Id-daw qu'il m'a donne n'est pas bon.
[The-medicine that he me gave neg. is neg. good]
The medicine that he gave me isn't good

(59)

*The students had visto la pelicula italiana.
[The students had seen the movie Italian]
The students had seen the Italian movie

(60)

The students had seen la pelicula italiana.
[The students had seen the movie Italian]
The students had seen the Italian movie (5,6)

^ The data discussed in Belazi et al. was collected by eliciting grammaticality judgements
and was corroborated by recordings of natural conversation. The subjects that participated in this
study are claimed by the authors to be balanced bilinguals. No further detail is given on criteria
used for subject selection or on data collection procedures.
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The presumed ungrammaticality of (57) and (59) above is explained straightforwardly
under the Functional Head Constraint. In (57) the complementizer 'illi' (in TunisianArabic), and its complement 'il m'a donne n'est pas bon' are not in the same language;
hence, feature checking cannot take place. Likewise, in (59), the feature matching
requirement cannot be satisfied because AUX (had) and the VP (visto la pelicula italiana)
belong to two different codes.
Although innovative in its approach, Belazi et al.'s proposal is not without
problems. For one, it incorrectly predicts the following naturally occurring switches
between a C and IP from Farsi-English (Mahootian 1993), Spanish-English (Sankoff and
Poplack 1981), and Arabic-English (Barhoum 1993) to be ungrammatical:
(61)

Carpet-ae ro goft ke it's no problem
[Carpet-def Spec, said that it's no problem]
As for the carpet, he said that it's no problem
(Mahootian 1993, Farsi/English)

(62)

I could understand que you don't know how to speak Spanish, verdad?
[I could understand that you don't know how to speak Spanish, right?]
I could understand that you don't know how to speak Spanish, right?
(SankofF&Poplack 1981,English/ Spanish)

(63)

quul luh? innu there is a serious question
[Tell him that there is a serious question]
Tell him that there is a serious question
(Barhoum 1993, Arabic/English)

In addition, the Functional Head Constraint prohibits switches between bound
morphemes and stems when the bound morphemes are fimctional heads. This prediction
is reminiscent of the Free Morpheme constraint, which disallowed intraword switching.
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In this respect, the Functional Head Constraints subsumes the Free Morpheme Constraint,
and thus it inherits many of the counterexamples stated above for the Free Morpheme
Constraints. Other examples are added below as 64-65, from Nishimura (1991) and
Stenson (1990). These examples show case and future tense inflectional morphemes in
one language being attached to stems in other languages:
(64)

One algebra question- o mark-shite
[One algebra question-acc. mark- do]
You mark one algebra question and...
(Japanese/English; Nishimura, 1991, 31)

(65)

Ni dispute-alfaidh me leat.
[Neg. dispute-ETJT I with-you]
I won't dispute with you
(Irish/ English; Stenson, 1990, 180)

Finally, the Functional Head Constraint predicts that there cannot be switching
between Quantifiers and Determiners on the one hand, and their complement MPs on the
other. However, switches between a Det and its Noun are a widely attested phenomenon
among many language pairs. Poplack (1981), for example, states that noun switches, at
34% occurrence in her corpus, was the single most frequently switched category.
Similarly, Timm (1975) states that NPs of the type D(eterminer) +N are highly
switchable. Numerous counterexamples to both switching sites come from
Spanish-English, the same language pair used by Belazi et al. to argue for the validity of
the constraint:
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(66 )

Daban unos steaks tan sabrosos
(They served some steaks so tasty]
They served some steaks so tasty
(Spanish/English; PfafF 1979,306)

(67)

El old man esta enojado
[The old man is mad]
The old man is mad
(Spanish/English; Gingras, 1974)

(68)

The white casa
[The white house]
The white house
(Rivas, 1981)

In addition, Barhoum's (1993) corpus from Arabic-English codeswitching also
contains numerous examples of codeswitches between a determiner and a noun:
(69)

fil-Middle East
?il-grapes
fii ?il-second week
?il-semester
?il-arguineiit

Belazi et al. acknowledge the existence of counterexamples to their constraint, but
explain them by suggesting that the contradictory examples are the result of different
degrees of competence in the two languages among speakers. They cite Poplack (1980),
who reported that her bilingual subjects produced more intrasentential codeswitches than
her Spanish-dominant subjects, to show that degree of bilingual competence does play an
important role in the type of codeswitching produced.
In a study which also advocates the Functional Head Constraint, Toribio and

Rubin (1993) have this to say about the counterexamples to their constraint:
"...it is possible that the divergent codeswitching behavior may be derived from
variations among speakers with respect to that level of competence in the component
languages

Belazi (1991) demonstrates that fluent Arabic-French bilinguals are

more sensitive to grammatical constraints on switching than their non-fluent
counterparts. These previous studies allow us to conclude that degree of bilingualism
must be taken into consideration in any study of codeswitching, as marginally
competent bilinguals will demonstrate disparate behaviors in codeswitching from more
fiilly competent bilinguals." (7)

And, in the same breath they add:
"Toribio, Lantolf, Roebuck & Perrone (1993) consider whether the Functional Head
Constraint is operative in second language acquisition. An elicited imitation task was
used in accessing the speakers' linguistic competence... (Their results show that)... the
beginning second language students exhibited random processing errors... The
intermediate students...(show that) although more fluent than beginners, they are not
yet competent in the two languages. Most significantly, the advanced group
readily repeated the well-formed codeswitched sentences, but had consistent problems
with the ill-formed switches. These findings, like those previously discussed, point to
a correlation between a speaker's level of foreign-language proficiency and that
speaker's sensitivity to syntactic principles, in particular, the Functional Head
Constraint. "(13)

Toribio et al. claim that Universal Grammar (and by extension, the Functional Head
Constraint) is always "operable and operating" (14). This enables them to correctly
account for the operation of codeswitching rules on the part of the advanced learners.
If advanced second language learners observe the Functional Head Constraint,
however, it is not clear why non-fluent bilinguals should be prone to violate the
constraint, as these researchers have suggested. That is, it seems questionable to suggest
that the graxrmiars of advanced second language learners should show compliance to the
Functional Head Constraint, but that the grammars of non-balanced bilinguals should not.
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and to attribute this difference to levels of proficiency in the two languages.
More importantly, the Fimctional Head Constraint is intended to capture a basic
and innate relationship among constituents in natural grammars. Codeswitching is, by
definition, the product of the interaction of natural grammars. The fact that the displayed
linguistic behavior of bilingual speakers with respect to certain types of codeswitches is
not uniform in no way provides evidence that the systems underlying such switches
depart radically from each other, and from human grammars in general. It is the study of
the properties of codeswitching systems in their own right that will determine whether
there is an internal consistency that is formally explicable in the language of Universal
Grammar.
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Chapter ED
The Sentence Matching Task

3.1

Explaining how the sentence matching task works
Before proceeding with a discussion of the studies that have employed the

sentence matching task, it will be useful to explain briefly how the task works. Subjects
are instructed to sit in front of a computer screen, and are asked to read a pair of sentences
that are sequentially presented on the screen, the first above the second. When the first
sentence is displayed, it remains on the screen for two seconds, after which the second
sentence appears immediately below the first. Both sentences then remain on the screen
for an additional two seconds, during which time subjects are to decide whether the
sentences on the screen are the 'same' or 'different' (hence its name 'sentence
matching'), and to indicate their decision by pressing either a 'yes' button or a 'no' button
located on the key board. Both speed and accuracy of response are important during the
execution of the task. Hence, subjects are instructed to read as fast as they can but not so
fast that their accuracy is affected.
Among the pairs of sentences that subjects see, half are identical (these are the
'same sentences'), and half are nonidentical (these are the 'different sentences'). In
addition, half of the sentences are well-formed, and half are ill-formed. These two
characteristics are combined to give rise to stimuli that can be divided into four sets; (a) a
set of same well-formed sentences.
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(b) a set of same ill-formed sentences, (c) a set of different well-formed sentences, and (d)
a set of different ill-formed sentences. The 'different sentences' act as distractors, and
hence are removed from the tabulation of the results. What remains, then, is a series of
response times that can be examined in the light of the contrast in well-formedness.
Although not unportant in terms of result tabulation, the different sentences add a very
crucial element to the design: they serve to give the subjects a task to execute. That is. if
all sentences were the same, subjects would not see the need to read the sentences to
reach a conclusion about their identity: they would quickly realize that all the sentences
(at least all the ones presented up to that point) were the same, and would simply press
the 'yes' button after each display to indicate their decision. However, if the stimulus
includes 'same' AND 'different' sentences, subjects have to read both sentences carefully
in order to correctly decide on their identity.
We turn below to a review of the results that have been obtained in some of the
most widely cited sentence matching studies that are germane to the present study.

3.2

Patterns of sensitivity of the sentence matching task
The following section contains a discussion of the major studies that have

empirically investigated the patterns of sensitivity of the sentence matching task. The
results therein obtained serve as the base for the assimiptions made in this study regarding
the credentials of the matching task.
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3.2.1 Forster (1979) and Ratcliff (1984)
The model for die sentence matching instrument as it is being used today was
provided in large part by the work of Forster (1979), Murray (1982, cited in Stevenson
1992) and Ratcliff (1984, cited in Stevenson 1992). Prior to 1979, the task had been used
in the matching of letter types (Posner and Mitchell, 1967), and in the matching of letter
strings (Chambers and Forster, 1975).
In a series of experiments involving several string matching tasks. Chambers
and Forster (1975) found that subjects responded more quickly to word pairs such as
HOUSE/HOUSE than to pronounceable non-word pairs such as HOSUE/HOSUE, and
more quickly to these than to unpronounceable (in English) non-word pairs such as
HSEUO/HSEUO. The advantage of real words over pronounceable and
unpronounceable non-words was explained in terms of "chunks." HOUSE consists of a
single word chunk, the lexical item HOUSE. On the other hand, HOSUE consists of
two syllable chunks, and HSEUO of five letter chunks. TTie smaller the number of
chunks, the quicker the processing, and thus the shorter the response time.
In 1979, Forster extended the use of the matching task by presenting subjects
with pairs of sequenced word strings. The subjects' task was to decide whether the
strings were physically the same or different. Forster found that two-word pairs that
could be represented sententially such as DOGS GROWL/DOGS GROWL were
matched faster than the non-syntactic strings GROWL DOGS/GROWL DOGS. This
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latter structure Forster named "word scrambles'", and the response time cost associated
with "word scrambles" was dubbed the "grammaticality effect."
Forster explained the difference in matching times between the strings 'dogs
growlV 'dogs growl' and 'growl dogsV'growl dogs' in the context of the multi-level
race model. He argued that for any input item, all levels (e.g. the letter level, the word
level, the phrase level, and so on) at which such item is represented are computed. As
these representations are completed, they are output to General Cognition, where they
are each matched with the corresponding level of representation of the second input
item. A decision is made that two items are identical when a match is found at any of
the levels at which the two items have been represented. If matching speed is a
function of the number of units involved in the matching, then the level of
representation that will be found first will be the one where the fewest number of units
are assigned to an input. Forster named this level "rAe controlling level of
representation. " In the case of the two-word strings presented above, the string DOGS
GROWL can be thought of as being represented in terms of 9 letters, two lexical units,
two phrases (NP and VP), and one syntactic node (e.g., sentence). In this case, the
matching of the two representations will happen faster at the syntactic level, since this
requires the least number of units to match. GROWL DOGS, on the other hand,
cannot be represented under a single syntactic node, and hence takes longer to match.
The conclusion that we can draw in terms of the matching task is that subjects will

require less time to match a specific string X, if X is assigned a tiigher level of
representation, whether it be a syllable, a word, or a syntactic constiment, all other
factors being held constant.
Ratcliff (1984) fomid that the matching task was also sensitive to plausibility
differences across sentences. That is, an implausible sentence induced a reaction time
that was significantly higher than its plausible control. What's more, this plausibility
effect seemed stronger when the implausibility was within a syntactic phrase rather than
across phrases. Thus, a sentence such as "The chair cooked the verb,'' which contains
an implausible relationship in the verb phrase, produces a stronger plausibility effect
than "The chair cooked the cake," which contains an implausible relationship between
the subject and the verb phrase.
A crucial difference between the matching task as it had been employed in
previous smdies and Ratcliff (1984) is her manipulation of the presentation format.
Ratcliff found that greater sensitivity to grammaticality and plausibility was achieved if
the presentation of each word string was sequential, rather than simultaneous. She
presented the first word string and allowed subjects two seconds to read it before
adding the second word string. Upon presentation of this latter string, a timer was
started which recorded the time it took subjects to read the second word string and
match it against the first. It was this presentation format that Freedman and Forster
(1985) used in their smdy.

3.2.2 Freedman and Forster (1985)
Freedman and Forster explored the question of the level of representation to
which the matching task was sensitive. In order to address this question, they
constructed a series of experiments that compared performance on four kinds of
ungrammatical sentences with performance on grammatical controls. These are
illustrated in (70)-(73) below:
(70)

A. *
B.
C.
D.

Who did the duchess sell Turner's portrait of?
Who did the duchess sell a portrait of?
The duchess sold Turner's portrait of her father.
The duchess sold a portrait of her father.

(71)

A. *
B.
C.
D.

Who do the police believe the claim that John shot?
Who do the police believe that John shot?
The police believe the claim that John shot someone.
The police believe that John shot someone.

(72)

A. *
B.

Mary were writing a letter to her husband.
Mary was writing a letter to her husband.

(73)

A. *
B.

Lesley's parents are chemical engineers both.
Lesley's parents are both chemical engineers.

Following Chomsky (1977), Freedman and Forster explained that the
ungrammaticality in (70A) follows from the movement of a non-subject constituent out
of a clause (S-bar) or NP with a specified subject, where by non-subject constituent is
meant a constituent which is neither a subject, nor part of a subject. This constraint

came to be known as the Specified Subject Condition. In (71), sentence A violates the
Subjacency Constraint of Chomsky (1973, 1986). This constraint states that "no
constituent can be moved out of more than one containing NP or S node in any single
rule application" (Radford, 1988). Sentence (72A) contains an error of subject-verb
agreement, and sentence (73A) contains a mispositioned quantifier.
Freedman and Forster's experimental results showed that there was no effect of
ungrammaticality on sentence matching time for the Specified Subject Condition and the
Subjacency violations, though there was a significant effect for number agreement and
quantifier placement violations. That is, sentences containing constraint violations
could be processed with the same fluency as fiilly grammatical controls, whereas
sentences exhibiting rule violations produced marked increases in matching times, when
compared to their controls. Freedman and Forster proposed that sentence matching
times for ungrammatical sentences demonstrate the psychological reality of different
types of ungrammaticality, and that this implied that sentences were assigned multi
level syntactic derivations as characterized by Government and Binding Theory.
In syntactic terms, the overall organization of a grammar that Freedman and
Forster assumed comprised the following:
(i)

Generating principles (phrase-structure rules, etc.) which give rise to
S-strucmres.

(ii)

Filtering constraints which apply to hierarchically well-formed Sstructures.
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For Freedman and Forster, the critical difference between sentence matching times for
imgrammaticality which is produced by violations of constraints on movement and
ungrammaticality which is produced by rule violations lies in the former being the
product of overgeneration. The idea is that in a modular conception of grammar, such
overgenerated strings are marked as well-formed by one module ('(i)' above), but are
marked as deviant by another ('(ii)' above). If the experimental task respects only the
markings of the first module, and ignores any subsequent marking, we can explain why
the matching performance for the sentence violation items are comparable to
performance for fully grammatical sentences. Rule violation strings, on the other hand,
are not marked as well-formed at any stage of the derivation, and hence matching
performance is inhibited.
Freedman and Forster (1985) explained the matching cost that resulted from rule
violation in the context of a multi-level race model: the sentences involving rule
violations (e.g. Mary were writing a letter to her husband ) required a matching
decision based on a lower level of representation, which involved matching more units,
thus leading to longer matching time. The fact that the matching task was insensitive to
constraint violations was explained in terms of these violations having not yet been
identified at the task's normal operating level (S-strucmre). As mentioned earlier, it
was assumed that sentences violating these constraints are initially overgenerated at the
S-structure level, where they can be assigned a constituent structure, and that only at
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Logical Form are such strings disallowed by the grammar.
To recapitulate, the series of experiments conducted by Freedman and Forster
(1985) led to the conclusion that the sentence matching task was sensitive to (a) number
agreement violations, and (b) quantifier placement violations, and was insensitive to
constraint violations. Since the matching task is only sensitive to the first two types of
ungrammaticality, a modular separation of the grammar such as the one found in the
Government and Binding theory is thus substantiated.
Grain and Fodor (1987) contended, against Freedman and Forster, that the
matching procedure was sensitive not to the derivational history of the sentences, but
rather to the correctability of the sentences. Their claim was that when presented with
ungrammatical sentences, subjects attempt to correct them to their closest grammatical
form. During the execution of the task, then, subjects end up with two forms of the
first sentence: the original uncorrected form and its corrected form. Grain and Fodor
claimed that this led to confusion at the time of matching, since subjects were not sure
which form of the sentence, corrected or uncorrected, is the appropriate one to match.
Such confusion inevitably led to an increase in the time taken to match the two
sentences. Grain and Fodor explained the lack of a reaction time cost for the
subjacency violations by claiming that such violations are extremely difficult to correct,
and thus do not cause confusion at the time of matching. In their view, then, it is not
ungrammaticality but rather confusion that leads to an increase in response time:
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correctability leads to unconscious correction of one member of the pair, which leads to
confusion, which in turn leads to an increase in response times; no correction means
no possibility of confusion, and hence no response-time cost.
However, in a set of experiments which challenged Grain and Fodor's
interpretation of the response-time costs patterns found in the Freedman and Forster
study, Stevenson (1992) showed that "the correctibility of a grammatical violation does
not, in itself, influence the response time matching, as suggested by Grain and Fodor"
(P.162). In other words, Grain and Fodor's explanation for response-time costs as an
artifact of the matching task was discounted by his findings

3.2.3 The Response Gontingent Matching Task of Stevenson (1992)
Much of the work discussed in Stevenson (1992) with respect to the sentence
matching task is not directly relevant to the present smdy, and thus will not be reviewed
here. However, a concise explanation of experiments 4, 5 and 6 in Stevenson (1992) is
in order, since the results reported therein critically shape the research design
undertaken in this smdy.
Stevenson's (1992) experiments 4A and 4B tested whether the sentence matching
task was sensitive to violations in the transitivity requirements of a verb. Stevenson

The reader is referred to Stevenson (1992) for a thorough description and discussion of the experiments
that led to this conclusion.
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first tested violations of the intransitivity of verbs by presenting sentences with an
object NP adjacent to an obligatorily intransitive verb. Below is a sample of the test
sentences:

C(ondition) 1
C(ondition) 2
C(ondition) 3
C(ondition) 4

*John frowned Kate during the journey
John fought Kate during the journey
John frowned during the journey
John fought during the journey

Condition 1 involves an intransitive verb followed by an object; Condition 2, an
optionally transitive verb followed by an object; Condition 3, an intransitive verb and
no adjacent object; and Condition 4, an optionally transitive verb with no direct object.
Stevenson explained that the difference between CI and C2 was the verb type .and the
ungrammaticality of CI. The difference between C3 and C4 was only the verb type.
Hence, a grammaticality effect would manifest itself as the difference between CI and
C2 on the one hand, and the difference between C3 and C4 on the other (which will
show itself as an interaction between verb type and object inclusion during data
analysis). Stevenson's results are reproduced here for ease of exposition:
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Verb Type

+Object

-Object

+Intransitive

-Intransitive

Difference

CI

C2

127

1346

1219

C3

C4

999

998

1

126 Interaction

These results showed that when an intransitive verb is immediately followed by an NP,
there is a response time increase of 126 milliseconds in the direction predicted of a
grammaticality effect. This interaction is significant, minF' (1,30)= 4.29, p< .05.
Clearly, this response time cost is directly attributable to the violation of the transitivity
requirements of the intransitive verb.
Next, Stevenson (1992) tested whether the same effect found with the
obligatorily intransitive verbs would be obtained when the transitivity of an obligatorily
transitive verb was violated (experiment 4B). In this case. Condition 1 involved an
obligatorily transitive verb without an object; Condition 2, an optionally transitive verb
without an object; Condition 3, an obligatorily transitive verb with a direct object, and
Condition 4, an optionally transitive verb and a direct object. A sample set is presented
below;
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CI
C2
C3
C4

*Kareii surprised during the party
Karen helped during the party
Karen surprised Keith during the party
Karen helped Keith during the party

As in the previous experiment, a grammaticality effect will manifest itself as a greater
difference between CI and C2 than C3 and C4. The results of this experiment are
reproduced below:
Verb Type

-Object

-[-Object

-[-Transitive

-Transitive

Difference

CI

C2

66

1092

1022

C3

C4

1330

1297

33

33 (3.8)

The difference in this case showed an increase of 33 milliseconds in the direction
predicted by a grammaticality effect. However, this interaction was not significant,
which meant that no reliable effect was attached to the violation of the obligatory
transitivity of the verb. It is important to keep this result in mind, as it will become
relevant in subsequent discussions.
Experiment 5 in Stevenson (1992) was designed to test whether a wh-phrase

which had no available wh-traces with which to bind would induce a reaction time cost.
The four conditions used in this experiment are exemplified below:
CI
C2
C3
C4

*Who did Harry believe that John helped Bill?
When did Harry believe that John helped Bill?
Who did Harry believe that John helped?
When did Harry believe that John helped?

The ungrammaticality of Condition 1 stems from the fact that the wh-phrase 'Who"
does not have a wh-trace with which to bind. Conditions 2 and 4 are grammatical
because the wh-phrase 'when' does not bind with a post-verbal position, as it does not
seek an object role. Therefore, the phrase is not affected if the object position is filled.
Finally, Condition 3 contains the wh-phrase 'Who' with an object gap available for
binding. Hence, the grammaticality of this condition follows. Stevenson's results for
this experiment have a striking resemblance with those obtained in experiment 4B:
although the response time data showed an increase of 46 milliseconds associated with
the ungrammatical items with an unbound wh-phrase (CI minus C2), the interaction
between Object gap and Wh-phrase was not significant. This result indicates that an
unbound wh-phrase does not appear to induce a reliable response time cost.
To recapitulate the findings presented so far, experiments 4B and 5 resulted in
no reliable interaction effects. However, the magnitude of each effect ranged from 33
milliseconds to 46 milliseconds, and these effects were in the expected direction of a
grammaticality effect. This led Stevenson to suspect that the matching task was not

able to reliably detect response time costs when they indeed existed (a Type II error, in
statistical terms). As Stevenson points out, one problem with the sentence matching
task is that subjects vary with respect to the speed at which they read sentences. The
matching task used in Freedman and Forster (1985)', and in all the experiments that
Stevenson (1992) had conducted so far, involved the sequential presentation of a pair of
sentences, where the time delay between the presentation of the first and the second
sentence was a fixed 2 seconds. Stevenson (1992) reasoned that slow readers could still
be reading the ending of the first sentence at the time the display for the second
sentence occurred. Response times for these readers would then include parts of the
reading time for the first sentence, the reading time for the second sentences and the
time for matching the sentences. Whether this might bias against an effect for
subjacency violations is unlikely as these sentences are longer than their controls, and
thus more likely to have a response time that is inflated by the additional reading time
of the first sentence. As for the fast readers, one could assume that they would read the
first sentence in substantially less than 2 seconds. If this is the case, their response time
would reflect only the reading time for the second sentence and the matching time.
What effect could this have on the reading of the shorter control sentences? Stevenson
reasoned that if subjects read the first sentence in less than 2 seconds, impatience for
the second sentence might become a factor in their response to their second string.

^ And in other matching task experiments not discussed here such as Freedman (1982), and
Stevenson (1984).
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This would have a stronger effect on the shorter control sentences by inflating their
response time, and thus would create a bias against the identification of a subjacency
violation cost.
To correct for this potential problem, Stevenson developed the ResponseContingent Matching Task, where, crucially, there is no fixed time governing the
duration of sentence presentation. Both the onset of the display of the second word
string and the removal of the pair of sentences from the screen is entirely controlled by
the subject, thereby ensuring that each subject has had sufficient time to read the initial
sentence. This addition in the task necessarily requires the recording of two different
response times: response time 1 (RTl), which represents the reading time for the initial
word siring, and response time two (RT2), which is a record of the response time that
takes to read the second sentence and to match it against the first.
In order to establish whether the response-contingent matching task was in fact a
more sensitive measure than its predecessor, Stevenson tested subjacency violations
using the new version of the matching task. This became the content for Experiment 6.
The items Stevenson used in Experiment 6 had four conditions, illustrated
below:
CI
C2
C3
C4

Mandy admitted that she kept a diary
Mandy admitted the fact that she kept a diary
Which diary did Mandy admit that she kept?
*Which diary did Mandy admit the fact that she kept?
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The ungrammaticality of Condition 4 results from the movement of the wh-phrase out
of an NP, through an S and two other NPs, in violation of the subjacency constraint.
Conditions 1, 2, and 3 are grammatical. The difference between CI and C2 is the
insertion of the NP 'the fact' (which we will refer to as the 'constraint') and the
difference between C3 and C4 is the insertion of the NP and the ungrammaticality of
C4 (caused by the 'movement' of the wh-phrase). In this case, a grammaticality effect
will manifest itself as the difference between CI and C2 on the one hand, and the
difference between C3 and C4 (which will show itself as an interaction between
Movement and Constraint).
The results associated with RT2 showed that, as in the previous experiments
testing subjacency violations, there was no significant grammaticality effect associated
with the subjacency violations in the context of the matching task. However, the
response time values associated with the reading of the first sentence showed a strong
trend in the direction predicted by a grammaticality effect. On average, it took subjects
89 milliseconds longer to read the ungrammatical items, and the interaction term
reached significance, minF' (1,64) =2.84, p<.01.
These findings, in conjunction with other results reported in Stevenson (1992),
motivated the proposal that RTl and RT2 reflect different levels of processing. RTl
reflects a processor whose central role is to construct an analysis of sentence input
which seems to include an interpretation of such input. For this reason, the operating
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level underlying RTl is referred to as the Interpretative Processor. On the other hand,
the operating level of RT2 seems to be a Structural Processor. This processor appears
to operate within a limited, local domain that does not include an analysis of the
sentence in its entirety. It constructs a limited syntactic analysis of each sentence input,
by receiving input from the lexicon and its own set of rules.

3.3

Methodological considerations in the study of codeswitching

3.3.1 Motivation for using ttie Response-Contingent Sentence Matching Task
Research on codeswitching has relied principally on naturalistic data, and to a
lesser extent on acceptability judgements, to build a theory of codeswitching. It is
undeniable that naturalistic data have provided the richest source of codeswitching
patterns across different languages. However, one complication that results from relying
solely on naturalistic data is the ambiguity that arises in interpreting the occurrence of
different codeswitch types. Traditionally, the abundance of certain types of codeswitches
in corpora have been explained in terms of grammatical factors. However, it is possible
that these switches may result from constraints set by the processor, rather than from
crucial grammatical constraints. Also, it may be possible to observe two different types
of switches occurring with the same frequency in naturalistic data, but one could be the
result of performance errors, and the other of grammatical factors. It should be clear.
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then, that although analysis of naturalistic data has provided the field of codeswitching
with a series of valuable successive approximations of (testable) descriptive
generalizations on codeswitching, we need an instrument with which to test the proposed
constraints.
Speakers' subjective intuitions about a codeswitched structure have been one such
instrument. And while perhaps useful in constructing a tentative theory of codeswitching,
acceptability judgements cannot be used as evidence for its validity. This is particularly
true in light of the fact that different groups of bilingual speakers have difficulty reaching
a consensus on what constitutes a "good" codeswitched sentence. Bilinguals have been
reported to reject the very same sentences they produce. In addition, whereas some
bilingual speakers find between- phrasal switches to be more acceptable than withinphrasal switches, others find the opposite to be true.
In this study, we chose the Response-Contingent Sentence Matching Task as an
instrument to study codeswitching. Admittedly, the task is used on a purely
exploratory basis, as it had never before been used in codeswitching studies. Previous
work (Freedman and Forster 1985, Stevenson and Forster 1987, Stevenson 1992) on
the patterns of sensitivity of the task in monolingual smdies set the groundwork on
which predictions could be made regarding codeswitched sentences. The major
advantage of the sentence matching task is that it is sensitive to the syntactic properties
of sentences. The task is responsive to syntactic complexity (e.g. sentences with a
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subject relative take less time to match than sentences with an object relative), to wellformedness, to plausibility effects, and to phrase structure scrambles. Because the
patterns of sensitivity of the matching task have been empirically established, it is
possible to evaluate whether we can use the task to investigate the processing of
codeswitched sentences.
A second advantage of the matching task is its simplicity. Subjects are
instructed to read the sentences that are presented on a computer monitor, and are asked
to decide whether they are physically the same or different. The instructions are
unambiguous, allowing participants to know precisely what they are supposed to do.
Notice that this is not the case with other tasks, such as question answering or
grammaticality judgements, where subjects inevitably bring to the task their own
interpretation of what is expected from them.

3.3.2 The design of sentence matching experiments in bilingual studies
Section 3.1 briefly discussed what subjects are required to do during a sentence
matching experiment. There is, of course, more to the sentence matching procedure
than has already been described. On the experimental side, all sentence pairs -same
and different items as well as filler items— must be controlled, since otherwise the
results are compromised. One way to achieve this is by equalizing the item length in
any one experiment. This can be done either by matching the number of words, or the

number of characters across all sentences. Since words vary in length, it is possible to
inadvertently construct items with the same number of words, where one condition is
consistently longer than the other. This is particularly true when writing items using
Spanish and English since, by and large, Spanish has longer words than English.
Hence, to avoid any bias in the stimulus, the equalization of length needs to be carried
out by constructing sentences which are matched both in the number of words as well
as in the number of characters.
A second factor that must be controlled in sentence matching experiments is
lexical frequency. Low frequency words typically take longer to access than high
frequency words and this could have the effect of increasing reaction times and
distorting the results. To control for lexical frequency, selection of frequency matched
lexical items to be used in an experiment can be done through the use of word
frequency lists. Although this is a widely used and accepted practice, one must be
cautious when using word frequency lists in bilingual smdies. Depending on the topic,
situation, interlocutor, and intent, a bilingual may more frequently speak one language
than the other. This, in turn, could result in different word frequencies from those
found in frequency lists. Added to this is the fact that frequency lists are culmre
specific, oftentimes reflecting geographic and climatic conditions, as well as festive
events, and may be distorted by unrepresentative sampling of text sources, including
mixed styles or registers, or even culmrally valued archaic texts (Troike, 1996 p.c.).
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To control for frequency under these circumstances, we obtained word frequency
ratings directly from the subjects participating in the experiments.
Reading speed is another factor that plays a critical role in reaction time studies
involving bilinguals. Reading is a skill that varies greatly in a continuum from 'novice
reader' to 'proficient reader'. If subjects are better readers in one language, the results
will inevitably be affected. To safeguard against potential biases caused by reading
speed, we constructed language usage rating scales, where subjects rated their own
fluency on the four basic skills in each language. Self-ratings have repeatedly been
reported to be highly related to independent assessments of language skills and to more
direct tests of language proficiency (Grosjean, 1982). To obtain additional information,
we administered a questiormaire to assess the amount of hours per day that the
participants spent reading in each language, and the type of materials that they read.
Finally, in the experiments in this smdy, all sentences in any one condition
differ only in terms of the variables that define the condition. For example, to test
whether a switch can occur between a determiner and a noun, items are constructed
with two sentence pairs: sentence pair A will contain a switch at the noun, and sentence
pair B, a switch at the determiner. To safely conclude that any difference in matching
times between sentence A and sentence B results from the manipulation of the variable,
both sentences have to be physically identical (e.g. contain the same lexical items).
Otherwise, it could be claimed that the results were caused by extraneous lexical
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factors. However, a problem with this design is that if the same subject is exposed to
both sentences A and B in our example, he or she could develop a strategy where a
decision is made as to whether an item pair is 'same' or 'different' simply by referring
back to a previous response to the same item. To circumvent this problem, a
counterbalanced Latin Squares design is used. Here, items are assigned to different
item groups and subjects are assigned to different subject groups. An example of this
is presented in figure 1 below:

Conditions
Condition 1

Condition 2

Subject Group 1

Items 1-10

Items 11-20

Subject Group 2

Items 11-20

Items 1-10

Figure I indicates that there are two experimental conditions (Condition 1 and
Condition 2) and two subject groups. In all, twenty items have been constructed for
this experiment. Each item is composed of two pairs of sentences, and one of the two
conditions is represented in each pair. Subject #1 from subject group 1 will only see
the first sentence pair of item #1. On the other hand, subject #1 from subject group 2,
will only see the second sentence pair of item #1. In this manner, all subjects are
exposed to all conditions, and all items presented in all conditions, and subjects never
see all sentence pairs constructed for any one item.

Statistical analysis of response times and percentage error rates in this study is
undertaken using an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). The subject analysis is based on
the average response time and percentage error rate for each subject in each condition,
collapsing across the items in that condition. The item analysis is based upon the
average response time and percentage error rate for each item in each condition,
collapsing across the individual subjects reaction times. A significant subject analysis,
where alpha equals 0.05, will be interpreted as an experimental effect that is
generalizable to other subjects. A significant item analysis, where alpha equals 0.05,
will be interpreted as an experimental effect that is generalizable to other items.

3.4

The scope of this study
One of the central goals of this study is to explore the use of the Response-

Contingent Sentence Matching Task as a tool for investigating constraints on
codeswitching. As stated earlier, a vast majority of codeswitching smdies have relied
largely on naturalistic data to propose grammatical restrictions on codeswitching. From
the perspective of structural analysis, many researchers have interpreted frequency of
occurrence of codeswitches as an indicator of grammaticality. However, it is
conceivable that two different types of codeswitches occur with the same frequency in
naturalistic data, but their presence in corpora is due to drastically different factors
(e.g., grammatical constraints vs. production constraints). As stated earlier, the

Response-Contingent Sentence Matching Task is sensitive to the syntactic properties of
sentences. This attribute makes it a promising experimental technique to study
grammatical constraints on codes witching.
The grammatical constraint investigated in this smdy is the Functional Head
Constraint. This constraint was chosen for two reasons. First, since its inception,
there has been controversy surrounding the validity of the constraint. Several of the
codeswitching types predicted by the constraint to be ungrammatical are frequently
attested in naturalistic data (Myers-Scotton, p.c., Mahootian, p.c.). This fact raises
questions regarding the descriptive adequacy of the constraint. Belazi et al. (1994)
argue that counterexamples to the constraint are the product of different levels of
bilingual ability. Non-balanced bilinguals are prone to violate the constraint, whereas
balanced bilinguals are not. A reasonable way out of this dilemma is to test the validity
of the constraint with fluent bilinguals using an experimental task that is sensitive to
constraint violations. The data collected can then be compared to frequency counts in
naturalistic data. Comparisons between these two sources of data might then be used to
argue, with a higher degree of confidence, for or against the constraint. Second, the
constraint is stated in precise terms, allowing the formulation of clear and testable
predictions. The second goal of this smdy is to investigate the effect of matrix language
on the processing of codeswitched sentences. It has often been observed that highly
proficient bilinguals in migrant settings will switch regularly from the minority
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language to the dominant one but rarely in the opposite direction (De Bot & Schreuder,
1992). This has led to the hypothesis that there is 'matrix language' which guides
sentence production in bilinguals. The question then becomes whether there exists a
matrix language guiding the comprehension of codeswitched speech and what its effect
is.

3.5

Subject Selection in this study
Subjects were selected using several criteria. Early exposure to both languages

and daily use of these languages in adulthood was one of the criteria. Johnson and
Newport (1991), Weber-Fox and Neville (1993), and Johnson (1993) have demonstrated
quite convincingly that the ability to obey certain language principles undergoes gradual
deterioration as age of acquisition increases. It is possible, then, that bilinguals who have
acquired one of the two languages, say, after adolescence, produce codeswitches that are
drastically different from those produced by early bilinguals.
Although this is a reasonable hypothesis, studies investigating the effect that
bilingual ability has on type of codeswitching have produced conflicting results. Bela2d
(1991) argues that fluent Arabic-French bilinguals are more sensitive to grammatical
constraints on codeswitching than their non-fluent counterparts. Conversely,
Berk-Seligson (1986) finds no statistical difference'" among three groups of Spanish-

Using analysis of variance as a statistical technique.
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Hebrew bilinguals" in terms of their use of intrasentential and intersentential
codeswitches. In a parallel fashion, no significant differences emerged among the three
groups as to the type of codeswitches produced. In this study, only those subjects who
reported exposure to Spanish and English before the age of six were selected for
participation'*. The subjects were subsequently interviewed by two Mexican
monolingual Spanish speakers to provide a global assessment of their fluency in Spanish
while at the same time determining whether the subjects had any conspicuous accent.
The topics discussed during the interview dealt with family life, university life and fiiture
plans. Those subjects judged by both native speakers as fluent Spanish speakers with no
audible English accent were subsequently given a bilingual questiormaire (Appendix A)
designed to tap various aspects of language skill by self-report. The results of the
Bilingual Questionnaire are reported in Table 3.1. Out of the fifty-one subjects, thirtyeight (approximately 75%) use both English and Spanish at home, and thirteen subjects
(25% of the subjects) use only Spanish in this environment. A total of forty-five subjects
(88%) use only Spanish with their parents, whereas the remaining six subjects (12%) use
both languages. All subjects use both languages with their fnends.
When asked about their language of preference, forty-nine of the fifty-one subjects

"The informants used in her study where Spanish-Hebrew bilinguals who fell in one of three categories:
fluent bilinguals (those persons who were bom in Ottoman or British Mandate Palestine, or who had come
during those periods as children or early adolescents), Spanish-dominant (who had come as adults from
Europe to the State of Israel), and Hebrew dominant
The subjects were first generation Americans of Mexican heritage.
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considered that their language preference was contingent upon the interlocutor, and two
reported having no preference for one language over the other.
In order to determine the contexts in which English and Spanish were used,
subjects were asked to indicate the amount of time that they spent watching TV and
reading in both languages. Results for the English section show that, on a typical day,
45% of the subjects watch approximately 30 minutes of TV, 27% watch I hour, 16%
watch 2 hours, and 12 % watch 3 or more hours. Time devoted to reading received
markedly different scores. 4% of the subjects reported reading English materials for
approximately 30 minutes a day, 16% for 1 hour, 20% for 2 hours, and 60% read for 3
hours daily. In terms of the materials usually read, a total of 82% of the subjects reported
reading newspapers, 96% read textbooks, 43% read literary works, and 64% read
magazines.
For the Spanish section, 70% of the subjects indicated that they watch 30 minutes
of TV in Spanish, 8% watch I hour, 4% watch 2 hours, and remaining 18% reported
never watching TV in Spanish. With respect to their reading habits, 31% of the subjects
reported 30 minutes of daily reading in Spanish, 41% reported 1 hour, 26% read for 2
hours, and 2% read for 3 or more hours. A total of 24% of the subjects reported reading
newspapers in Spanish, 90% read textbooks (mostly advanced level grammar and
writing), 82% read literary works, and 45% read magazines. The type of materials read in
Spanish perhaps reflects the fact that the majority (65%) of the students involved in this
study are enrolled in courses designed for native speakers of Spanish, many of which are
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literature courses.
Another aspect addressed in the questionnaire was reading ability. As mentioned
in Chapter III, the task used for data collection requires the reading of sentences. Subjects
sit in front of a computer screen, and read a sentence which is displayed on the screen.
As soon as this task is completed, they press a button to display a second sentence. After
reading the second sentence, they press yet another button to indicate whether the
sentences are the same or different.
Imagine for a moment that the hypothetical difference in reading times for
sentences (a) and (b) below were being used to argue in favor of a given hypothesis:

(a)

Las senoras han traido the drinks for the party (2568 milliseconds )
[The ladies

(b)

have brought the drinks

for the party]

Las senoras have brought the drinks for the party ( 1897 milliseconds)
[The ladies

have brought

the drinks

for the party]

If subjects read Spanish considerably slower than English, the longer reading times
observed for sentence (a) could be explained by virtue of the higher number of Spanish
words it contains, with respect to sentence (b). This would prevent the researcher from
using the differences in reading times as support for the particular hypothesis. On the
other hand, if subjects read both langxiages at the same rate, the difference observed in the
reading times of the two sentences could be explained using arguments other than speed
of reading.
To ensure that reading ability remained constant for the two languages, the

Bilingual Questionnaire asked subjects to indicate in which language they felt more
comfortable when performing language related tasks (i.e., reading, speaking, writing, and
listening). In addition, all subjects were asked to rate their language abilities on a scale
from 1 to 4 (1= poor; 2= needs work; 3= good; 4=very good) to obtain further
information about their language proficiency. The fifty-one reported feeling equally
comfortable in both languages when speaking, reading or listening. When writing,
however, English was preferred over Spanish by a sweeping 98% of the subjects. This is
not surprising, since the subjects' writing instruction has taken place in an English
context. The same fifty-one subjects rated their speaking, listening and reading
proficiency in the two languages equally high, again with the exception of writing skills,
where all but one subject felt that they still needed improvement in both languages. It
was this group of 51 subjects that was selected to participate in this study.
An interesting aspect that emerged from the questiormaire concerns the direction
of codeswitching. Results reveal that the vast majority (90%) of the subjects reported
codeswitching from Spanish to English, but not vice versa. Of the remaining 10% of the
subjects, 4% said that they switch from Spanish to English most of the time, and 6%
reported not being sure about the direction of the switch.
This directional asymmetry observed in codeswitching has been discussed in a
number of studies (Soares and Grosjean 1984; Grosjean 1988; Joshi 1985; Sridhar and
Sridhar 1980, Nishimura 1985, 1986; Klavans 1985, Myers-Scotton 1993, 1995; Park,
Troike and Park, 1993) by invoking the existence of a matrix language and an embedded
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language during codeswitching.
The term 'matrix language', also sometimes referred to as the 'base language',
encapsulates the idea that during the process of codeswitching, two or more languages are
being accessed at the same time, but linguistic information from the two languages is
available in non-identical ways. Loosely speaking, under this view, the 'matrix language'
is more strongly activated, and guides the process of sentence formulation by setting the
morpheme order and by directing the morphosyntactic procedures diuing sentence
production (Myers-Scotton, 1993). As a consequence, switching a category x from the
matrix to the embedded language is permitted, but the reverse is not.
Any discussion of the nature of the matrix language is complicated by the fact that
some researchers (predominantly Myers-Scotton, 1993) believe the matrix language
assignment to be dynamic (i.e. it can change from sentence to sentence for any one given
speaker) whereas others do not (Joshi, 1985). However, even among these researchers
there is agreement that assignment of the matrix language is guided, in part, by sociolinguistic factors (e.g. the language most often associated with group solidarity and group
identity within a speech community.)
From the results obtained in the Bilingual Questionnaire, one could speculate that
for the vast majority of the subjects that participated in this study, the matrix language is
Spanish. If this is the case, we expect to see differences in the behavior exhibited for
codeswdtches that go from Spanish to English, vis- a-vis those that go from English to
Spanish. The nature of this difference and how it manifests itself remains to be seen.
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Table 3.1:

Age

Gender

Results from the Bilingual Questionnaire. Answers given in numerical values and
percentages. The answers reported correspond to the 51 subjects that met the language
acquisition cutoff and the reading ability requirement.

Between

Between 21 and

Between 24 and 32

18 and 20

23

11 subjects

24 subjects

16 subjects

(22%)

(47 %)

(31%)

IVIale

Female

20 subjects (39%)

31 subjects
(61%)

Language of

English

Spanish

preference

It depends on whom

Both

I talk to

2 subjects (4%)

49 subjects (96%)
Hours a day

30 minutes

1 hour

2 hours

3 or more hours

spent watching

23 subjects

14 subjects

8 subjects (16%)

6 subjects (12%)

English TV

(45%)

(27%)

Frequency with

At home

At school

With parents

With friends

which English

Always 0%

Always 100%

Always 0%

Always 0%

is used in the

Sometimes 75%

Sometimes 0%

Sometimes 12%

Sometimes 100%

following

Never 25%

Never 0%

Never 88%

Never 0%

environments
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Do you speak

At home

At school

With parent

With friends

Spanish ....

Always 25%

Always 0%

Always 88%

Always 0%

Sometimes 75%

Sometimes 0%

Sometimes 12%

Sometimes 100%

Never 0%

Never 100%

Never 0%

Never 0%

Hours a days

30 minutes

1 hour

2 hours or more

Never

spent watching

36 subjects

4 subjects

2 subjects

9 subjects

Spanish TV

(70%)

(8%)

(4%)

(18%)

Hours a day

30 minutes

1 hour

2 hours

3 or more hours

spent reading

2 subjects

8 subjects

10 subjects

31 subjects

English

(4%)

(16%)

(20%)

(60%)

Type of

Newspapers

Textbooks

Literary works

Magazines

material read in

42 subjects

49 subjects

22 subjects

33 subjects

English

(82%)

(96%)

(43%)

(64%)

Hours a day

30 minutes

1 hour

2 hours

3 or more hours

spent reading

16 subjects

21 subjects

13 subjects

1 subjects

Spanish

(31%)

(41%)

(26%)

(2%)

Type of

Newspapers

Textbooks

Literary works

Magazines

material read in

12 subjects

46 subjects

42 subject

23 subjects

Spanish

(24%)

(90%)

(82%)

(45%)

Do you ever

Yes

No

codeswitch?

51 subjects

0 subjects

(100%)
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How often do

Often

Sometimes

Seldom

you

32 subjects

19 subjects

0 subjects

codeswitch?

(63%)

(37%)

Direction of

From English to

From Spanish

codeswitch

Spanish

to English

Always

-90%-

Most of the time

-4%-

Not sure

Seldom—
Never
Not sure

•N/A-

•6%-

Chapter IV
Response time costs in the matching task
and the Fmictional Head Constraint
The Functional Head Constraint is a proposed constraint on the well-formedness
of codeswitched sentences. If the constraint is valid and the matching task is sensitive to
well-formedness in codeswitches, then those cases of codeswitching that evidence a
violation of the Functional Head Constraint should result in longer reading times than the
cases where the violation is not present. The first experiment in this study tests whether it
is in fact the case that switches between a determiner and a noun show a grammaticality
effect in the matching task.

Experiment #1
Switches between Determiners and Nouns
The point between determiner and noun is widely cited as the most frequent
locus for codeswitching (Poplack 1981a; Sankoff and Poplack 1981; Pfaff 1978; BerkSeligson 1986). According to the Functional Head Constraint, however, this type of
switch should be ill-formed. Recall that the constraint assures that the features of
functional heads match the features of their internal domains (e.g. complements)
through a process of Feature Checking. For this process to take place, the language
feamre of the ftmctional head and that of its complement must match. Belazi (1991)
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and Belazi et al.(1993) explain the high occurrence of detenniner-noun switches in
naturalistic data as the result of the different degrees of bilingual competence in the
participants: non-fluent bilinguals are less sensitive to grammatical constraints on
switching than their fluent counterparts, and thus are more prone to produce or accept
switches that violate the Functional Head Constraint.
The Response-Contingent Sentence Matching Task described in Chapter HI was
used as the tool for data collection. Before stating the predictions for Experiment #1,
we may briefly review the patterns of sensitivity of the Matching Task relevant for this
study, as the predictions for this experiment, and for all other experiments reported
here, are based on these patterns of sensitivity. Recall from Chapter IE that the
Response-Contingent Matching Task is composed of two measures: a reading time
measure and a matching time measure. Stevenson (1992) demonstrated that the
processing level indexed by Reading Times was sensitive to ungrammaticality caused
by constraint violations (i.e. subjacency violations) as well as ungrammaticality caused
by rule violations (i.e. violations in subject-verb agreement). The processing level
indexed by Matching Times, on the other hand, was shown to be sensitive to rule
violations but not to constraint violations. Returning to the predictions for this
experiment, if the Functional Head Constraint is correct, we expect Reading Time
measures to be significantly greater for the conditions that exhibit a violation of the
Functional Head Constraint than for the conditions that do not exhibit a violation of the
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constraint. In the context of this experiment, items which switch between Determiner
and NP complement are predicted to receive significantiy longer response times than
items which switch before the Determiner.
As stated in the previous chapter, Stevenson (1992) found that the processing
level indexed by Reading Times is sensitive to constraint violations, as well as rule
violations and plausibility violations. Since the Functional Head Constraint has been
proposed as a constraint on the well-formedness of codeswitched sentences, we expect
deviations from the constraint to be reflected in Reading Time measures. In addition,
given that (1) the processing level indexed by the Matching Times has also been shown
to be sensitive to local well-formedness, and (2) Feature Checking is hypothesized to
occur within a local domain, any violation of the Functional Head Constraint should
also be reflected in the Matching Time data.

Method
Subjects. Thirty-two subjects from the original pool of 51 subjects were
selected for this experiment. Subject were paid for their participation.
Materials and Design.

Forty item sets were used in this experiment. An item

set consisted of a pair of sentences in each of four versions, corresponding to the four
experimental conditions. In order to assess (1) whether the direction of the switch
influences reaction times, and (2) whether switches between determiner (Det) and noun
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(N) cause an increase in response times, two factors were manipulated. The first factor
refers to the Matrix Language, and has two levels: English and Spanish. The second
factor refers to Switch Site (whether there is a match or a mismatch between the
language feamres of the determiner and those of the noun), and also has two levels:
mismatch and match.
These two factors were combined to form a 2x2 factorial design, where the
critical effect is the main effect of the second factor. The factorial combination is
outlined below, along with an example of an item se^^r
Factors

Matrix Language

Switch site

Item Samples

Condition 1:

Spanish

Mismatch

La maestra compro los books for the children
[the teacher bought the books for the children)

Condition 2:

Spanish

Match

La maestra compro the books for the children
[the teacher bought the books for the children]

Conditions:

English

Mismatch

The teacher bought the libros para los ninos
[the teacher bought the books for the children]

Condition 4:

English

Match

The teacher bought los libros para los ninos
[the teacher bought the books for the children]

CI is a sentence where the matrix language is Spanish, with a mismatch between
the language of the determiner los and the language of the noun books. C2, also with
Spanish as the matrix language, has a match between the language of the determiner the

'^Outline adapted from Stevenson, 1992.
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and that of the noun books. C3, with English as the matrix language, has a mismatch
between the determiner itis and the noun libros. Finally, C4 has English as the matrix
language, and a match between the language of the determiner los and the language of
the noun libros.
The assumption underlying the possible outcomes is that if the sentence
matching task is sensitive to the well-formedness of codeswitches, the conditions that
exhibit a violation of the Functional Head Constraint will receive longer response
times, as there will be a cost associated with the ungrammaticality. CI and C3, where
the language of the determiner and the language of the noun are different (the
mismatch condition) should receive longer response times than C2 and C4, where the
language of the determiner and that of the noun are the same (the match condition).
Since the Functional Head Constraint, in theory, filters out sentences with a mismatch
between the language feamre of a functional head and the language feamre of its
complement, it is always operative and should apply any time this strucmral
configuration is present. As such, the predictions stated above remain unaffected
whether the switch occurs from Spanish into English or vice-versa.
In statistical terms, a violation of the Functional Head Constraint in this
experiment will manifest itself as a main effect of Switch Site, with the items
exhibiting a mismatch between the language of the determiner and the language of the
noun predicted to receive significantly longer response times than the items where the

language of the determiner and that of the noun match.
Forty item sets such as the one presented earlier were constructed, and the four
conditions in each item set were then assigned to one of four subject groups. This
yielded the resulting Latin Square design outlined below:
Conditions

Subject
Groups

CI

C2

C3

C4

Group I

1-10

11-20

21-30

31-40

Group n

3 MO

1-10

11-20

21-30

Group in

21-30

31-40

1-10

11-20

Group rv

11-20

21-30

31-40

1-10

The items referred to above are only those that are presented in SAME pairs,
and require a SAME response. Henceforth, these items will be referred to as the
"experimental items," and are the only ones to be statistically analyzed.
An additional set of forty DIFFERENT item sets was generated for each
experimental condition, similar to the experimental items in structure and content.'"*
These items were dubbed "distractor items" and do not participate in the statistical
analysis. In the distractor items, only one word differentiates the first sentence of an

The similarity between the SAME and the DIFFERENT items is critical, since it minimizes the
possibility that subjects will reach a decision regarding the identity of the sentences by developing
strategies based on differences (e.g., length) in the two types of items.

item set from the second sentence of the same item set. The one word that differs in
each pair is matched with another word of equal length, to prevent subjects from
reaching a decision based on the physical attributes of the sentence pair. Likewise, the
location of the difference occurs evenly across all sentences (e.g., beginning, middle,
and end of sentence) to prevent subjects from developing a locating strategy, which
would enable them to reach a SAME decision without fully reading the sentences.
In addition, twenty-four FILLER item sets were constructed to distract the
subject from the objective of the experiment. Twelve were SAME and twelve were
DIFFERENT. Half of the sentences began in Spanish and half in English. These
sentences contained switches that were different in strucmre from the experimental
sentences.
Finally, ten PRACTICE item sets were also generated. These practice items
were presented to the subjects at the beginning of the experimental session to
familiarize them with the requirements of the matching task, and the type of stimuli.
Again, five item pairs required a SAME response and the remaining five required a
DIFFERENT response. In addition, half of the item pairs started in Spanish and half in
English.
Each time a set of items is presented to a subject, it is pseudo-randomly
scrambled. This involves assigning equal numbers of SAME items, DIFFERENT
items, and FILLER items to a number of different item blocks. This experiment was

divided into 11 item blocks, each containing 4 pairs of SAME sentences, 4 pairs of
DIFFERENT sentences, and 3 pairs of FILLER sentences. The sequence of items
within each block is then scrambled, as is the sequence of the blocks. This results in
the items being presented in a different order to each subject, yet the items in each
condition are evenly distributed throughout the duration of the experiment. This guards
against the possibility of all items representing one condition being randomly clustered
together during the course of the experiment. All items used in this experiment, and all
other experiments reported in this smdy, are listed in Appendix B. Summaries of the
statistical analysis conducted are in Appendix C.
Procedure.

Each subject was first presented with an instruction sheet to read,

which explained the procedure and emphasized the importance of speed and accuracy
when responding. After reading the instructions, subjects were taken into the testing
booth which contained a computer-controlled display unit. On the same table where the
display unit was placed, and between the display unit and the subject, there was a small
square box which contained two red buttons. The button to the right was labeled "yes"
and the button to the left was labeled "no." The subject was instructed to press the
button labeled "yes" when the two sentences were the SAME, and to press the button
labeled "no" when the two sentences were DIFFERENT. The box containing the two
buttons was always placed so that the "yes" button corresponded to the subject's
preferred hand. This was done to reduce any "response confiision" in relation to the
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SAME items, as only the responses to these items were analyzed. Subject instructions
are presented in Appendix D.
To allow subjects control over the rate at which new items were presented, a
foot pedal was placed on the floor, under the display unit. Subjects were instructed to
press the pedal to display the first sentence of an item set. All text material was
displayed in lower case letters, except for sentence-initial letters and proper names; end
punctuation was also included. In addition, the computer program that ran the
experiment automatically placed all items in the center of the screen.
Upon the subject's first pressing the foot pedal, a welcoming remark appeared
on the screen, first in Spanish and then in English, followed by a statement (in English
and Spanish), which informed subjects that a series of practice items would follow.
The experimenter remained in the testing booth during the first four practice items to
ensure that the subject understood what was required.
Upon requesting the first practice item, the subject was presented with a
sentence that was centered on the display unit screen, and a clock started. The subjects
read this sentence and then pressed the "yes" key to request the second sentence.'^ The
time that elapsed between the onset of the first sentence and the request for the second
sentence was recorded as Response Time 1. Henceforth, this time will be referred to as

" Note that this key is also used to indicate a SAME response. Although one might think that the
assignment of two different functions to the same key might cause confusion, such confusion occurred very
rarely, and only during the first two or three practice items. Once subjects understood the task, it was
carried out with much automaticity.
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Reading Time, to denote the reading tinae for the first sentence of an item set. There
was no "right-wrong" feedback after this initial reading.
Once the second sentence was requested, the clock started again. This sentence
was displayed aligned below the first. The subject read the second sentence, and then
pressed either the "yes" button or the "no" button to indicate whether the sentences
were the SAME or DIFFERENT. An example of a SAME and a DIFFERENT item
set is given below:

SAME item set

DIFFERENT item set "

La maestra compro los books for the children.

El senor se olvido los hooks for his friends.

La maestra compro los books for the children.

El senor se olvido los boots for his friends.

Once the subject made a response, the clock was stopped once again. The time
that elapsed between the onset of the second sentence and the matching response was
recorded as Response Time 2. This time will be referred to as Matching Time, to
reflect the fact that it is during this stage that a matching decision is made. The
subject's response was followed by a feedback message displayed beneath the item set,
indicating that the response was either Correct or Wrong. If the response was correct,
the message read "CORRECT." If the response was wrong, the message read
"WRONG." This information was necessary, as it allowed subjects to adjust their mode

Differences in item lengths caused by differences in character widths were adjusted by the computer
program used to run the experiments.
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of responding in line with accuracy. Feedback was displayed only for a very short
period of time, after which the screen was blank. A subject's request (as manifested by
the pressing of the footpedal) was then required before the next item was presented.
All the materials constructed in this experiment were controlled for length and
lexical frequency. Sentence length across item sets varied between 7 words and 9
words. Due to the variation in item length as measured by nxraiber of words, sentence
length was additionally controlled by using number of characters per sentence. The
number of characters per sentence varied between 43 and 46 characters. This gave rise
to sentences that, although sometimes different in the number of words, were very
similar in the number of characters. Item sets #9 and #17, reproduced below, illustrate
this;
Item set #9

CI
C2
C3
C4

Item set # 17

CI
C2
C3
C4

La maestra compro los books for the children.
La maestra compro los books for the children.
La maestra compro the books for the children.
La maestra compro the books for the children.
The teacher bought the libros para los niiios.
The teacher bought the libros para los ninos.
The teacher bought los libros para los ninos.
The teacher bought los libros para los ninos.

Juan dijo que el tiene sus savings in the bank.
Juan dijo que el tiene sus savings in the bank.
Juan dijo que el tiene his savings in the bank.
Juan dijo que 61 tiene his savings in the bank.
John said that he has bis ahorros en el banco.
John said that he has his ahorros en el banco.
John said that he has sus ahorros en el banco.
John said that he has sus ahorros en el banco.

Item set #9 contains eight-word sentences, and 44 characters per sentence
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(minus seven spaces between words, which would equal 37 characters). On the other
hand, item set #17 has ten-word sentences and 46 characters per sentence (minus 9
spaces, which would equal 37 characters). This would result in the same number of
characters for both item sets, despite the fact that one has more words than the other.
In order to control for lexical frequency, a list of high frequency English words
was translated into Spanish by the experimenter. Next, the list was rated by the
experimenter as well as by four additional bilingual Spanish-English speakers in terms
of word frequencies. Only those words that were rated "high frequency" in Spanish by
all four judges were subsequently used to construct the item sets for this experiment,
and for all other experiments discussed in this smdy.
The two dependent variables used throughout this study are Response Times and
Percentage Error Rate. Response times are always reported in milliseconds (ms.).
Subjects with an error rate of more than 10% were rejected from the analysis.

Results and Discussion
The Reading Times and the Matching Times will be treated separately in the
analyses that follow. The Reading Times will be analyzed first, and Matching Times
analyzed second. The data were analyzed using a 3-way analysis of variance
(Subject/Item Groups x Matrix language x Switch Site), but Groups will not be
mentioned here, since this factor is introduced by the counterbalancing procedure, and
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is of no interest here. One analysis involved the subject means (collapsing across
items), and another analysis involved the items means (collapsing across subjects).
Reading Times
The mean reaction times for each condition are reported in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1;

Mean response time (in milliseconds) for reading times, as a fimction of Matrix
Language and Language Features at Switch Site.

Language features at switch site
Mismatch

Spanish

Matrix
Langtiage

Match

CI

C2

compro los books

compro the books

2425

2494

C3

C4

bought the libros

bought los libros

2439

2401

Difference

69

English
-38
107 Interaction

As can be seen, when the switch is from Spanish to English, there is an increase of 69
ms in reading time in the match condition (C2, where the determiner and the noun are
in the same language). This is numerically greater than the increase in reading time in
the match condition, when the switch is from English to Spanish (C4), which is 38 ms.
On the average, items in Condition #2 took 107 milliseconds longer to read than would
be predicted by the effects of language of complement and language of ftmctional head

acting independently. This increase is in the opposite direction of that predicted by the
Functional Head Constraint, and the interaction reaches significance, F(l,28)= 6.75,
p < .02. A subanalysis carried out to compare the mean response times for Conditions
#1 and #2, and Conditions #3 and #4 shows that items in Condition #2 took
significantly longer to read than did items in Condition #1, F(l,28)=17.30, p< .01.
However, no significant difference was found between Conditions #3 and #4,
F(1,28) = 1.48, p >0.2. Analysis by items shows that the effect of matching the
language of the determiner and the language of the noun, although not significant,
approaches significance, F(l,36)=3.41, p=.07. Despite the lack of significance of the
item analysis, its strong trend toward significance warrants, at least, a tentative
explanation of the results.
The results show that the value of the Matrix Language (Spanish or English) has
an impact on the time subjects take to read items that switch at the determiner vs. items
that switch between the determiner and the noun. In those cases where the direction of
the codeswitch is from Spanish to English, switches at the determiner (C2), resulting in
a match between the language of the determiner and the language of the noun, are
associated with a response time cost that is significantly greater than that observed for
switches that occur between the determiner and the noun (CI). This result is in the
opposite direction of that predicted by the Functional Head Constraint, as switches that
comply with the constraint are predicted to receive shorter response times. The cases
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where the direction of the switch is from English to Spanish reveal a different pattern.
Switches between the determiner and the noun are numerically more costly than
switches at the determiner. Although the difference is in the direction predicted by the
Functional Head Constraint, it is non-significant. In summary, then, the results
strongly disfavor the Functional Head Constraint.
Why do the response patterns differ in the two cases? The answer may lie in the
level of language processing reflected by the Reading Time measure. Stevenson (1992)
suggests that Reading Times entail a level of processing where a full meaning
representation of the sentence input is constructed. In carrying out the task, subjects
presumably are thought to process the linguistic input in a reasonably exhaustive
fashion. This would entail accessing discourse and pragmatic knowledge, as well as
syntactic knowledge. Stevenson labels the operating level underlying Reading Times the
Interpretive Processor.
If Stevenson is correct, when subjects read codeswitched sentences, information
about the subjects' experience as codeswitchers comes into play. This would include
information regarding the familiarity with the direction of the switch (ie. from Spanish to
English or from English to Spanish) as well as information regarding the
"grammaticality" of the switch. Let's imagine for a moment that, in trying to build the
best 'interpretive story' for these sentences, the processor first evaluates information
regarding the directionality of the switch. If the processor establishes that the direction
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of the codeswitch is familiar, it proceeds to further construct a syntactic representation of
the sentence taking into account information regarding the grammaticality of the switch,
as this information is available to the processor. The response time advantage observed
for Condition #1 as compared to Condition #2 might be explained if we assume that
switches in the first condition are grammatical (i.e. easier to process for some syntactic
reason yet to be established) whereas switches ui the second condition are not. The
notion of grammaticality of codeswitch will be addressed in Chapter V. For now, we
will continue to refer to switches as grammatical and ungrammatical.
What about the cases where the direction of the switch is from English to
Spanish? One reason for the lack of difference in response times for Conditions #3 and
#4 might center on the fact that these types of switches are not part of the subjects'
experiences. Recall that the majority (90%) of the subjects that participated in this
study reported switching from Spanish to English but never vice-versa. This fact
suggests a pictiu^e where the lack of difference in response times for these switches
may stem from the fact that once the processor has established that the direction of the
codeswitch is unfamiliar, information regarding the grammaticality of the switch is
either irrelevant or not available to build a syntactic representation for the sentence.
Matching Times
The next analysis involves the Matching Times data, measuring the time taken
by subjects to read the second sentence of a pair of sentences, and to indicate whether
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the two sentences on the screen are SAME or DIFFERENT. Recall that in this
analysis, as in the one conducted for Reading Times, only the SAME items are of
interest. Table 4.2 presents the mean subject response times for Matching Times, as a
function of Matrix Language and Language of the determiner + noun. The analysis of
these results involved a 3-way analysis of variance (Subject/Item Groups x Matrix
Language x Switch Site).
Table 4.2:

Mean response time (in milliseconds) for matching times, as a fiinction of Matrix
Language and Language Feamres at Switch Site.
Language features at switch site
Mismatch

English

Matrix
Language

Spanish

Match

Cl

C2

compro los books

compro the books

2337

2281

C3

C4

bought the libros

bought los libros

2314

2290

Difference

56

24
32

Analysis by subjects shows that items in the mismatch conditions (Conditions #1
and #3) had a mean response time that was 40 ms greater than items in the "match"
condition (Conditions #2 and #4). This difference is in the direction predicted by the
Functional Head Constraint, and approaches significance, F(l,28)= 4.07, p= .0532.

lOl

No significant main effect of Matrix Language and no significant interaction effect were
found in relation to the subject data. In a parallel fashion, no significant main or
interaction effects were associated with the error data.
Although these findings are certainly compatible with the predictions made by
the Functional Head Constraint, it seems unlikely that the application of the constraint
can provide a fiill account of the pattern of results. If we claim that the constraint
applies at this level of representation, it becomes increasingly difficult to explain why it
does not apply at the level of representation reflected by Reading Times. After all,
other experiments involving the use of the Response-Contingent Sentence Matching
Task as an instrument for data collection have shown Reading Times to be sensitive to
constraint violations. We mentioned in Chapter HI that Stevenson (1992) found that
although sentences violating the subjacency condition (also a constraint on the wellformedness of sentences) did not produce a reliable cost in Matching Times, they did
incur a significantly longer response time in the Reading Time measures. Instead, the
findings here reported offer strong support for the suggestions made in Stevenson
(1992) that Matching Times reflect a level of processing whose central role is the
construction of a limited syntactic analysis of the sentence input. Stevenson proposes
that this processor, which he refers to as the Structural Processor, is modular to the
extent that it does not have information that is available to the Interpretive Processor.
Its function is to produce a "structural analysis of a language input by receiving input
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from the lexicon and its own set of limited rules." (p. 186)
If Stevenson is correct, we can readily explain the different results obtained for
Matching Times in the context of codeswitching. Information available to the
Interpretive Processor regarding directionality and grammaticality of codeswitch is not
available to the Structural Processor, as it appears to produce analyses without apparent
recognition that switches in Condition #I are more familiar than switches in
Condition Wl. This would explain the lack of a response time advantage for
Condition #1 versus Condition #2. The numerical advantage observed in the conditions
where a match exists between the language of the determiner and the language of the
noun (Conditions §1 and #4) might be due to the fact that item matching may be carried
out faster if we assume that during sentence matching, subjects are conducting a
"superficial" analysis of the sentence, whereby they rely on the visual coherence of the
stimulus to reach a SAME/DIFFERENT decision. It could be that greater visual
coherence of immediate constituents facilitates this type of analysis, which manifests
itself as an advantage in matching times. Under this view, Mos books' would take longer
to match than 'the books', since the former is visually 'anomalous', and might require a
second or third pass to process. If this is the case, we have an explanation for the
advantage observed for items in Conditions #2 and #4 vis-a-vis items in Conditions #1
and #3.
Although we have offered an explanation for the results obtained in
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Experiment #1, the fact that the item analysis did not reach significance in this
experiment indicates that the results are not generalizable beyond the particular stimulus
sentences herein used. Experiment #2 sought to test a different site predicted to be
ungrammatical by the Functional Head Constraint, in order to disambiguate the results
obtained in Experiment #1.

Experiment #2
Switches between Comp and IP
The previous experiment showed that the two factors of Matrix Language and
Switch Site interacted at the processing level indexed by Reading Times, but only
Switch Site was relevant at the processing level reflected by Matching Times.
This experiment seeks to determine whether switches between a complementizer
(Comp) and its complement (IP) produce a significant response time cost, as predicted
by the Functional Head Constraint. Research to date indicates that switches between
Comp and Following Category (i.e., IP) occur at a frequency which is somewhat
smaller than that reported for Determiner and Noun. Poplack (1980) reports that out of
55% of intrasentential Spanish-English switches in her data, 4.1% are attributable to

this type of switch. Similarly, Sankoff and Poplack (1981) report switches between
Comp and Following Category to occur at a rate of 3.9% for the same language pair.
For Spanish-Hebrew codeswitching, Berk-Seligson (1986) reports the frequency at 3%,
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the third largest in her intrasentential codeswitching data after single nouns and noun
phrases. Switches between Comp and the Preceding Category (i.e. the independent
clause) are reported to occur with approximately the same frequency in some studies,
but less frequently in others. Poplack (1980) reports switches involving the full
subordinate clause to occur at 4.1 % in her data. Conversely, Sankoff and Poplack
(1981) report the propensity of Comp and Preceding Category to be the site of a
codeswitch at less than 0.2 % in their data.
One of the problems encountered when testing the validity of the Functional
Head Constraint at the Comp-EP site is that there is no consensus on how to determine
the language of IP. Strictly speaking, the following switches are all ruled out by the
Functional Head Constraint, since one or more elements in each of the embedded
sentences do not match the language feature of Comp:
(a)
(b)

La mujer dijo que aquel hombre robo the money.
La mujer dijo que aquel hombre stole the money.

These switches are particularly damaging, since, paradoxically, the Functional Head
Constraint predicts them to be both grammatical and ungrammatical. As a way of
illustration, we may consider sentence (a). Since not all the elements within the
embedded IP match the language feature of Comp, this switch would be ruled out by the
Functional Head Constraint. However, this same type of switch is cited in Belazi et al. as
a grammatical instance of a codeswitch because it mvolves a switch between a lexical
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head, and not a functional head, and its complement. Example (b) also represents a
problem for the constraint. It has been argued (Klavans 1985) that the language of the
main verb determines the matrix language of a code-switched sentence. If this is so,
the embedded IP in sentence (b) is an English sentence with a Spanish subject NP. The
main DP, however, is an all-Spanish sentence. According to the Functional Head
Constraint, the codeswitch in (b) is disallowed since the language feamre of Comp and
the language feature of IP do not match. However, on an inmitive plane, the
codeswitch here is not between Comp and IP, but between the subject NP and the VP
of the embedded sentence, a switch which the Functional Head Constraint, again,
predicts to be grammatical.
At the present stage, it seems more accurate to smdy the effect of codeswitching
between Comp and Following category (as found in Sankoff and Poplack) since this site
parallels the locality of all other codeswitching sites comprised by the constraint.
However, for all practical purposes, the materials in this experiment were constructed
with all the elements of IP drawn from a single language.
A violation of the Functional Head Constraint in this experiment will manifest
itself as a main effect of Switch Codes. Items exhibiting a match between the language
feamre of Comp and that of IP are expected to produce shorter response times than
items where the language feature of Comp and of IP mismatch. Since, as discussed
earlier, response time measures obtained for the Matching Time data cannot.
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unambiguously, be used to support the Functional Head Constraint, a main effect of
Language Feamres at Switch Site in the Reading Time data will be needed to formulate
a stronger argument in favor of the validity of the constraint.

Method
Subject.

Forty subjects from the original pool of fifty-one bilingual subjects

participated in this experiment. Subjects were paid for their participation.
Materials and Design.

Forty item sets were constructed in this experiment,

each corresponding with the four experimental conditions. As in Experiment #1, two
factors were manipulated in this experiment. The first factor refers to the Matrix
Language, and has two levels: English and Spanish. The second factor refers to the
Switch Site (whether there is match or mismatch between the language feamre of the
complementizer and that of the DP), and also has two levels: mismatch and match.
These two factors were combined to form a 2x2 factorial design, where the
critical effect is the main effect of the second factor. An example of an item set is
presented below:
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Factors

Matrix Language

Switch site

Item Samples

Condition 1:

Spanish

Mismatch

Mis amigos no sabian que the test was today.
Mis amigos no sabfan que the test was today.

Condition 2;

Spanish

Match

Mis amigos no sabian that the test was today.
Mis amigos no sabian that the test was today.

Condition 3:

English

Mismatch

My friends didn't know that el examen era hoy.
My friends didn't know that el examen era hoy.

Condition 4:

English

Match

My friends didn't know que el examen era hov.
My friends didn't know que el examen era hoy.

CI is a sentence where the matrix language is Spanish, with a mismatch between
the language of the complementizer gug and the language of the IP the test was today.
C2, also with Spanish as the matrix language, has a match between the language of
Comp and IP. C3, with English as the matrix language, has a mismatch between the
language of the complementizer Jiiai and the complement el examen era hov. Finally,
C4 has English as the matrix language, and a match between the language of the
complementizer and of its IP complement.
The Functional Head Constraint predicts that CI and C3, where the language of
the complementizer and the language of the complement are different (the mismatch
conditioii) should receive longer response times than C2 and C4, where the language of
the complementizer and that of its complement are the same (the match condition).
In statistical terms, a violation of the Functional Head Constraint in this
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experiment will manifest itself as a

main

effect of the Switch Site, with the items

exhibiting a mismatch between the language of Comp and the language of IP receiving
significantly longer response times than the items where the language of Comp and that
of IP match. This prediction remains unaffected by whether switches occur in the
direction of Spanish to English, or English to Spanish, as the Functional Head
Constraint does not apply selectively.
Forty SAME item sets such as the one presented earlier were constructed, and
the four conditions in each item set were then assigned to one of four subject groups.
This yielded a Latin Square design as outlined in experiment #1. An additional set of
forty DIFFERENT item sets was generated for each experimental condition, following
the same guidelines described in experiment #1 for the DIFFERENT items. Also,
twenty-four FILLER item sets were constructed to distract the subject from the
objective of the experiment. Finally, ten PRACTICE item sets were also generated to
familiarize the subjects with the requirements of the task, and the type of stimuli. Item
sets were pseudo-randomly scrambled during the course of the experiment.
All the materials constructed in this experiment were controlled for length and
lexical frequency following the procedures described in Experiment #1. Sentence
length across item sets for this experiment varied between 7 words and 9 words.
Procedure.

This was the same as in Experiment #1.
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Results and Discussion
Reading Times
The first analysis looks at the results of the reading component of the responsecontingent matching task, the Reading Time measure. The analysis of the results
involved a 3-way analysis of variance (Subject/Item Groups x Matrix language x Switch
Site), and, as before. Groups are not discussed here.
The mean response times for each condition are reported in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3:

Mean response time (in milliseconds) for reading times, as a fimction of Matrix
Language and Language Features at Switch Site.

Language features at switch site

Spanish

Matrix
Language

English

Mismatch

Match

CI

C2

sabian que the test

sabian that the test

2320

2408

C3

C4

knew that el examen

knew que el examen

2348

Difference

88

-15

2333
103 Interaction

As can be seen, when the switch is from Spanish to English, there is an increase
of 88 ms in reading time in the match condition. Conversely, when the switch is from
English to Spanish, items in the match condition are read 15 ms faster than items in the
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mismatch condition. On the average, items in Condition #2 took 103 milliseconds longer
to read than would be predicted by the efifects of language of complement and language of
functional head acting independently. This increase is in the opposite direction of that
predicted by the Functional Head Constraint, and the interaction reaches significance,
F(l,36) = 8.00, p < .01. A subanalysis carried out to compare the mean response times
for Conditions #1 and #2, and Conditions #3 and #4 shows that items in Condition #2
took significantly longer to read than did items in Condition #1,
F(l,36) = 13.96, p <.01. However, no significant difference was found between
Condition #3 and #4, F(l,36) =.36, p > 0.5. Analysis of error data revealed that there was
no significant increase in errors associated with any of the conditions. Finally, analysis
by item shows that the effect of Matrix Language and Language Features at Switch Site is
significant, F(l,36) =6.60, p < .02.
As in Experiment #1, the results show that the value of the Matrix Language
(Spanish or English) influences the time subjects take to read the experimental items.
In those cases where the direction of the codeswitch is from Spanish to English,
switches at Comp (C2), resulting in a match between the language of Comp and the
language of DP, are associated with a response time cost that is significantly greater than
that observed for switches that occur between Comp and IP (CI). This result cannot be
explained in terms of the Functional Head Constraint, since switches that comply with
the constraint should have received shorter response times.
Cases where the direction of the switch is from English to Spanish also reveal
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the same pattern found in Experiment #1. Switches between Comp and IP are
numerically more costly than switches at Comp. Although the difference is in the
direction predicted by the Functional Head Constraint, it is non-significant. In
summary, the results obtained for the Reading Time data in this experiment parallel
those obtained in Experiment #1.
In the preceding discussion, we accounted for the possible cause of the response
time difference between Condition #1 and Condition #2 by suggesting that in building a
complete interpretation of a sentence, the Interpretive Processor evaluates pragmatic,
discourse and syntactic information available regarding codeswitching. We mentioned
earlier that switches between Comp and Following Category are reported in naturalistic
data to be relatively more frequent than switches between Comp and Preceding
Category. We might suggest, then, that the Interpretative Processor keeps track of this
information, and uses it to construct a representation for the sentence. If the direction of
the switch is of a familiar type, the processor proceeds to evaluate its grammaticality.
Grammatical switches would speed up the building of a full interpretation of the sentence.
This would account for the response time advantage observed in Condition #1 over
Condition #2.
Our interpretation regarding the results for Conditions #3 and #4 in the previous
experiment also holds here. These two conditions contain switches which simply do
not form part of the subjects' experiences when they engage in codeswitching. Hence,
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they are not affected by the totality of information available to the processor regarding
codeswitching.
Matching Times
The next analysis involves the Matching Times data, measming the time taken
by subjects to read the second sentence and to indicate whether the sentences are SAME
or DIFFERENT. Table 4.4 presents the mean response times for each condition.
Table 4.4:

Mean response time (in milliseconds) for matching times, as a fimction of Matrix
Language and Language Features at Switch Site.

Language features at switch site
Mismatch
CI
Spanish

Matrix Language

English

Match

Difference

C2
sabian that the test

2298

2298

C3

C4

knew that el examen

knew que el examen

2366

2315

2332

2307

25

As can be seen, items with a mismatch between ±e language of Comp and IP
(2332 ms) took an average of 25 ms longer to respond to than the 'match' items (2307
ms). This increase is in the direction predicted by the Functional Head; however, it is
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not significant, F(I,36)=1.52, p> 0.2. There was also no relative increase in error
associated with any of the conditions, both F's < .75. The lack of a significant
response time associated with the mismatch of language features of Comp and IP is
consistent with the findings in Experiment #1. In order to explain the Matching Time
results for Experiment #1, we suggested that the information available to the
Interpretive Processor regarding directionality and grammaticality of codeswitch is not
available to the Structural Processor, which could, in turn, explain the lack of a
significant response time advantage for Condition #1 versus Condition #2. The
numerical advantage observed in the conditions where a match exists between the
language of the Comp and the language of IP (Conditions #2 and #4) might be due to
the fact that item matching may be carried out faster if we assume that codeswitches
that coincide with major constituency breaks are visually "less disruptive," than
codeswitches where no such correspondence exists.
So far, we have looked at codeswitches which occur at both switch sites
(between functional heads and their complement, and at functional heads) with different
frequencies in namralistic data. We will now look at switches between Aux and VP.

Experiment #3
Switches between Aux and VP
The studies of codeswitching carried out in the late 1970s and 1980s provide us
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not only with a leirge body of analyzed data but also with generalizations and insights into
what types of constraints on codeswitching might exist. Among these studies is Timm
(1975), who proposed the following restrictions on codeswitching:

(a)

Subject and object pronouns must be in the same language as the main verb.
*Yo went.
[ I went]

*Mira him.
[Look at him]
(b)

An auxiliary and a main verb, or a main verb and an infinitive must be in the same
language.
*E1 ha seen
[he has seen]

Of concern here is the constraint stated in (b) above, which prohibits switching between
an element in Aux and a main verb. Lipsky (1977), drawing on the data reported in
Timm (1975) also proposes a general rule about codeswitching which prohibits splitting
main verbs from auxiliaries. He views these cases to be manifestations of a more general
type of rule which dictates that certain phrasal elements are "atomic" and consequently,
unbreakable points. Although Lipsky does not describe the nature of such 'atomicity', he
indirectly argues for its existence:

"It is perhaps significant that, for example, in the evolution of the
Romance languages from Latin, there have frequently been interchanges
between synthetic single-word forms and analytic multi-word forms, with
precisely the same semantic values; this alternation has involved such
categories as the future, conditional, present and pluperfect forms
as well as various subjunctive forms." (253)
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In a systematic study of the behavior of closed-class items in codeswitching, Joshi
(1985) concludes that closed-class items, among which is Aux, resist codeswitching, and
Klavans (1985) points to switches between Aux and V as "grossly langranmiatical."
More recently, Belazi et al. (1994) and Myers-Scotton (1993) discuss the resistance of
Aux and V to being a codeswitching site. Recall from our earlier discussion that the
Functional Head Constraint prohibits switches between fimctional heads and their
complements by invoking the strong relation that exists between them. Switching is thus
restricted between an auxiliary (identified by Rivero as a functional head) and VP, as
illustrated in (A) and (B) below:
(A)
(B)

The police have visto un ladron.
Los policias ban seen a thief (Belazi et al. 1993, p. 13)

Myers-Scotton (1993) has formalized the impossibility of Aux-V switches in her Matrix
Language Model by proposing that 'system morphemes' -among which is Aux— may
only appear in the matrix language code.
The motivation to propose a restriction against switching between Aux and V
stems from the fact that only a handful of instances of this kind of switch have been
noted in naturalistic data, thus suggesting the impossibility of switching between Aux
and V as a cardinal rule for codeswitching (i.e. this is a strong boundary).
This experiment investigates whether switches between Aux and VP produce a
significant response time cost. In the context of the Functional Head Constraint, a
violation of the constraint in this experiment will manifest itself as a main effect of
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Switch Site. Items exhibiting a match between the language features of Aux and VP are
expected to receive shorter response times than items where the language features of Aux
and of VP are mismatched. Note that this is the first time that a result predicted by the
Functional Head Constraint coincides with the predictions made by other constraints
proposed in Spanish-English codeswitching studies. Recall that Det-NP and Comp-IP
switches were predicted to be ungrammatical by the Functional Head Constraint.
However, several of the studies discussed above (Poplack 1980, Sankoff and Poplack
1981, Berk-Seligson 1986, Pfaff 1979) stated no restrictions against these type of
switches, and others (Joshi 1985, Myers-Scotton 1993) allowed them under certain
restrictions set not by a grammatical system, but by the processing system.

Method
Subjects. Thirty-two subjects from the original pool of fifty-one bilingual
subjects participated in this experiment. Subjects were paid for their participation.
Materials and Design.

Forty item sets were constructed in this experiment, each

corresponding to four experimental conditions. As in the previous experiments, the first
factor refers to the Matrix Language, and has two levels: English and Spanish. The
second factor refers to the Switch Site, and also has two levels: mismatch and match. An
example of an item set is provided below.
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Factors

Matrix Language

Switch Site

Item Samples

Condition I;

Spanish

Mismatch

Ella crei'a que la mujer habi'a stolen the money
Ella creia que la mujer habia stolen the money

Condition 2:

Spanish

Match

Ella crefa que la muier had stolen the money
Ella creia que la mujer had stolen the money

Condition 3:

English

Mismatch

She thought that the woman had robado el dinero
She thought that the woman had robado ei dinero

Condition 4;

English

Match

She thought that the woman habia robado el dinero
She thought that the woman habia robado el dinero

In CI the matrix language is Spanish, and it exhibits a mismatch between the language
features of the auxiliary 'habia' and that of its complement 'stolen'. C2, also with
Spanish as the matrix language, has a match between the language features of the
auxiliary and of the verb. C3, with English as the matrix language, has a mismatch
between the language of the auxiliary and that of its complement. Finally, C4 has English
as the matrix language, and a match between the language of the auxiliary and of its V
complement.
The Functional Head Constraint predicts that CI and C3, where the language of
AUX and the language of the complement are different (the mismatch condition) should
receive longer response times than C2 and C4, where the language of AUX and that of its
complement are the same (the match condition).
In statistical terms, a violation of the Functional Head Constraint in this
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experiment will manifest itself as a main effect of the Switch Site, with the items
exhibiting a mismatch between the language of Anx and the language of VP receiving
significantly longer response times than the items where the language of Aux and that of
VP match.
Thirty-six SAME item sets such as the ones presented earlier were constructed,
and the four conditions in each item set were then zissigned to one of four subject groups.
This yielded a Latin Square design as outlined in experiment #1. An additional set of
thirty-six DIFFERENT item sets was generated for each experimental condition,
following the same guidelines described in experiment #l for the DIFFERENT items.
Also, twenty-four FILLER item sets were constructed to distract the subject from the
objective of the experiment. Finally, ten PRACTICE item sets were also generated to
familiarize the subjects with the requirements of the task, and the type of stimuli.
All the materials constmcted in this experiment were controlled for length and
lexical frequency following the procedures outlined in experiment #1. Sentence length
across item sets varied between 8 words and 10 words.
Procedure.

This was the same as in experiment # I.

Results and Discussion
Reading Times
As in preceding experiments, the first analysis looks at the results of the reading
component of the response-contingent matching task, the Reading Time measure. The
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mean response times for the Reading Time data are presented in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5:

Mean response time (in milliseconds) for reading times, as a function of Matrix Language
and Language Features at Switch Site

Language features at switch site
Mismatch

Spanish

Matrix Language

English

Match

CI

C2

habia stolen

had stolen

2455

2300

C3

C4

had robado

habia robado

2463

2552

Difference

155

-89
244 Interaction

Referring to Table 4.5, there was a response time cost of 244 ms associated with
those items that exhibited a match between the language features of Aux and V and a
directionality of switch from English to Spanish. This effect, which is in the opposite
direction of that predicted by the Functional Head Constraint, is significant,
F(l,28) = 46.09, p < .01. A subanalysis carried out to compare the mean response times
for Conditions #1 and #2, and Conditions #3 and #4 shows that items in Condition #1
took significantly longer to read than did items in Condition #2, F(l,28) = 32.37, p <.01.
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Alternatively, items in Condition #3 took significantiy less time to read than items in
Condition #4, F(l,28) = 10.42, p <.01. Analysis of error data revealed that there was no
significant increase in error rates associated with any of the conditions. Finally, analysis
by item shows that the effect of Matrix Language and Language Features at Switch Site is
significant, F(l,32) =31.89, p < .01.
As can be seen, in conditions where Spanish is the (assumed) matrix language, the
results show that switches between Aux and V (CI) are associated with a response time
cost that is significantiy greater than that observed for switches that occur at Aux (C2).
Since English-to-Spanish switches are familiar for these group of subjects, we may
assume that information regarding their grammaticality is available to the processor. The
longer response time observed for Condition #1 can be explained by suggesting that, for a
reason yet to be determined, items in this condition are "ungrammatical" whereas items in
Condition #2 are not.
It is noteworthy to mention that the result obtained in this experiment is predicted
by the Functional Head Constraint, since switches that comply with the constraint are
expected to receive shorter response times. However, the results are also compatible with
any of the previous constraints discussed above restricting swdtches between Aux and V.
Hence, this finding alone carmot be used to argue in favor of the Functional Head
Constraint.
The significant difference observed for Condition #3 and #4 is puzzling. So far,
we have argued that both familiarity and grammaticality affect the time subjects take to
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construct a full interpretation of a sentence. If we assume that English-to-Spanish
switches are not recognized by the processor as being familiar, information about their
grammaticality would be unavailable and would not come into play when building a
representation of the sentence. Hence, we should have observed no significant difference
between items in Condition #3 and Condition #4. However, we did not. A possibility
explaining these results come to mind. As mentioned earlier, all the sentences
constructed in these experiments were controlled for length and lexical frequency.
Sentence length was controlled by maintaining constant the nimiber of words as well as
the number of characters across sentences. When constructing the materials for
Experiment #2>, it was noticed that items in Condition #1 and Condition #4 were
consistently longer than items in Condition #2 and Condition #3. This difference
resulted from the translation of the sentences from andlhto Spanish. That is, since the
translation of English 'had" is 'habia' in Spanish, Conditions #1 and #4 were always
two characters longer than Conditions #2 and #3. However, sentence length by number
of words remained constant, and so it was felt that the adding of the two characters
would not bias the results. Nevertheless, in doing this we overlooked the following
problem. The translation of 'had' into 'habia' not only added two extra characters to
Conditions #1 and #4, but also two extra syllables. Although all sentences contained the
same number of words, items in Condition #1 were, on the average, 14.6 syllables
long; items in Condition #2 were 12.6 syllables long, items in Condition #3 were 14.5
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syllables and items in Condition #4 were 16.9 syllables. As can be seen, it is possible
that the variability in sentence length as measured by nmnber of syllables might have
biased our results to the effect that items in Condition #2 and Condition #3 receive
shorter reaction times than their counterparts because they have a smaller number of
syllables.
Matching Times
We now turn to the analysis involving the Matching Times data. Table 4.6
presents the mean subject response times for Matching Times, as a fimction of Matrix
Language and Language Features at Switch Site.

All items in Experiment #1 and Experiment #2 were subsequently checked for syllable length. All
sentences were of equal length not only in terms of the number of words and characters for each sentence,
but also in terms of number of syllables. This was a fortunate result caused by the fact that the English and
Spanish determiners and complementizers used in the experiments were monosyllabic (e.g., los /el ,1as /la
vs. the; que vs. that)
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Table 4.6:

Mean response time (in milliseconds) for matching times, as a flmction of Matrix
Language and Language Features at Switch Site.

Language features at switch site
Mismatch

Spanish

Matrix
Language

Match

CI

C2

hahia stolen

had stolen

2369

2247

C3

C4

had robado

habia robado

2375

2433

Difference

122

-58

English
180 Interaction

First, there is a response time increase of 122 ms. in the mismatch condition, in
those cases where the direction of the switch was from Spanish to English. This is
numerically greater than the comparable increase in response time due to the mismatch of
the language features of Aux and V where the direction of the switch was from English to
Spanish. On the average, items in Condition #4 took 180 milliseconds longer to read than
would be predicted by the effects of language of complement and language of functional
head acting independently. This increase is in the opposite direction of that predicted by
the Functional Head Constraint, and the interaction reaches significance,
F(1,28) = 28.70, p < .01. A subanalysis carried out to compare the mean response times
for Conditions #1 and #2, and Conditions #3 and #4 shows that items in Condition #1
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took significantly longer to read that did items in Condition #2, F(l,28) = 16.22, p <.01.
In addition, there was a time advantage for items in Condition #3 over items in Condition
#4, F(1,28) =6.44, p < .02. Analysis of error data revealed a significant increase in error
rate associated with the items where Spanish was the Matrix Language, F (1,28) = 5.62,
p < .03. Finally, analysis by item shows that the effect of Matrix Language and
Language Features at Switch Site is significant, F(l,32) = 34.33, p < .01.
As can be seen, the results obtained for the matching times are very similar to
those obtained for Reading Times. Again, we may suggest that differences in sentence
lengths (as measured by number of syllables) might have caused an increase in response
times for Condition #2 over Condition #1, and Condition #4 over Condition #3. In order
to disambiguate these results, it would be necessary to run the experiment once again
using materials that are adequately controlled in terms of syllabic length..
The final two experiments in this smdy test the claim made in Belazi et al.
(1994) that switches between lexical heads (e.g. verbs and prepositions) and their
complements occur quite freely.

Experiment #4
Switches between verbs and their objects
In addition to the Functional Head Constraint, Belazi et al. propose a principle,
operative in all linguistic behavior, according to which a word obeys the grammar and
grammatical constraints of the language from which it is drawn. The Word-Grammar
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Integrity Corollary (WGIC) is defined below:
(74 )

The Word-Grammar Integrity Corollary
A word of Language X, with Granunar G,, must obey Grammar G^

In the context of verb-object switching, the WGIC predicts that codeswitching should
be possible as long as a verb and its object "look in the same direction" for case or
theta role assignments. To illustrate this, Belazi et al. cite the following example:
They used to serve bebidas alcoholicas en ese restaurante.
[they use to serve alcoholic beverages in that restaurant]

The English verb 'serve' looks to the right for case assignment and in Spanish, an
object NP looks to its left for its case assigner. Since the WGIC is satisfied,
codeswitching between the lexical head and its complements can occur quite ft-eely. In
this experiment we test the hypothesis made in Belazi et al. whereby switches between
Verb and its NP are unrestricted as long as the condition on directionality of case
assignment is met.

Method
Subjects.

Forty subjects from the pool of fifty-one bilingual subjects participated

in this experiment. Subjects were paid for their participation.
Materials and Design. Forty item sets were constructed in this experiment, each
corresponding to one of four experimental conditions. The two factors of Matrix
Language, and Switch Site were combined to form a 2x2 factorial design. An example
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of an item set is presented below:
Factors
Matrix Language

Switch Site

Item Samples

Condition 1:

Spanish

Match

Mis estudiantes read tbe newspaper every morning
Mis estudiantes read tbe newspaper every morning

Condition 2;

Spanish

Mismatch

Mis estudiantes teen the newspaper every morning.
Mis estudiantes leen the newspaper every morning.

Conditions;

English

Mismatch

My students read el periddico todas las mafianas.
My students read el periddico todas las mafianas.

Condition 4:

English

Match

My students leen el periddico todas las mafianas.
My students leen el periddico todas las maSanas.

C1 is a sentence where the matrix language is Spanish, with a match between the
language of the verb read and the language of its complement the newspaper. C2, also
with Spanish as the matrix language, has a mismatch between the language of V and
object NP. C3, with English as the matrix language, has a mismatch between the
language of the verb read and the complement el periodico. Finally, C4 has English as
the matrix language, and a match between the langu^e of V and its complement NP.
Before stating the predictions made by the Functional Head Constraint, some
comments regarding Conditions #l and #4 are in order. Notice that in constructing these
two conditions, the switch site was shifted from V and Object NP to Subject NP and VP.
The Functional Head Constraint makes no predictions regarding the latter switch site,
since only functional heads fall under the scope of the constraint. Turning to other
studies, Poplack (1981), and Sankoff and Poplack (1981) report that switches between
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Subject NP and VP occur at approximately the same rate as switches between Verb and
Object NP. However, in Poplack (1980), and Notier (1990) (cited in Muysken 1995)
switches between Subject NP and VP are reported to occur less frequently than switches
between Verb and Object NP. Finally, only one study known to this author has posited a
constraint restricting Subject-Verb switching. Timm (1975) established that switching
between pronominal subjects (or objects) is prohibited — at least in Spanish-English
codeswitching. Some examples, discussed earlier, are reproduced below:
(a)

*yo went.
[I went]

(b)

*Ellos gave.
[they gave]

(c)

*mira him
[look at him]

(d)

*dijo to them
[told them]

Taken together, these facts suggest that switches between full subjects and verbs
are unrestricted. On the other hand, switches between verbs and object NPs also appear
to be fairly unrestricted, provided that the WGIC is met. In the context of the Response
Contingent Matching Task, we, therefore, predict no difference in response time between
Conditions #1 and #2, on the one hand, and Conditions #3 and #4, on the other.
Forty SAME item sets such as the one presented earlier were constructed, and the
four conditions in each item set were then assigned to one of four subject groups. This
yielded a Latin Square design as outlined in experiment #1. An additional set of forty
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DIFFERENT item sets was generated for each experimental condition, following the
same guidelines described in experiment #1 for the DIFFERENT items. Also, twentyfour FILLER item sets were constructed to distract the subjects from the objective of the
experiment. Finally, ten PRACTICE item sets were also generated to familiarize the
subjects with the requirements of the task, and the type of stimuli. Item sets were pseudorandomly scrambled during the course of the ejrperiment.
All the materials constructed in this experiment were controlled for length and
lexical frequency following the procedures outlined in Experiment #1. Sentence length
across item sets varied between 8 words and 10 words.
Procedure.

This was the same as in experiment #1.

Results and Discussion
Reading Times
The first analysis looks at the results of the Reading Time measure. The mean
response times for the Reading Time data are presented in Table 4.7.
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Table 4.7:

Mean response time (in milliseconds) for matching times, as a fimction of Matrix
Language and Language Features at Switch Site.

Language features at switch site

Spanish

Matrix
Language

Mismatch

Match

C2

CI

leen the newspaper

read the newspaper

2429

2346

C3

C4

read el oeriodico

leen el periodica

2420

2337

Difference

83

English
83
0

Referring to Table 4.7, there is a significant main effect of Langtiage Feature at
Switch Site. Items where the switch occurred between the verb and the object MP took
significantly longer to read than items where the switch occurred at the verb,
F(l,36) = 19.86, p < .01. Turning to error rate data, there was also a significant main
effect associated with the language mismatch of the verb and it complement. Again,
items with switch between the verb and the object NP incurred more errors than items
where the switch occurred at the verb, F(l,32) = 12.26, p< .01, Finally, analysis by item
also shows a significant effect of Language Feature at Switch Site, F(l,36) = 8.82, p< .01.
The results obtained for subject analysis were unexpected. As stated above, there
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is no strong indication in the literature suggesting that subject-verb switches are highly
preferred over verb-object switches. A possible explanation for these results might be
that verbs with clashes in their subcategorization frames for Spanish and English were
inadvertently used in the construction of the experimental items.
Bentahila and Davis (1983) claim that one of the constraints on codewitching is
subcategorization. This constraint on subcategorization is stated in the following terms:
"All items must be used in such a way as to satisfy the (language-particular)
subcategorization restrictions imposed on them" (p.329)

Put in more concrete terms, observe the following. Spanish transitive verbs are followed
by a direct object marker "a", which is used to mark animacy. This object marker has no
equivalent in English. According to Bentahila and Davis, a codeswitch of the type " La
polici'a mato the thieves" (the police killed the thieves) should not be possible, since the
verbal complement requirement of Spanish verbs is not met.'®
Items in this experiment were analyzed for subcategorization clashes. Of the 40
experimental items, 1 item (item # 15 in Appendix B) was found which contained the
type of discrepancy described in Bentahila and Davis. However, we believe that one item
cannot create the type of bias which would explain the results reported above. Hence,
this possibility will be discarded.
An alternative explanation for the response time cost observed for Conditions #2
and #3 might have to do with the fact that the Determiner Phrase (i.e. the NP object) is
Although no acceptability judgements were conducted for this type of construction to confirm Bentahila
and Davis' prediction, this sentence sounds to the experimenter marginally acceptable at best.
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headed by an English determiner. Recall that in Experiment #1, Reading Times for the
conditions exhibiting a match between the language of the determiner and the noun were
significantly longer than items with a mismatch between the language of the determiner
and the language of the noun. It is possible that the response time data for the four
conditions would otherwise have been the same, had we presented items in Conditions #2
and #3 where the determiner matched the language feature of the matrix language.
In summary, this experiment cannot be used either to confirm or disconfirm
Belazi et al.'s prediction regarding the (relatively) unrestricted nature of verb-object NP
switches.
Matching Times
The next analysis involves the Matching Times data, measuring the time taken by
subjects to read the second sentence and to indicate whether the sentences are SAME or
DIFFERENT. Table 4.8 presents the mean subject response times for Matching Times.
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Table 4.8;

Mean response time (in milliseconds) for matching times, as a f\mction of Matrix
Language and Language Features at Switch Site.

Language features at switch site

Spanish

Matrix
Language

Mismatch

Match

C2

CI

leen the newsoaper

read the newspaper

2356

2286

C3

C4

read el periddico

leen el periddico

2356

2305

Difference

70

English

2356

51

2296

As can be seen, items with a mismatch between the language of Verb and Object
NP (2356 ms) took an average of 60 ms longer to respond to than the 'match' items (2296
ms). This increase is in the opposite durection of that predicted in Belazi et al. regarding
the switchability of verbs and objects, and is significant, F(1,36) = 10.18, p < .03. No
relative increase in error was associated with any of the conditions. This result supports
our earlier claim that item matching may be carried out faster if we assume that
codeswitches that coincide with major constituency breaks are visually "less disruptive"
than codeswitches that do not coincide with a major constituency break. Items in
Conditions #1, where such correspondence exists, produced a mean response time that
was significantly smaller than items in Condition #2. Likewise, items in Condition #4
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produced a mean response time that was smaller than items in Condition #3.
We now turn to the final experiment in this study, which looks at a switches
between prepositions and their complements.

Experiment #5
Switches between prepositions and their complements
In contrast to the constraint proposed in Belazi et al. regarding switching between
functional heads and their complements, switching between prepositions and their
complements are referred to by these authors as occurring quite unrestrictedly. However,
Myers-Scotton (1993) presents evidence from Swahili-English codeswitching which
suggests that prepositions do not all behave in the same fashion in the context of
codeswitching. She observes that prepositions occur more frequently in the embedded
language when they are theta-role assigners, than when they are not. To begin with an
example of the first type, consider the preposition English preposition 'before', which
assigns a thematic role to the temporal adjunct in sentence (a) below:

(a)

Sawa tu. Labda

will have to bring it at my home. U-let-e before kesho jioni.

[ Ok. Perhaps you will have to bring it at my home. Is-bring-SLTB before tomorrow evening]

This switch is permissible since 'before' is a theta-role assigner and there is congruency"

" Two words are congruent if:
(a) Their grammatical category is the same. If, for example, the embedded language has pronominal forms
which are agreement clitics, and the matrix language has has free-form pronouns, an embedded language
pronominal form cannot be used in place of the matrix language free-form pronoun.
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between "before" and its Swahili equivalent. Conversely, many temporal prepositions do
not assign a theta-role to their NP arguments. As such, they can only appear in the matrix
language. According to Myers-Scotton, this prediction is supported across all data sets in
the literature. As an example of this, she cites Jacobson's (1990) data, where the
preposition "en" in the phrase "en nineteen seventy-six'^ appears in Spanish, the matrix
language:

(b)

La organizacion empezo en nineteen seventy-six.
[The organization started in 1976]

Myers-Scotton's observation regarding the different behavior of'types of words' (e.g.
nouns, verbs, and some prepositions, vs. determiners, modals, quantifiers) in
codeswitching has led her to formulate a production model for codeswitching more
articulate and coherent than might have been suggested above. However, a discussion of
her model, the Matrix Language-Frame Model, is not a propos at this point. Suffice it to
say that prepositions might not be as freely switchable as Belazi et al. have suggested, and
information dealing with thematic structure might come into play.
The main goal of this experiment was to test whether prepositions are more apt to
be switched if they are theta-role assigners than if they are not. A finding in this direction
will challenge Belazi et al.'s claim that switching prepositions occurs quite
(b)Their thematic role assignment must be the same. In language production terms, the lemmas of the
matrix language will be activated at the functional level of representation. This will provide the necessary
stipulations to the plaiming frame regarding surface realization. If the content words inserted from the
embedded language do not meet the specifications of the frame, the result will be a syntactic violation.
(c) Discourse and pragmatic functions of the content morphemes must be the same.
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unrestrictedly.
Subjects.

Forty subjects from the pool of fifty-one bilingual subjects participated

in this experiment. Subjects were paid for their participation.
Materials and Design.

Following Myers-Scotton's (1993) differential treatment

of prepositions described above, two factors were manipulated in this experiment. The
first factor. Preposition Type, refers to whether the preposition assigns a theta-role to its
NP argument, and it has two levels: + Theta Assigner and -Theta Assigner. The second
factor. Language of Prepositional Phrase, refers to whether the language feature of the
noun phrase is the same as, or different from, the language feature of the preposition, and
it also has two levels: +Same and -Same. These two factors were combined to form a
2x2 factorial design. An example of an item set is presented below:
Factors
Preposition Type

Language of PP

[tern Samples

C1

-Theta Assigner

-Same

La mamd de the girl with glasses was in the kitchen,
[the mother of the girl with glasses was in the kitchen]

C2

-Theta Assigner

+Same

La mami of the girl with glasses was in the kitchen,
[the mother of the girl with glasses was in the kitchen]

C3

+Theta Assigner

-Same

La mama de la nifSa con lentes estaba en the kitchen,
[the mother of the girl with glasses was in the kitchen]

C4

+Theta Assigner

+Same

La mami de la nifia con lentes estaba in the kitchen,
[the mother of the girl with glasses was in the kitchen]

Both types of prepositions being investigated (+ and - theta-role assigners) were
used in each of the four conditions to make the experimental items as lexically and
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structurally equivalent as possible. CI exhibits a switch between the preposition "de" (a
non-theta role assigner) and its NP argument, "the girl with glasses." C2 switches at the
preposition "of, again a non-theta-role assigner. C3 exhibits a switch between the
preposition "en" (a theta-role assigner) and its NP complement. Finally, C4 has a
codeswitch at the preposition "in", which also assigns a theta role.
As can be seen, the Matrix Language factor present in all other experiments
conducted in this study was omitted in this experiment. This was done for two reasons.
First, adding this factor to the experiment would have increased its size by four
conditions, making the experiment difficult to construct and administer. Second, and
more importantly, the English-to-Spanish conditions included in the previous
experiments have produced results which suggest that subjects for whom the matrix
language is Spanish might not be sensitive to any restrictions on where codeswitching can
occur when the matrix language is English.
If Belazi et al. are correct with respect to the freedom with which prepositions and
their complements switch, we expect to see no difference in response time across the four
conditions.
Forty SAME item sets such as the one presented earlier were constructed, and the
four conditions in each item set were then assigned to one of four subject groups. In
addition, forty DIFFERENT item sets was generated for each experimental condition,
similar to the experimental items in structure and content. Also, twenty-four FILLER
item sets were constructed to distract the subject from the objective of the experiment.
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And finally, ten PRACTICE item sets were also generated. All items were pseudorandomly scrambled,
As in all other experiments, the materials constructed for this experiment were
controlled for length and lexical frequency. Sentence length across item sets varied
between 10 and 12 words.
Procedure.

This was the same as in experiment #1.

Results and Discussion
Reading Times
The data were analyzed using a 3-way analysis of variance (Subject/Item Groups x
Preposition Type x Language of Prepositional Phrase). The mean reaction times for each
condition are reported in Table 4.9.
Table 4.9:

Mean response time (in milliseconds) for reading times, as a function of Type of
Preposition and Language of Preposition Phrase
Language of Prepositional Phrase

-Theta-role

Type of
Preposition

- Same

+Same

CI

CI

de the virl with classes

of the ^irl with glasses

2706

2595

C3

C4

en the kitchen

in the kitchen

2681

2656

Difference

111

+Theta-role
25
86
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As can be seen, there is a response time increase of 111 ms for items with a
codeswitch between the non Theta-role assigner ("de") and its complement NP, compared
to the increase in response time for items exhibiting a codeswitch between the Theta-role
assigner ("en") and its NP argument, which is of 25 ms. On the average, items in
Condition #1 took 86 milliseconds longer to read than would be predicted by type of
preposition and language of Prepositional Phrase acting independently. This increase is
not predicted by Belazi et al., and the interaction term reaches significance,
F(l,28) = 8.74, p < .01. A subanalysis carried out to compare the mean response times
for Conditions #1 and #2, and Conditions #3 and #4 shows that items in Condition #1
produced a response time cost that is sigiuficantly greater than the response time observed
for Condition #2. F(l,28) = 23.47, p <.001. However, no significant difference was
found between Condition #3 and #4, F(l,28) =.89, p > .35. In relation to the error data,
there was a significant interaction effect, F(l, 28) = 6.01, p < 0.03. Finally, item
analysis was also significant, F (1,36) = 6.35, p < 0.02.
To summarize the results, the codeswitching between a preposition that does not
assign a theta role and its NP complement incurred a significantly longer readmg time
than the codeswitching at the preposition. Conversely, no difference was found when
the switch involved a preposition that assigned a theta role to its NP complement.
Although these results suggest that switches involving prepositions that are theta
role assigners are unrestricted relative to switches involving prepositions that are not,
they do not unambiguously support this conclusion. The codeswitch in Condition #1
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seems to get considerably better if instead of using the determiner "the" following the
preposition "de", we use a demonstrative pronoun such as "that." Hence, it is possible
that the longer response latencies are the results of 'phonological clashes' in the
codeswitched site, and not (exclusively) of syntactic or semantic properties of words?"
Seldom in the codeswitching literature have phonological factors been
considered as an explanation for divergent codeswitching behaviors. And possibly for a
good reason. In providing some order to what used to be considered an irregular
mixmre of two distinct systems', a natural place to start seemed to be the investigation
of the interaction of the two linguistic systems when they came in contact with each
other. However, a number of independent principles (e.g. prosodic information,
directionality of government, locality conditions, etc.) which do not form a natural
class might contribute to different patterns of codeswitching. The findings reported
above capitalize on the importance of considering these and other factors when
explaining codeswitching.
These results do not support Belazi et al's prediction that switches between
prepositions and their complements are unconstrained. Although it might very well be
the case that syntactic factors do not restrict switching at the preposition-complement
site, this type of switching does not appear to occur as freely as these authors suggest.
Matching Times

However, in the absence of data, it is not possible to decide between a phonological or a grammatical
account for the results.
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We will now turn to the analysis of the Matching Time data for this experiment.
Table 4.10 presents the mean subject response times for Matching Times.
Table 4.10:

Mean response time (in milliseconds) for matching times, as a function of Type of
Preposition and Language of Prepositional Phrase

Language of Prepositional Phrase
- Same
Cl
-Theta-role

de the ^irl with glasses

+Same
Cl
of the ^iri with glasses

2558

2458

C3

C4

en the kitchen

in the kitchen

2601

2519

2580

2489

Type of
Preposition

+Theta-role

Referring to Table 4.10, there was a significant main effect of Language of
Prepositional Phrase. The items in the -Same condition (2580 ms) took an average of 91
ms longer to respond to than the items in the +Same condition (2489 ms). This increase
is significant, F(l,28) = 26.03, p< .01. Likewise, item analysis was significant,
F(l,36) = 24.40, p <.01. Finally, there was no relative increase in error associated with
any of the conditions.
In line with the proposal presented in the previous experiments, it appears that
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sentence matching may be carried out faster when the codeswitch coincides with a major
constituency break. We suggested earlier that visual coherence of the stimulus
influences subjects when reaching a SAME/DIFFERENT decision. It could be that less
visual coherence exists where the codeswitch does not coincide with the phrasal
boundary. The visual anomaly created by this might require subjects to perform a second
or third pass to process the sentence, which would result in an increase in response times
for Conditions #1 and #3 vis-a-vis Conditions #2 and #4.

Chapter V
General Discussion and Conclusions

This concluding chapter provides a summary of the experimental findings and a
discussion of their implications.
5.1

Summary
A conunon approach to studying codeswitching has been through the

examination of corpora. Researchers have undertaken the laborious task of conducting
empirical studies, which have provided invaluable data on the basis of which particular
constraints on codeswitching have been formulated. However, because the real world
is a complex bundle of many things, it is often hard to distinguish between two
competing explanations for a particular phenomenon. Hence, the rationale for using an
experimental approach to study codeswitching. The experimental task used in this
smdy was based on the Response-Contingent Sentence Matching Task model of
Stevenson (1992). This type of task has been shown to be sensitive to syntactic wellformedness, to plausibility, and to rule violations. It was reasoned that if the task's
sensitivity to well-formedness for monolingual sentences could also be extended to
codeswitched sentences, we would have an invaluable tool with which we could test
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hypotheses that might arise from the analysis of naturalistic corpora."' In addition, we
might use the task to investigate the validity of syntactic constraints on codeswitching
that have already been proposed in the literature.
The proposed constraint under investigation in this study was the Functional Head
Constraint of Belazi (1991) and Belazi et al. (1993), which states that switching is not
allowed between a ftmctional head and its complement. They explained this in terms of
Chomsky's early Minimalist model (Chomsky, 1991, 1992) by proposing that the
features of the complement (i.e., person, number and gender) cannot be checked against
the features of the head when both elements do not share the same language indices.
Failure to carry out Feature Checking results in a non-convergent (i.e., ungrammatical)
derivation.
Three sites predicted by the Functional Head Constraint to resist codeswitching
were tested. These were (1) switches between Determiner and its NP complement, (2)
switches between Comp and its IP complement, and (3) switches between AUX and its
VP complement.
In the context of the Response-Contingent Sentence Matching Task, we expected
items which exhibited a violation of the constraints (e.g., switches between functional

Recall, for example, that in Experiment #3, we noted that the few counterexamples in the literature to the
constraint restricting switching between Aux and V always involve the auxiliary 'be' and the main verb.
Switches between the auxiliary 'have' and the main verb have never been reported in Spanish-English
corpora. We might ask ourselves whether this is an 'accident' or whether there is, in fact, a difference
between the two types of auxiliaries. The Matching Task sensitivity to well-formedness in codeswitched
sentences could be used to test this and other hypotheses.
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heads and their complements) to receive significantly longer response times than items in
which the constraint was observed (e.g., switches at the functional head). We expected
this difference to be manifested minimally at the processing level indexed by Reading
Times, since Stevenson (1992) found this level to be sensitive to constraint violations, as
well as rule violations. During the reading component of the task, subjects are
presumably parsing the sentence to 'make sense of it' semantically. Hence, they go
through a genuine analytical process. Since reading requires syntactic and semantic
parsing, we might assume that any syntactic violations will be reflected in the processing
level indexed by Reading Times.
5.1.1

Summary of findings for Experiment #1, Experiment #2 and Experiment #3
Experiment #1 investigated switches between a determiner and its NP

complement, and Experiment #2 tested switches between a complementizer and its IP
complement. The findings for these two experiments strongly disfavor die Functional
Head Constraint as a constraint on the well-formedness of codeswitched sentences. This
conclusion was based on the fact that the results obtained for the Reading Time data for
both experiments were in the opposite direction of that predicted by the constraint. Items
in which a switch occurred between a flmctional head and its complement took
significantly less time to read than items in which the switch occurred at the functional
head. This is an interesting result considering the fact that switches between the
Determiner and its complement, and between the Comp and its complement are attested
to occur frequently in codeswitched corpora. Results for the Matching Time data for
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these experiments revealed that switches at the functional head, resulting in a match
between the language features of the functional head and that of its complement, took less
time to match than did switches between the functional head and the complement.
Although this finding accords with the predictions made by the Functional Head
Constraint, it also supports the hypothesis that during sentence matching, subjects are
conducting a "superficial" kind of analysis of the sentence, whereby they rely on the
visual coherence of the stimulus to reach a SAME/DIFFERENT decision. It may be that
the greater visual coherence of major constituents (which would be a result of having the
constituents in the same language) facilitates this type of analysis, which manifests itself
as an advantage in matching times over items where such visual coherence is disrupted.
We explained that under this view, "los books" would take longer to match than "the
books", since it is visually 'anomalous', and might require a second or third pass to
process. It seems clear that the Matching Time data alone carmot be taken to support the
Functional Head Constraint, since we expect any violation detected by the processing
level reflected by Matching Times to also be detected by the processing level indexed by
Reading Times.
Experiment #3 tested the validity of the Functional Head Constraint in the context
of AUX-VP switches. It was pointed out earlier that although this site is predicted by the
Functional Head Constraint to resist switching, the ungrammaticality that results from
this type of switching is also predicted by other constraints proposed in the literature.
Analysis of the Reading and Matching Time data for this experiment revealed an
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unexpected result. For those cases were the assumed matrix language was Spanish,
Reading Times for Condition #2 (e.g ...la mujer had stolen...) where significantly faster
than Matching Times for Condition #1 (e.g. ...la mujer habi'a stolen...). However, in those
cases where the assumed matrix language was English, the pattem was reversed. That is,
items where the language of the AUX and the verb matched (e.g. ...the woman habi'a
robado...) took significantly longer to read than items where there was a mismatch
between the langtiage of AUX and V (e.g. the woman had robado...). If, as stated earlier,
switches from English to Spanish do not form part of the subjects' experience as
codeswitchers, we should have expected to see no significant difference in the Reading
Time response between these two conditions. To explain these results, it was suggested
that a bias in sentence length (as measured by number of syllables per sentence) may have
caused reading times for Conditions #1 and #4 to be significantly longer than reading
times for Conditions #1 and #3.
A striking finding in this smdy deals with the question posed in Chapter III
regarding the existence of a Matrix Language as the language that guides the processing
of codeswitched sentences. It was observed that subjects' responses to codeswitches
going firom Spanish to English were remarkably different from their responses to
codeswitches going from English to Spanish. If we depart from the assimiption that
constraints are proposed to account for ungrammatical codeswitched sentences, we expect
subjects to react similarly to stimuli containing violations of such constraints, regardless
of whether the codeswitch is from English to Spanish or from Spanish to English. The
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very fact that this was not the case suggests that the notion of a Matrix Language is
indeed psychologically real.
Perhaps one of the clearer, and yet more unanticipated findings that emerged firom
the results of Experiments #1 and #2- and tentatively #3- is the extent to which the results
obtained for the Reading Time data mirrored the results that are reported from analyses of
codeswitching corpora. Generally speaking, switches between fimctional heads and their
complements are reported to occur quite fi-equently in naturalistic data. These are
precisely the types of switches that received a response-time advantage in the reading
component of the Matching Task^. This is an important result considering the fact that
the task is reading based, and one might question its naturalness in the face of the fact that
codeswitching is primarily an oral phenomenon. The convergence in the results strongly
reinforces the validity of this task as a tool for experimental research.

5.1.2 Summary of findings for Experiment #4 and Experiment #5
These experiments investigated codeswitches that fell outside the scope of the
Functional Head Constraint. Recall that the Functional Head Constraint was proposed to
provide a unifying account of grammaticality in codeswitching. Since only functional
heads fall under the scope of the constraints, Belazi et al. argue that switches between
elements that fall outside this scope are unrestricted. This predicts that switches between

~We refer here to the reading times for items where the (assumed) Matrix Language is Spanish.
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verbs and their complements (Experiment #4), as well as switches between prepositions
and their complements (Experiment #5), should occur quite freely. The resiilts for the
Response Time data for Experiment #4 showed that, at least for items where the
(assumed) matrix language was Spanish, switches between verbs and their complements
resulted in longer response times than switches at the verb. An explanation for this result
was offered by noting that all NP complements in this experiment were headed by a
determiner whose language feature matched the language feature of the noun. The results
of Experiment #1 showed a response time cost for this type of switch over switches in
which the language feature of the determiner and its NP complement mismatched.
Hence, the significant cost observed for switches between verbs and their complements
was attributed to the fact that the determiner and the noun in the NP argument of the verb
were in the same language.
Experiment #5 investigated whether the property of prepositions to assign a thetarole to their NP arguments has an impact on the type of codeswitch allowed. Two types
of prepositions were used in this experiment: theta-role assigners and non theta-role
assigners. Results from the Reading Time data revealed that switches between
prepositions which do not assign a theta-role and their NP complements took longer to
read than switches between prepositions that do assign a theta-role to their NP
complements. Although this suggests the existence of a constraint on codeswitching
related to the property of lexical items to assign a theta-role to their complements, there is
a possible alternative explanation. Switches between non-theta role assigners and their
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complements get considerably better depending on the type of determiner heading the
determiner phrase. This suggests that, in addition to syntactic and processing constraints,
there might also be phonological constraints influencing codeswitching.

5.2

A GB account for the results
Di Sciullo, Muysken, and Singh (1986) proposed the Goverrunent Constraint,

whereby the head of a c-commanded phrase (XP) would carry the same language feature
as the lexical head that c-commands it. Thus, for example, the Spanish preposition "en"
in "...en la casa.." would impose the Spanish language feature onto the following D
within its DP complement, making it more difficult to switch between these two elements
than it would be to switch a subsequent element. Note that the Government Constraint
correctly predicts the Reading Time results obtained in all the experiments conducted in
this study. We will briefly discuss each of these results.
The time advantage observed for "...compro los books..." vs. "...compro the
books..." (Experiment #1) is predicted by the Government Constraint. The verb's
requirement of a Spanish determiner heading the determiner phrase is met in the first
example but not in the second, making the latter switch type harder to read. The same
explanation would account for the results from Experiments #2 and #3. In Experiment #2
"...sabian que the test..." was read faster than "...sabi'an that the test....", and in
Experiment #3, "...had seen..." was read faster than "...habi'an seen..." These results are
easily explained under the assumption that the Spanish verb in both cases requires the c-
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commanded constituent to be in Spanish. In addition, the Government Constraint
predicts the freedom of switching between a verb and its subject observed in experiment
#4, since no government relation holds between the verb and its Subject NP. Finally,
DiSciullo et al.'s constraint can partially explain the results of experiment #5. Recall that
in this experiment no significant reading time differences were observed between
"...estaba en the kitchen..." and "...estaba in the kitchen..." According to the constraint,
both switch types should be difficult to read, although for slightly different reasons. In the
first example, it is the mismatch between the language of P and that of the determiner
which violates the government constraint, whereas in the latter example, the constraint is
violated by the mismatch between the language index of the verb and that of the
preposition.

5.3

The Functional Head Constraint Revisited
The notion of 'government', which was central in DiSciullo et al.'s constraint on

codeswitching, is not compatible with the Minimalist framework of Chomsky (1991,
1992). To salvage what is valuable in the Goverrunent Constraint, it becomes necessary
to recast the generalizations that the constraint captured for codeswitching in Minimalist
terms. We agree wdth Belazi et al. (1994) that the inability of complements to check their
features against theu- heads (due to the mismatch in language indices) may be a way to
account for ungrammaticality in codeswitching. This seems a natural move considering
the fact that lexical items often require specific elements in their environment, and this
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requirement is, in many instances, language specific (Muysken, 1995). It was often
pointed out in the X-Bar theory framework that the properties of syntactic constiments
were derived from the properties of their heads. Hence, a noun phrase inherited many
of its features from the head noun; and the internal constimency of a verb phrase
derived, in large part, from the properties of the verb.
However, we depart from Belazi et al., who propose that for Feature Checking to
take place, the language of the constituents in the complement phrase must all match the
language of the head. Instead, we propose, following Svenonius (1994) and Nakajima
(1996), that the head of the complement phrase raises at LF, for the checking of
subcategorization in general, to the Spec of the head that c-selects the maximal
projection. We add to this proposal that for feature checking to take place, both the head
of the complement phrase and the head that c-selects it must match in their respective
language index.
Svenonius (1994)^ proposes that the verb specifies a number of categorial
features on its complement (he uses the term c-selection to encode such specification.

^ Svenonius (1994) assumes, contra Pesetsky, that there is a relation of subcategorization that holds
between a head and its complements, in addition to the relation of s-selection that holds between a head
and its argument. Svenonius examines a variety of data to show the existence of a clear relation between a
head and the head of its complement (whether one calls it subcategorization, c-selection or headmovement), and shows that this relation persists through a sequence of heads of complements, so that a
strict local conception of subcategorization is inadequate. Svenonius suggests analyzing the
subcategorization (c-selection) relation as involving abstract head movement. In other words, he suggests
replacing c-selection with feature checking, thereby allowing c-selection to be an LF relation rather than a
D-structure relation as it is usually conceived. Under the rubric of c-selection, Svenonius includes local as
well as non-local c-selection cases. In addition, he contemplates the possibility of allowing some functional
categories to also c-select their complements.
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though we remind the reader that Svenonius uses the term in a much wider sense than
was first conceived in Chomsky 1965). The usual assumption is that c-selection is a
relation between a head and its complement: the head requires the specification of that
complement for a particular set of feature values, which need to be checked at some point
in the derivation. This type of "checking" was done within the GB fi-amework under the
strong relationship of sisterhood that existed between elements in a sentence. However,
as Svenonius points out, it would seem that this system is not compatible with the
Minimalist framework, where tree structures are built up by adding material to the
"outside"of a tree node. Thus, the head-head relation caimot be made local, in that a verb
and its complement can be made sisters at no level of representation. To circumvent this
problem, Svenonius suggests that the verb checks the values of its DP complement at LF,
when the head of the complement moves to adjoin to the V node.
Svenonius' proposal is useful in providing an account for the results obtained in
this study. Consider, for example, Experiment #1. This experiment tested the
granunaticality of switches between Det and NP in constructions such as the one below:
(75 )

La maestra compro los books for the children.

The verb "compro" ([she/he] bought) and the head of the complement "los" (the) must
undergo feature checking. This will be accomplished in LF, when "los" raises and
adjoins to the head "compro." We follow Belazi et al. in proposing that for feature
checking to take place, there must be a 'language match.' However, we propose this
match requirement to involve the head of a complement phrase and the head that c-selects
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it, as these are the two elements involved in the feature checking process. Any
constituent after the head of the c-selected phrase would be free to switch. This produces
the desired result of explaining the response advantage, observed in Experiment #1, for
items where the switch occurred between the determiner and its complement, since
feature checking can take place in these cases, but not in the cases where the switch
occurs on the determiner.
Turning now to Experiment #2, recall that here, switches between a
complementizer and its complement were read significantly faster than switches on the
complementizer. An example of the first type of switch follows:
(76 )

Mis amigos no sabian que the test was today.

This results can be explained if we assume that the higher verb (i.e. "sabian") c-selects a
CP headed by the complementizer "que". To ensure that the specifications of the verb are
met, the complementizer raises at LF to adjoin to V for feature checking. As in the
previous case, for feature checking to take place, both the head of the complement and the
head that c-selects it must be in the same language.
At this point, it might be relevant to address the predictions that the proposal here
presented makes with respect to subject DPs. We predict that the head of a DP subject
and the head of its complement should be free to appear either in the same language or
codeswitched. This follows straightforwardly from the fact that verbs are not known to
impose subcategorization restrictions for subjects, although they do impose robust
subcategorization restrictions for objects. In other words, there do not seem to be any
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verbs that require their subjects to be DP. All verbs seem to appear with a subject DP,
but if semantics permits it, they can also appear with a subject CP. Given this fact,
switches between a subject NP and a VP should occur quite freely, regardless of whether
the language index of the head DP matches the language index of the verb. Note that this
is precisely what we observe from the results of Experiment #4. In this experiment,
sentences of the type "A/it^ estudiantes read the newspaper every morning", where the
switch occurs between the Subject DP and the Verb Phrase, were read significantly faster
than "M« estudiantes leen the newspaper every morning", where the switch occurs
between the verb "leen" (read) and its P object. The preference of subject-verb switches
over verb-object switches is explained by assuming that, in the latter case, feature
checking cannot take place since the head "leen" and the head of its DP complement
"the" are in different languages. In the former case, since the verb "read" does not appear
to contribute subcategorization features to its specifier, no checking is required, and the
head of the subject DP may appear in a different language.
We turn now to a discussion of the results in Experiment #5, deferring
Experiment #3 for later. Experiment #5 looked at switches mvolving two types of
prepositions, case-assigners and theta-role assigners. Results for these types of switches
revealed that switches between a case assigner and its complement produced a response
time cost significantly higher than switches between a theta-role assigner and its
complement. In order to understand the implication of these results for our proposal, we
have reproduced a sample of an item set exemplifying each condition below:
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C1

-Theta Assigner

-Same

La mami de the girl with glasses was in the icitchen.
[the mother of the girl with glasses was in the kitchen]

C2

-Theta Assigner

+Same

La mamd of the girl with glasses was in the kitchen.

C3

+Theta Assigner

-Same

La mamd de la nifSa con lentes estaba en the kitchen.

C4

+Theta Assigner

+Same

La mamd de la nifia con lentes estaba in the kitchen.

Following our earlier assumption, since the subject DP in Conditions #1 and #2 is
outside the scope of any restriction that might be set by the verb, the response time cost
observed for Condition #1 will need to be explained through other mechanisms. This
type of switch improves considerably if instead of using the determiner "the" heading the
phrase "the girl with glasses", we use a demonstrative such as "that". This fact points to
phonological factors as a possible reason for the response time cost. But what about
Conditions #3 and #4? Cases of c-selection by verbs of a PP complement headed by a
particular preposition are very familiar in the literature. In our case above, condition #3
should have received significantly shorter response times than condition #4, in view of
the fact that both the head of the PP complement ("en") and the head of the category that
c-selects it ("estaba") are in the same language. However, no significant difference was
observed between the two cases. A possible explanation might be found in the visual
resemblance of the preposition "en" in Spanish and "in" in English. If, after reading the
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verb "estaba", subjects anticipate a Spanish preposition,

they might be conflised by the

close visual resemblance of the two prepositions, and (mistakenly) read "en" instead of
"in." If this were the case, no violation would be detected, and the response time costs
for the two conditions might be expected to be the same.
We now turn to Experiment #3, which tested switches between Aux and VP.
Recall that in this experiment, reading times for the condition where a switch occurred
between Aux and V (e.g. "habi'a stolen") produced a response time cost that was
significantly larger than that observed for the condition where the switch occurred at the
auxiliary (i.e. "had stolen"). Although, as stated earlier, these results need to be
replicated with materials that are controlled for syllabic length, we will nevertheless
discuss how the current hypothesis can account for the findings reported in naturalistic
data with respect to this type of switch.
Svenonius (1994) suggests that although c-selection typically involves the
selection of features by V, some functional categories may also be incorporated under the
more (liberal) concept of c-selection that he proposes. His argument is as follows. A
system of subcategorization seems necessary to account for many local morphosyntactic
dependencies, such as cases where the V heading a VP complement to an auxiliary (i.e.,
"have") is a past participle. Svenonius argues that this licensing mechanism is necessary
to rule out illicit forms such as "has went," and suggests that this type of licensing

As this is what the grammar would dictate.
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mechanism can be included under the rubric of c-selection. To fiarther support this move,
Svenonius reasons that if, for example, "have" c-selects a VP in the perfect form, and if
there is non-local c-selection by lexical heads, it should be possible to find non-local cselectional effects controlled by functional heads. As a possible example of this, he
offers tense concord in Icelandic, where subjunctive embedded clauses must have the
same tense as the higher clause.
Going back to our results from experiment #3, assuming the structure of AuxP
proposed in Rivero (1994), where the head of Auxiliary Phrase (AuxP) is Aux and the
complement of AuxP is VP, the head of VP ("seen" in our example) must raise at LF to
check its features against the Auxiliary "habfa." Since the process of feature checking is
barred due to the mismatch of language features of Aux and V, the result is an
ungrarrunatical sentence. From this follows the higher response time cost for this
condition as opposed to the condition where both the auxiliary and the verb match in
language feature.
In this section, we have attempted to use the mechanism of 'c-selection as feature
checking', independently proposed in linguistic theory, to account for codeswitching, and
in doing this, we have found no need to propose ad hoc constraints on codeswitching.
Naturally, much investigation is needed to answer the numerous questions that arise from
the proposal we have made here regarding the mechanisms that might govem
codeswitching. As was ahready pointed out, not all codeswitching phenomena can be
accounted for by this mechanism of feature checking. Phonological clashes, for example.
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might play a role in codeswitching. In addition, if we assume that not all flmctional heads
fall under the rubric of c-selection, we need to devise a way to explain concord between
determiners (also functional heads) and nouns. These and other questions form the basis
for future investigation.
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Appendix A: Bilingual Questionnaire

1.

Are you currently enrolled at the University of Arizona? (circle one)
Yes

2.

No

Are you currently a: (circle one)
freshman ?

sophomore ?

3.

Name:

3a.

Telefone number:

4.

Sex:

5:

Age:

6.

junior ?

senior ?

Highest level of education completed ( please circle):
some high school

high school

some college

college graduate

7.

Country of origin:

8.

Country of current residence:

9.

Country of primary residence (if different from question 8)

10.

If you were not bom in the U.S., during what ages did you live in your country of origin?

11.

If you were not bom in the U.S. How long have you lived in the U.S. for?

12.

Did you begin to speak both English and Spanish before age 5? (circle one)
Yes

No

13.

At what age did you first begin to learn English?

14.

At what age did you first begin to leam Spanish?
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15

In general, which language do you prefer to use ? ( circle one )
English

Spanish

It depends

Both

on whom I talk to

16

In general, which language do you feel that you speak better ? (circle one)
English

17,

Spanish

In general, which language do you feel that you understand better ?(circle one)
English

18.

Spanish

Spanish

more than 3 hours

Textbooks

Literary works Magazines

Other

1 hour

about 2 hours about 3 hours more than 3 hours

Textbooks

Literary works Magazines

Other

How many hours a day do you think that you watch T.V. in English? (circle one)
30 minutes

25.

about 3 hours

What type of materials do you read in Spanish (circle all that apply)
Newspaper

24.

1 hour about 2 hours

How many hours per day would you say you read in Spanish? (circle one)
30 minutes

23.

Both at the same level

What type of materials do you read in English (circle all that apply)
Newspaper

22.

Spanish

How many hours per day would you say you read in English? (circle one)
30 minutes

21.

Both at the same level

In general, which language do you feel that you write better ? (circle one)
English

20.

Both at the same level

In general, which language do you feel that you read better ? (circle one)
English

19.

Both at the same level

1 hour about 2 hours

about 3 hours

more than 3 hours

How many hours a day do you think that you watch T.V. in Spanish? (circle one)
30 minutes

1 hour

about 2 hours

more than 3 hours

I don't watch Spanish
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26.

Do you speak both English and Spanish on a regular basis? (circle one)
Yes

27.

What are your parents' or caretakers' native language? (circle one)
English

28.

No

Spanish

Other ( please specify)

What language or languages do you speak at home? (circle one)
English

Spanish

Both ( please specify with whom you
speak each language)

Do you consider English your native language or a second language? (circle one)
Native

Second language

How did you learn English? ( Circle all the ones that apply)
At home

At school

From parents

From fnends

Other

Did you ever attend school in the U.S.? (circle one)
Yes

No

-If yes, what grades did you attend? ( circle ALL that apply )
Kindergarten

First grade

Second grade

Fifth grade

Sixth grade

Seventh grade

Ninth grade

Tenth grade

Third grade

Eighth grade

Eleventh grade Twelveth grade College

How old where you when you started school in the U.S.?

Fourth grade

33.

How often ( never, sometimes, always) do you speak English at:
a. Home?
b. School?
c. With parents?
d. With friends?
e. Other?

34.

On a scale from 1 to 4, rate your abilities in English ( 1 =poor; 2= needs work; 3=good;
4= very good)
Reading =
Speaking=
Listening=
Writing=

35.

Do you consider Spanish your native language or a second language? Circle one:
Native

36.

How did you learn Spanish? ( Circle all the ones that apply ).
At home

37.

Second language

At school

From parents

From friends

Other

If you learned some Spanish at school ( for example, speaking, reading and writing ),
please explain how old you were when you started, and how long you did it for, and
whether you still do it.
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38.

Did you ever attend school in Mexico or in another Spanish Speaking country? (circle
one)
Yes

No

-If yes, what grades did you attend? ( circle ALL that apply )
Kindergarten

First grade

Second grade

Fifth grade

Sixth grade

Seventh grade

Ninth grade
39.

Tenth grade

Third grade

Fourth grade

Eighth grade

Eleventh grade Twelveth grade College

How often ( never, sometimes, always ) do you speak Spanish at:
a. Home?
b. School?
c. With parents
d. With Friends
e. Other

40.
41.

Are you enrolled in the Spanish for Native Speakers at the University of Arizona?
What classes in the Spanish for Native Speakers program did you take and are you
taking?
Took:
I'm taking:

42.

If you answered "yes" to question 40, how long have you been enrolled in this program?

43.

If you answered "yes" to question 40, why did you enroll in the Spanish for Native
Speakers' program?
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44.

On a scale from 1 to 4, rate your abilities in Spanish ( 1 = poor; 2= needs work;
3= good; 4=very good)
Reading =
Speaking=
Listening=
Writing=

45.

What other languages do you speak?

46.

On a scale from 1 to 4, rate your abilities in these other languages:
Reading =
Speaking=
Listening=
Writing=

47.

Did you take Spanish in high school? ( circle one)
Yes

48.

No

If you answered "yes" to question 47, how many years of high-school Spanish did you
take?

(circle one)

six months

I year

2 years 3 years more than 3 years

SECTION ON CODESWITCHING
Codeswitcbing means using both Spanish and English in the same sentence when you are talking
to someone else. This phenomenon is very interesting and it is the focus of the research of many
important scholars around the world. We would like to ask you a few questions about
codeswitcbing.
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49.

Do you ever codeswitch? (circle one )
Yes

50.

No

How often do you codeswitch? ( circle one )
Often

Sometimes

Never

51.

Who are you talking with when you codeswitch?

52.

Do you ever codeswitch between English and Spanish when you are talking with
someone who doesn't speak English? ( circle one )
Yes

53.

No

Do you ever codeswitch between English and Spanish when you are talking with
someone who doesn't speak Spanish? ( circle one )
Yes

54.

No

Think about some of the instances in which you have found yourself codeswitching. Do
you think that when you codeswitch you start the sentence in Spanish and finish in
English, or do you think that you start in English and finish in Spanish? (circle one for
each selection)
Start in Spanish and finish in English

Always
Most of the time
Seldom
Never
Not sure
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Start in English and finish in Spanish

Always
Most of the time
Seldom
Never
Not sure

55.

Why do you think that you codeswitch?

The section below is only for participants who are currently high school students

56.
57.

What year of high school are you currently in?
Are you taking Spanish? (circle one)
Yes

58.

No

If you answered "yes" to question 55, how long have you taken Sp£mish for?
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Appendix B: Experimental items
Experiment #1
Ana perdid sus sunglasses in the supermarket
Ana perdio her sunglasses in the supermarket
Ann lost her lentes de sol en el supermercado
Ann lost sus lentes de sol en el supermercado
El apartamento que compro tu friend is nice
El apartamento que compro your fh'end is nice
The apartment that your amigo compro es bonito
The apartment that tu amigo compr6 es bonito
Mi papi va a comprar el bicycle for my sister
Mi papa va a comprar the bicycle for my sister
My dad will buy the bicicleta para mi hermana
My dad will buy la bicicleta para mi hermana
Jos6 compr6 los pencils for the secretaries
Jose compro the pencils for the secretaries
Joe bought the lapices para las secretarias
Joe bought los lapices para las secretarias
La maestra compro los books for the children
La maestra compro the books for the children
The teacher bought the libros para los niflos
The teacher bought los libros para los niilos
Mi hermana me regal6 esta skirt for the party
Mi hermana me regal6 this skirt for the party
My sisters gave me this falda para la fiesta
My sisters gave me esta falda para la fiesta
No me gustd el watch that my father gave me
No me gusto the watch that my father gave me
I didn't like the reloj que me regal6 mi papa
I didn't like el reloj que me regal6 mi papd
El queria comprar el notebook in the bookstore
El queria comprar the notebook in the bookstore
She wanted to buy the cuademo en la libreria
She wanted to buy el cuademo en la libreria
Juan dijo que el tiene sus savings in the bank
Juan dijo que el tiene his savings in the bank
John said that he has his ahorros en el banco
John said that he has sus ahorros en el banco

No podia oir el noise that my car was making
No podia oir the noise that my car was making
I couldn't hear the ruido que hacia mi carro
I couldn't hear el ruido que hacia mi carro
La nifla acaba de ver al thief in the backyard
La niila acaba de ver the thief in the backyard
The girl has just seen the ladron en el patio
The girl has just seen el ladrdn en el patio
Diana compro el soap to wash the shirts with
Diana compr6 the soap to wash the shirts with
Diane bought the jabon para lavar las camisas
Diane bought el jabon para lavar las camisas
Los niflos rompieron el window with the stones
Los nifios rompieron the window with the stones
The children broke the ventana con las piedras
The children broke la ventana con las piedras
Marta abri6 el present before she went to bed
Marta abrio the present before she went to bed
Marta opened the regalo antes de irse a domir
Marta opened el regalo antes de irse a domir
Mi abuela no pudo abrir el door the other day
Mi abuela no pudo abrir the door the other day
My grandma couldn't open the puerta el otro dia
My grandma couldn't open la puerta el otro dia
Los niflos no botaron los balls on the street
Los nifios no botaron the balls on the street
The kids didn't throw the pelotas en la calle
The kids didn't throw las pelotas en la calle
Me dijeron que Ana perdid el ring on Friday
Me dijeron que Ana perdi6 the ring on Friday
They told me that Ann lost the anillo el viemes
They told me that Ann lost el anillo el viemes
Las nifias compraron el cheese in that store
Las niftas compraron the cheese in that store
The girls bought the queso en aquella tienda
The girls bought el queso en aquella tienda
Yo me llev6 mis books when I went to Boston
Yo me Ilev6 my books when I went to Boston
I took my libros conmigo cuando fiii a Boston
I took mis libros conmigo cuando fui a Boston
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Maria no habia comprado el ice for the party
Maria no habia comprado the ice for the party
Mary had not bought the hielo para la fiesta
Mary had not bought el hielo para la fiesta
Pedro vendi6 el car that he bought last year
Pedro vendid the car that he bought last year
Peter sold the carro que compr6 el aAo pasado
Peter sold el carro que compnS ei afio pasado
Mi hermanita bot6 el soft drink on the floor
Mi hermanita bot6 the soft drink on the floor
My little sister spilled the refresco en el piso
My little sister spilled el refresco en el piso
Jos^ dijo que botaramos el trash in the bags
Jose dijo que botaramos the trash in the bags
Joseph said to throw the basura en las bolsas
Joseph said to throw la basura en las bolsas
Los niilos rompieron el glass with the hammer
Los niilos rompieron the glass with the hammer
The children broke the vidrio con el martillo
The children broke el vidrio con el martillo
Mi tia compr6 los eggs to make the pastries
Mi tia compr6 the eggs to make the pastries
My aunt bought the huevos para hacer los dulces
My aunt bought los huevos para hacer los dulces
El ladr6n rob6 el money and then he escaped
El ladr6n rob6 the money and then he escaped
The thief stole the dinero y luego se escapd
The thief stole el dinero y luego se escap6
La niiia perdi6 su dog at the park on Tuesday
La nifla perdi6 her dog at the park on Tuesday
The girl lost her perro en el parque el martes
The girl lost su perro en el parque el martes
Lucy vendi6 su house to pay for John's school
Lucy vendi6 her house to pay for John's school
Lucy sold her casa para pagar la escuela de Juan
Lucy sold su casa para pagar la escuela de Juan

Mi mamd compr6 el wine for tonight's dinner
Mi mami comprd the wine for tonight's dinner
My mom got the vino para la cena de esta noche
My mom got el vino para la cena de esta noche

Mis hijas prepararon el chicken for the party
Mis hijas prepararon the chicken for the party
My daughter prepared the polio para la fiesta
My daughter prepared el polio para la fiesta
El director envio el letter to the employees
El director envi6 the letter to the employees
The director sent the carta a los trabajadores
The director sent la carta a los trabajadores
El medico compro los paintings in this store
El medico compr6 the paintings in this store
The doctor bought the cuadros en esta tienda
The doctor bought los cuadros en esta tienda
Ella se olvid6 el book on the kitchen table
Ella se olvido the book on the kitchen table
She forgot the libro en la mesa de la cocina
She forgot el libro en la mesa de la cocina
Antonio me pidio los tickets for the movies
Antonio me pidi6 the tickets for the movies
Tony asked me for the entradas para el cine
Tony asked me for las entradas para el cine
Mi hermana Iimpi6 la kitchen before going out
Mi hermana limpid the kitchen before going out
My sisters cleaned the cocina antes de salir
My sisters cleaned la cocina antes de salir
Los nifios lavaron los glasses after they ate
Los niflos lavaron the glasses after they ate
The children washed the vasos despu^s de comer
The children washed los vasos despu^s de comer
Las nifias cruzaron el bridge with a teacher
Las nifias cruzaron the bridge with a teacher
The girls crossed the puente con una maestra
The girls crossed el puente con una maestra
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Ellos quieren visitar el theater next Monday
EIlos quieren visitar the theater next Monday
They want to visit the teatro el prdximo lunes
They want to visit el teatro el pr6ximo lunes
Juan se olvidd su pencil at school on Thursday
Juan se olvidd his pencil at school on Thursday
John forgot his Idpiz en el colegio el jueves
John forgot su lapiz en el colegio el jueves

Ella queria prestamie el dress for the wedding
Ella queria prestamie the dress for the wedding
She wanted to lend me the vestido para la boda
She wanted to lend me el vestido para la boda

Experiment #2
El no sabia que my fiiend was feeling bad
El no sabia that my friend was feeling bad
He didn't know que mi amigo se sentfa mal
He didn't know that mi amigo se sentia mal
Mis amigas pensaban que they had gone out
Mis amigas pensaban that they had gone out
My friends thought que ellos habfan salido
My friends thought that ellos habian salido
La policfa dijo que the boy saw the crime
La policia dijo that the boy saw the crime
The police said que el niflo vi6 el crimen
The police said that el niifo vi6 el crimen
Mi hermana sabia que her friend was crying
Mi hermana sabia that her friend was crying
My sister knew que su amiga estaba llorando
My sister knew that su amiga estaba llorando
El medico nos dijo que our mother didn't die
El medico nos dijo that our mother didn't die
The doctor told us que nuestra mama no murio
The doctor told us that nuestra mama no murio
Luis piensa que his friend wrote the letter
Luis piensa that his friend wrote the letter
Louis thinks que su amigo escribid la carta
Louis thinks that su amigo escribio la carta

Yo no sabi'a que your father knew the truth
Yo no sabia that your father knew the truth
I didn't know que tu papi sabia la verdad
I didn't know that tu papd sabfa la verdad
Ella no sabia que the children were outside
Ella no sabia that the children were outside
She didn't know que los nifios estaban afuera
She didn't know that los niilos estaban afuera
Roberto dijo que the woman killed her son
Roberto dijo that the woman killed her son
Robert said que la sefiora mat6 a su hijo
Robert said that la seilora matd a su hijo
La gente piensa que the singer is very pretty
La gente piensa that the singer is very pretty
People think que la cantante es muy bonita
People think that la cantante es muy bonita
Mi tio nos dijo que his mother had disappeared
Mi tfo nos dijo that his mother had disappeared
My uncle told us que su mama habi'a desaparecido
My uncle told us that su mam^ habia desaparecido
Las maestras sabian que the class was dirty
Las maestras sabian that the class was dirty
The teachers knew que la clase estaba sucia
The teachers knew that la clase estaba sucia
Juan pensaba que the airplane arrived at six
Juan pensaba that the airplane arrived at six
John thought que el avi6n llegaba a las seis
John thought that el avidn llegaba a las seis
Las seiloras creian que the window was broken
Las sefioras crefan that the window was broken
The women thought que la ventana estaba rota
The women thought that la ventana estaba rota
El ladrdn no sabe que the police has arrived
El ladr6n no sabe that the police has arrived
The thief doesn't know que la policia llego
The thief doesn't know that la policia lleg6
La maestra sabe que the children didn't study
La maestra sabe that the children didn't study
The teacher knows que los niilos no estudiaron
The teacher knows that los nifios no estudiaron

Mis hermanas crei'an que the baby was bom
Mis hermanas crei'an that the baby was bom
My sister thought que el beb6 habia nacido
My sister thought that el bebe habia nacido
El papd de Ana piensa que the bank is open
El papd de Ana piensa that the bank is open
Ann's father thinks que el banco est^ abierto
Ann's father thinks that ei banco estd abierto

Ella cree que the medicine is very strong
Ella cree that the medicine is very strong
She believes que la medicina es muy flierte
She believes that la medicina es muy flierte
La sefiora penso que su pantaldn estaba roto
La sefiora penso that su pantal6n estaba roto
The woman thought que her pants were torn
The woman thought that her pants were torn
Los niflos creian que the cat wanted to play
Los niflos creian that the cat wanted to play
The boys believed que el gato queria jugar
The boys believed that el gato queria jugar
Patricia nos dijo que the car was too big
Patricia nos dijo that the car was too big
Patty told us que el carro era muy grande
Patty told us that el carro era muy grande
Yo creia que the man had painted the house
Yo creia that the man had painted the house
1 thought que el sefior habia pintado la casa
I thought that el sefior habia pintado la casa
El me dijo que my grandfather is very sick
El me dijo that my grandfather is very sick
He told me que mi abuelo esti muy enfermo
He told me that mi abuelo estd muy enfermo
El estudiante piensa que this book is good
El estudiante piensa that this book is good
The student thinks que este libro es bueno
The student thinks that este libro es bueno

El no sabia que your father had passed away
El no sabfa that your fether had passed away
He didn't know que tu pap& se habia muerto
He didn't know that tu papd se habfa muerto
Mi amiga cree que the shoes are expensive
Mi amiga cree that the shoes are expensive
My friend thinks que los zapatos son caros
My friend thinks that los zapatos son caros
El ladr6n pensaba que my family had money
El ladr6n pensaba that my family had money
The thief thought que mi familia tenia dinero
The thief thought that mi familia tenia dinero

La enfermera pensaba que my sister wanted soup
La enfermera pensaba that my sister wanted soup
The nurse thought que mi hermana queria sopa
The nurse thought that mi hermana quen'a sopa
El cocinero sabia que the food was not good
EI cocinero sabia that the food was not good
The cook knew que la comida no estaba buena
The cook knew that la comida no estaba buena
La gente cree que my children stole the jewelry
La gente cree that my children stole the jewehy
People believe que mis hijos robaron las joyas
People believe that mis hijos robaron las joyas
Mi mamd pensaba que her friend had arrived
Mi mami pensaba that her friend had arrived
My mother thought que su amiga habia llegado
My mother thought that su amiga habia llegado
La novia cree que the wedding is at seven
La novia cree that the wedding is at seven
The bride thinks que la boda es a las siete
The bride thinks that la boda es a las siete
El seizor no sabia que his daughter had called
El seiior no sabia that his daughter had called
The man didn't know que su htja habia llamado
The man didn't know that su hija habia llamado
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Pedro piensa que the teacher is in her office
Pedro piensa that the teacher is in her office
Peter thinks que la maestra estS en su oficina
Peter thinks that la maestra esti en su oficina
El abogado piensa que his son studies a lot
El abogado piensa that his son studies a lot
The lawyer thinks que su hijo estudia mucho
The lawyer thinks que su hijo estudia mucho
Juan sabia que the stores were not closed
Juan sabia that the stores were not closed
John knew que la tienda no estaba cerrada
John knew that la tienda no estaba cerrada
Mi pap^ piensa que the cat broke the glass
Mi papd piensa that the cat broke the glass
My father thinks que el gato rompio el vaso
My father thinks that el gato rompi6 el vaso

Mis amigos no sabian que the test was today
Mis amigos no sabian tha the test was today
My fnends didn't know que el examen era hoy
My friends didn't know that el examen era hoy
Yo creia que my teacher had read the books
Yo creia that my teacher had read the books
I thought que mi maestra habia leido el libro
I thought that mi maestra habfa leido el libro

Experiment #3
La maestra habia bought the books for the children
La maestra had bought the books for the children
The teacher had comprado los libros para los nifios
The teacher habia comprado los libros para los nifios
La mujer habia seen the man that stole the car
La mujer had seen the man that stole the car
The woman had visto al hombre que rob6 el carro
The woman habia visto al hombre que rob6 el carro
Todos mis amigos habian eaten chicken at the party
Todos mis amigos had eaten chicken at the party
All my fnends had comido polio en la fiesta
All my fnends habian comido polio en la fiesta

Mi esposo dijo que Roberto habia seen the movie
Mi esposo dijo que Roberto had seen the movie
My husband said that Robert had visto ia peh'cuia
My husband said that Robert habfa visto la pelicula
Mi hermano habia made coffee for all the guests
Mi hermano had made coffee for ail the guests
My brother had hecho cafe para todos los invitados
My brother habia hecho caft para todos los invitados
Mi mama habfa bought the present for my birthday
Mi mamd had bought the present for my birthday
My mother had comprado el regalo para mi cumpleaiios
My mother habia comprado el regalo para mi cumpleaiios
Maria dijo que la oficina habfa closed at five
Maria dijo que la oficina had closed at five
Mary said that the office had cerrado a las cinco
Mary said that the office habfa cerrado a las cinco
Los sefiores habfan painted the kitchen when I arrived
Los seilores had painted the kitchen when I arrived
The men had pintado la cocina cuando yo llegue
The men had pintado la cocina cuando yo llegue
El nifio habfa found the money near the bank
El niflo had found the money near the bank
The boy had encontrado el dinero cerca del banco
The boy habfa encontrado el dinero cerca del banco
Mis amigos habfan seen my mother at the park
Mis amigos had seen my mother at the park
My friends had visto a mi mamd en el parque
My friends habfan visto a mi mamd en el parque
El seiior dijo que el tren habia arrived at six
El seizor dijo que el tren had arrived at six
The man said that the train habfa llegado a la una
The man said that the train habfa llegado a la una
El niiio habia drunk ail the milk before eating
El nitio habfa tornado all the milk before eating
The boy had tornado toda la leche antes de comer
The boy habfa tomado toda la leche antes de comer
Ana pensaba que la mujer habfa bought the cookies
Ana pensaba que la mujer had bought the cookies
Ann thought that the woman had comprado las galletas
Ann thought that the woman habfa comprado las galletas

Los niiios habian gone to church with their brothers
Los niiios had gone to church with their brothers
The children had ido a la iglesia con sus hermanos
The children habfan ido a la iglesia con sus hermanos
Jose me dijo que su hermana habia lost her ring
Jose me dijo que su hermana had lost her ring
Joe told me that his sister had perdido el anillo
Joe told me that his sister habia perdido el anillo
Los nifios habtan said that they wanted to play
Los niiios had said that they wanted to play
The children had dicho que ellos querian jugar
The children habian dicho que ellos querian Jugar
Los profesores habian handed out all the tests
Los profesores had handed out all the tests
The professors had entregado todos los extoenes
The professors habfan entregado todos los exdmenes
Mi amiga habia bought the tomatoes for the sauce
Mi amiga had bought the tomatoes for the sauce
My fnend had comprado los tomates para la salsa
My friend habia comprado los tomates para la salsa
El ingeniero habia drawn the house that 1 liked
El ingeniero had drawn the house that I liked
The engineer had dibujado la casa que me gusta
The engineer habia dibujado la casa que me gusta
Mi mamd habi'a bought the meat at the supermarket
Mi mamd had bought the meat at the supermarket
My mom had comprado la came en el supermercado
My mom habi'a comprado la came en el supermercado
Mi hermano habi'a lost the keys to open the house
Mi hermano had lost the keys to open the house
My brother had perdido la Have para abrir la casa
My brother habia perdido la Have para abrir la casa
Los nifios habian seen ten dollars on the floor
Los nifios had seen ten dollars on the floor
The children had visto di^z dblares en el piso
The children habian visto di6z d6lares en el piso
Miguel cree que el seizor habia stolen the money
Miguel cree que el sefior had stolen the money
Michael thinks that the man had robado el dinero
Michael thinks that the man habia robado el dinero

Los nifios habian bought candies at their school
Los niiios had bought candies at their school
The children had comprado caramelos en la escuela
The children habian comprado caramelos en la escuela
Las maestras habian asked for a new computer
Las maestras had asked for a new computer
The teachers had pedido una computadora nueva
The teachers habian pedido una computadora nueva
Mi mamd habi'a paid twenty dollars for the dress
Mi mamd had paid twenty dollars for the dress
My mother had pagado veinte dolares por el vestido
My mother habia pagado veinte dolares por el vestido
Mi amigo habfa burned the chair with a cigarrette
Mi amigo had burned the chair with a cigarrette
My fnend had quemado la silla con un cigarrillo
My fnend habia quemado la silla con un cigarrillo
Ella me dijo que los nifios habian gone outside
Ella me dijo que los nifios had gone outside
She told me that the children had ido afiiera
She told me that the children habian ido aftiera
El niflo habia looked for the watch that I lost
El niflo had looked for the watch that I lost
The kids had buscado el reloj que yo perdi
The kids habian buscado el reloj que yo perdi
El sefior habia answered the question that I asked
El seilor had answered the question that I asked
The man had contestado la pregunta que yo le hice
The man habia contestado la pregunta que yo le hice
El presidente habia spoken with his lawyer yesterday
El presidente had spoken with his lawyer yesterday
The president had hablado con su abogado ayer
The president habia hablado con su abogado ayer
Los invitados habian brought food for the party
Los invitados habian brought food for the party
The guests had traido la comida para la fiesta
The guests habian trafdo la comida para la fiesta
Los muchachos habian stolen money to buy drugs
Los muchachos had stolen money to buy drugs
The kids had robado dinero para comprar drogas
The kids habian robado dinero para comprar drogas
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Los ladrones habian killed the owner of the shop
Los ladrones had killed the owner of the shop
The thieves had asesinado al dueiio de la tienda
The thieves habi'an asesinado al dueflo de la tienda
Los nitios habian cleaned their rooms on Saturday
Los nifios had cleaned their rooms on Saturday
The children had limpiado sus cuartos el s^bado
The children habtan limpiado sus cuartos el sdbado
Todos sus amigos habian seen the football game
Todos sus amigos had seen the football game
His friends had visto el juego de futbol
His friends habfan visto el juego de futbol
Ana pens5 que los niflos habfan eaten all the bread
Ana pens6 que los nifios had eaten the bread
Ann thought that the kids had comido el pan
Ann thought that the kids habfan comido el pan
Susana cree que su amiga habfa brought the fhiit
Susana cree que su amiga had brought the fruit
Susan thinks that her fhend had compraro la fhita
Susan thinks that her fHend habfa compraro la fhita
La policfa dijo que los nifios habfan seen the accident
La policfa dijo que los nifios had seen the accident
The police said that the kids had visto el accidente
The police said that the kids habfan visto el accidente
La sefiora habfa bought an ice cream for the kids
La sefiora had bought an ice cream for the kids
The woman had comprado un helado para los nifios
The woman habfa comprado un helado para los nifios

Experiment #4
Todos esos muchachos steal cars to buy drugs
Todos esos muchachos roban cars to buy drugs
All those kids roban carros para comprar drogas
All those kids steal carros para comprar drogas
Mis hijos wash their clothes when they have time
Mis hijos lavan their clothes when they have time
My daughters lavan la ropa cuando tienen tiempo
My daughters wash la ropa cuando tienen tiempo

Mis estudiantes read the newspaper every morning
Mis estudiantes ieen the newspaper every morning
My students read el peri6dico todas las mafianas
My students Ieen el peri<3dico todas las maitanas
Todos mis amigos drink beer every Friday night
Todos mis amigos toman beer every Friday night
All my friends toman cerveza todos los viemes
All my friends drink cerveza todos los viemes
La maestra bought some presents for the children
La maestra compr6 some presents for the children
The teacher compr6 algimos regalos para los niilos
The teacher bought algunos regalos para los niAos
Los invitados brought all the food for the party
Los invitados trajeron all the food for the party
The guests trajeron toda la comida para la fiesta
The guests brought toda la comida para la fiesta
Los profesores handed out all the tests yesterday
Los profesores entregaron all the tests yesterday
The professors entregaron todos los exdmenes ayer
The professors handed out todos los eximenes ayer
Mi hermana paid twenty dollars for that dress
Mi hermana pag6 twenty dollars for that dress
My sister pago veinte d61ares por ese vestido
My sister paid veinte ddlares por ese vestido
Mi amiga dijo que las nitias prepared the cake
Mi amiga dijo que las nifias prepararon the cake
My friend said that the girls prepararon la torta
My friend said that the girls prepared la torta
Mi esposo burned the chair with a cigarrette
Mi esposo quem6 the chair with a cigarrette
My husband quem6 la silla con un cigarrillo
My husband burned la silla con un cigarrillo
La polici'a dijo que los nitios saw the accident
La policia dijo que los nifios vieron the accident
The police said that the kids vieron el accidente
The police said that the kids saw el accidente
Los niitos looked for the watch that I had lost
Los niilos buscaron the watch that I had lost
The kids buscaron el reloj que yo habia perdido
The kids looked for el reloj que yo habia perdido

Mi mama sabia que sus amigos bought the fruit
Mi mamd sabfa que sus amigos compraron the fruit
My mom knew that her friends compraron la fruta
My mom knew that her friends bought la fruta
Ana piensa que los niilos threw away all the bread
Ana piensa que los nifios botaron all the bread
Ann thinks that die kids botaron todo el pan
Ann thinks that the kids threw away todo el pan
Ella cree que los nifios drink too much water
Ella cree que los nifios toman too much water
She thinks that the children toman demasiada agua
She thinks that the children drink demasiada agua
Mi amiga cree que su hermana locked the doors
Mi amiga cree que su hermana cerr6 the doors
My friend thinks that her sister cerr6 la puerta
My friend thinks that her sister locked la puerta
Todas las sefioras watch the news when they eat
Todas las sefioras miran the news when they eat
All the women miran las noticias cuando comen
All the women watch las noticias cuando comen

Todos los nifios clean their rooms every Friday
Todos los nifios limpian their rooms every Friday
All the children limpian sus cuartos los viemes
All the children clean sus cuartos los viemes
Los ladrones killed the owner of the bank today
Los ladrones mataron the owner of the bank today
The thieves mataron al duefio del banco el lunes
The thieves killed al duefio del banco le lunes
Mi papd siempre reads the newspaper in the morning
Mi papi siempre lee the newspaper in the morning
My father always lee el peri6dico en las mafianas
My father always reads el periodico en las mafianas

La sefiora bought the ice cream for all the kids
La sefiora compr6 the ice cream for all the kids
The woman comprd el helado para todos los nifios
The woman bought el helado para todos los nifios
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EI seflor penso que los niiios broke the glass
El sefior penso que los niAos rompieron the glass
The man thought that the boys rompieron el vidrio
The man thought that the boys broke el vidrio
El cree que sus amigos play soccer on Mondays
El cree que sus amigos juegan soccer on Mondays
He thinks that his friends juegan futbol los lunes
He thinks that his friends play futbol los lunes
Todos los nifios saw the starts with the telescope
Todos los nifios vieron the starts with the telescope
All the kids vieron las estrellas con el telescopio
All the kids saw las estrellas con el telescopio
El sefior answered the questions that I asked him
El sefior contesto the questions that I asked him
The man contesto las preguntas que yo le hice
The man answered las preguntas que yo le hice
Mis amigas siempre buy the sauce for the pasta
Mis amigas siempre compran the sauce for the pasta
My fnends always compran la salsa para la pasta
My fnends always buy la salsa para la pasta
Los ingenieros drew the plans for the house
Los ingenieros dibujaron the plans for the house
The engineers dibujaron los pianos para la casa
The engineers drew los pianos para la casa
Mi mama saw the mouse under my brother's bed
Mi mama vio the mouse under my brother's bed
My mother vio el raton en la cama de mi hermano
My mother saw el raton en la cama de mi hermano
Mis hermanos want the keys to open the house
Mis hermanos quieren the keys to open the house
My brothers quieren las Haves para abrir la casa
My brothers want las Haves para abrir la casa
Los nifios found five dollars in the supermarket
Los nifios encontraron five dollars in the supermarket
The children encontraron cinco d61ares en el mercado
The children foimd cinco doiares en el mercado
El abogado cree que el sefior stole the money
El abogado cree que el sefior se rob6 the money
The lawyer thinks that the man se rob6 el dinero
The lawyer thinks that the man stole el dinero

Mi mama buys meat and fruits at the supennarket
Mi mamd compra meat and fruits at the supemiarket
My mom compra came y fruta en el supermercado
My mom buys came y fruta en el supermercado
Todos los niiios sell pastries at their school
Todos los niiios venden pastries at theu* school
All the children venden dulces en la escuela
All the children sell dulces en la escuela
Las maestras want an increase in their salaries
Las maestras quieren an increase in their salaries
The teachers quieren un aumento en los salaries
The teachers want un aumento en los salaries
Roberto dijo que los niiios want another cookie
Roberto dijo que los niiios quieren another cookie
Robert said that the children quieren otra galleta
Robert said that the children want otra galleta
Elena creia que el seiior had painted the house
Elena creia que el seiior habia pintado die house
Helen thought that the man habia pintado la casa
Helen thought that the man had painted la casa
Los directores sent the letter to the workers
Los directores enviaron the letter to the workers
The directors enviaron la carta a los trabajadores
The directors sent la carta a los trabajadores
El me dijo que tu tia lost her ring yesterday
El me dijo que m tia perdi6 her ring yesterday
He told me that your aunt perdio su anillo ayer
He told me that your aunt lost su anillo ayer
La niiia compro the candies at the supermarket
La niiia bought the candies at the supennarket
The girl compr6 los caramelos en el supermercado
The girl bought los caramelos en el supermercado
Yo creo que mi hijo forgot the keys to the house
Yo creo que mi hijo se olvid6 the keys to the house
1 think that my son se olvid6 las Haves de la casa
I think that my son forgot las Haves de la casa
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Experiment #5
La hija de the man that you saw is in the idtchen
La hija of the man that you saw is in the icitchen
La hija del sefior que tu viste estd en the kitchen
La hija del sefior que m viste esti in the kitchen
El dueiio de the motorcycle was in the garage
El dueiio of the motorcycle was in the garage
El duefio de la motocicleta estaba en the garage
El dueilo de la motocicleta estaba in the garage
El libro de the woman that you like is in the drawer
El libro of the woman that you like is in the drawer
El libro de la mujer que te gusta esta en the drawer
El libro de la mujer que te gusta esta in the drawer
El dijo que el conductor de the car is in the room
El dijo que el conductor of the car is in the room
El dijo que el conductor del carro esta en the room
El dijo que el conductor del carro est^ in the room
La maestra de this course will be in her office
La maestra of this course will be in her office
La maestra de este curso estari en her office
La maestra de este curso estard in her office
El hijo de that actress who was in the kitchen is nice
El hijo of that actress who was in the kitchen is nice
El hijo de la actriz que estaba en the kitchen is nice
El hijo de la actriz que estaba in the kitchen is nice
Creo que el escritor de the novel is in that house
Creo que el escritor of the novel is in that house
Creo que el escritor de la novela esta en that house
Creo que el escritor de la novela estd in that house
Ana dijo que el dueflo de this company is in the room
Ana dijo que el duefio of this company is in the room
Ana dijo que el dueflo de la compat^ia esta en the room
Ana dijo que el duefio de la compailia estd in the room
Los juguetes de the children in this room are dirty
Los juguetes of the children in this room are dirty
Los juguetes de los niilos en this room are dirty
Los juguetes de los nifios in this room are dirty
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EI papi de the girl in the icitchen is very angry
El papd of the girl in the kitchen is very angry
EI papd de la nifia en the kitchen is very angry
EI papd de la nifia in the kitchen is very angry
El hijo de the man who is sick was in the house
El hijo of the man who is sick was in the house
El hijo del setior que est^ enfermo estaba en the house
EI hijo del sefior que esta enfermo estaba in the house
Yo compr^ el libro de the man who is in the store
Yo compre el libro of the man who is in the store
Yo compr6 el libro del hombre que esti en the store
Yo compr6 el libro del hombre que esti in the store
El profesor de that class was in the meeting room
EI profesor of that class was in the meeting room
El profesor de esa clase estaba en the meeting room
El profesor de esa clase estaba in the meeting room
La mam^ de the boy with glasses was in the kitchen
La mami of the boy with glasses was in the kitchen
La mamA del niilo con lentes estaba en the kitchen
La mami del nifio con lentes estaba in the kitchen
La hija de the man who was in the balcony is Lisa
La hija of the man who was in the balcony is Lisa
La hija del hombre que estaba en the balcony is Lisa
La hija del hombre que estaba in the balcony is Lisa
Yo dije que la amiga de the actor lives near my house
Yo dije que la amiga of the actor lives near my house
Yo dije que la amiga del actor vive cerca de my house
Yo dije que la amiga del actor vive near my house
El
El
El
El

libro de the girl who is in the classroom is lost
libro of the girl who is in the classroom is lost
libro de la niita que estd en the classroom is lost
libro de la nifia que esti in the classroom is lost

La escritora de the book sat in the living room
La escritora of the book sat in the living room
La escritora del libro se sent6 en the living room
La escritora del libro se sent6 in the living room
La mamd de the boy with black shoes is in the room
La mam^ of the boy with black shoes is in the room
La mamd del nifto con zapatos negros esti en the room
La mama del nii\o con zapatos negros esta in the room
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El hijo de the man who stole the money is in the hospital
El hijo of the man who stole the money in the hospiml
El hijo del sefior que robd el dinero esti en the hospital
EI hijo de! sefior que robd el dinero est^ in the hospital
La comida de the girl who is crying is on the plate
La comida of the girl who is crying is on the plate
La comida de la niiia que estd llorando esta en the plate
La comida de la nitia que est^ llorando est^ on the plate
El perro de the captain who lives in that house is dead
El perro of the captain who lives in that house is dead
EI perro del capitdn que vive en that house is dead
EI perro del capita que vive in that house is dead
El arma de the policeman who is in the kitchen is big
EI arma of the policeman who is in the kitchen is big
El arma del polici'a que esti en the kitchen is big
El arma del policia que esti in the kitchen is big
La silla de that man in the dining room is broken
La silla of that man in the dining room is broken
La silla del hombre en the dining room is broken
La silla del hombre in the dining room is broken
EI disetiador de the dress lives in that apartment
EI disefiador of the dress lives in that apartment
EI diseiiador del vestido vive en that apartment
EI disefiador del vestido vive in that apartment
EI hermano de the girl in the kitchen is a lawyer
EI hermano of the girl in the kitchen is a lawyer
El hermano de la niiia en the kitchen is a lawyer
EI hermano de la niiia in the kitchen is a lawyer
El dijo que la tia de his friend stayed in that hotel
El dijo que la tia of his fnend stayed in that hotel
EI dijo que la tia de su amigo se qued6 en that hotel
El dijo que la tia de su amigo se qued6 in that hotel
El duefio de the bus put the money in his pocket
El duefio of the bus put the money in his pocket
El duefio del autobus puso el dinero en his pocket
El duefio del autobus puso el dinero in his pocket
La amiga de the artist who was here lives in that city
La amiga of the artist who was here lives in that city
La amiga del artista que estaba aqui vive en that city
La amiga del artista que estaba aqui vive in that city

El gato de the boy in that room was very expensive
El gato of the boy in that room was very expensive
El gato del niilo en that room was very expensive
El gato del nifio in that room was very expensive

La esposa de the man who killed Tom is in the store
La esposa of the man who killed Tom is in the store
La esposa del hombre que mat6 a Tom esti en the store
La esposa del hombre que mato a Tom esti in the store

La mamd de the boy who is sick went to the beach
La mamd of the boy who is sick went to the beach
La mama del niiio que esta enfermo fiie a the beach
La mamd del niilo que esti enfermo fiie to the beach
El director de the film used to live in our house
El director of the film used to live in our house
El director de la pelicula vivia en our house
EI director de la pelicula vivia in our house
EI comprador de the house was in the movies
El comprador of the house was in the movies
EI comprador de la casa estaba en the movies
El comprador de la casa estaba in the movies
EI hijo de the teacher in that classroom is smart
El hijo of the teacher in that classroom is smart
El hijo de la maestra en that classroom is smart
El hijo de la maestra in that classroom is smart
EI vi6 a la hija de the pilot who died in that crash
El vio a la hija of the pilot who died in that crash
EI vi6 a la hija del piloto que muri(3 en that crash
El vi6 a la hija del piloto que muri6 in that crash
Ellos vieron al papi de the bride in his house
Ellos vieron al papd of the bride in his house
Ellos vieron al papd de la novia en his house
Ellos vieron al papd de la novia in his house
La mamd de the girl who is blind is in the backyard
La mamd of the girl who is blind is in the backyard
La mamd de la niAa que es ciega esta en the backyard
La mamd de la niila que es ciega estd in the backyard

La escritora de the article put the pen in the drawer
La escritora of the article put the pen in the drawer
La escritora del arti'culo puso el lapiz en the drawer
La escritora del arti'culo puso el Idpiz in the drawer

Appendix C: Analysis of data using ANOVA
Experiment #1:

Switching between Det and NP

The three factors for Experiment #1 are :
A;
Subjects/Item Groups
B:
Matrix language
C:
Language at Switch Site (Switch Site)
Reading Times
Subject response times
SV

SS

DF

MSS

F

P

A
S

2567112.66
24757135.31

3
28

855704.22
884183.40

.97

0.422

B
AB
S*B

50482.53
79441.41
421585.06

1
3
28

50482.53
26480.47
15056.61

3.35
1.76

0.0778
0.178

C
AC
S*C

7381.13
114725.31
184971.56

1
3
28

7381.13 1.12
38241.77
6606.13

0.300
5.79

0.00328

BC
ABC
S*BC

90951.13
193949.06
377021.81

1
3
28

90951.13
64649.69
13465.06

6.75
4.80

0.0148
0.00803

DF

MSS

F

P

8.13
743.75

3
28

26.04
26.56

.98

0.416

B
AB
S»B

12.50
106.25
381.25

1
3
28

12.50
35.42
13.62

.92
2.60

0.346
0.0718

C
AC

.00
18.75
381.25

1
3
28

.00
6.25
13.62

.00
.46

1.000
0.713

BC
3.13
ABC
28.13 3
S*BC
268.75 28

1

.33

0.573

Subject error rates
SV
A
S

S*C

SS

9.38
9.60

3.13
.98

0.418

Item response
SV

SS

DF

MSS

A
S

118107.17
2300284.28

3
36

39369.06
63896.79

.62

0.609

B
AB
S*B

52962.01
939186.17
1311421.08

1
3
36

52962.01
313062.06
36428.36

1.45
8.59

0.236
.196E-03

C
AC

1

3
36

5605.06 .26
810577.17
21693.85

0.614
37.36

.OOOE+00

S*C

5605.06
2431731.52
780978.68

BC
ABC
S»BC

79611.01
258546.17
839897.07

1
3
36

79611.01
86182.06
23330.47

3.41
3.69

0.0729
0.0204

Item error rates
SV

SS

DF

MSS

F

P

A
S

66.41
789.06

3
36

22.14
21.92

1.01

0.400

B
AB
S»B

15.63
7.81
679.69

1

3
36

15.63
2.60

.83
.14

0.369
0.937

C
AC
S'C

.00
148.44
867.19

1
3
36

.00

.00
2.05

0.124

BC
ABC

3.91
66.41
632.81

1

3
36

3.91
22.14
17.58

S^BC

Matching Times

18.88

49.48
24.09

.22
1.26

1.000

0.640
0.303

Subject response time
SV
A
S

SS

DF

MSS

F

P

999808.27 3
13418938.91 28

333269.42
479247.82

.70

0.563

B
AB
S»B

1437.82 1
52663.52 3
281416.91 28

1437.82
17554.51
10050.60

.14
1.75

0.708
0.180

C
AC

50760.95 1
86377.52 3
348895.78 28

50760.95
28792.51
12460.56

4.07
2.31

S*C

BC
ABC
S*BC

8016.95 1
108750.27 3
759305.03 28

8016.95
36250.09
27118.04

0.0532
0.0979

.30
1.34

0.591
0.282

Subject error rate
SV

SS

DF

A
S

64.84 3
596.88 28

MSS
21.61
21.32

B
AB
S*B

.78 1
2.34 3
471.88 28

.78
.78
16.85

C
AC
S*C

38.28 1
64.84 3
371.88 28

38.28
21.61
13.28

BC
ABC
S^BC

7.03 1
71.09 3
396.88 28

7.03
23.70
14.17

F
1.01

.05
.05

2.88
1.63

.50
1.67

P
0.401

0.831
0.986

0.101
0.205

0.487
0.196

Item response time
SV
A
S

SS

DF

217091.37 3
1183656.98 36

MSS

F

72363.79
32879.36

2.20

B
AB
S»B

701.41 1
701.41
460734.97 3
153578.32
1025923.38 36
28497.87

C
AC
S^C

71698.56 1
71698.56
99077.71
297233.12 3
1073079.08 36
29807.75

BC
ABC
S«BC

P
0.105

.02
5.39

0.876
0.00362

2.41
3.32

7659.06 1
7659.06
547153.62 3
182384.54
1214882.08 36
33746.72

0.130
0.0304

.23
0.637
5.401
0.00356

Item error rate
SV

SS

A
S

34.18 3
816.41 36

DF

MSS

F

P

11.39
22.68

.50

0.683

B
AB
S»B

.98 1
34.18 3
1175.78 36

.98
11.39
32.66

C
AC
S*C

47.85 1
96.68 3
1066.41 36

47.85
32.23
29.62

BC
ABC
S^BC

8.79 1
88.87 3
1269.53 36

Experiment #2:

8.79
29.62
35.26

.03
.35

0.864
0.790

1.62
1.09

0.212
0.367

.25
.84

0.621
0.481

Switching between Comp and IP

The three factors for Experiment #2 are :
A:
Subjects/Item Groups
B:
Matrix language
C:
Language at Switch Site (Switch Site)

Reading Times
Subject response time
SV
A
S

SS

DF

253416.37 3
37930949.08 36

MSS
84472.12
1053637.47

.08

0.970

B
AB
S*B

21045.16 1
51595.52 3
875467.57 36

21045.16
17198.51
24318.54

.87
.71

0.358
0.554

C
AC
S»C

54206.41 I
685.27 3
364268.58 36

54206.41
228.42
10118.57

5.36
.02

0.0265
0.995

BC
ABC
S»BC

106760.56 1
101810.62 3
480468.08 36

106760.56
33936.87
13346.34

8.00
2.54

0.00760
0.0715

Subject error rates
SV

SS

DF

A
S

46.88 3
787.50 36

MSS

F

P

15.63

.71

0.550

21.88

B
AB
S«B

30.63 1
6.88 3
437.50 36

30.63
2.29
12.15

2.52
.19

0.121
0.903

C
AC

30.63 I
26.88 3
317.50 36

30.63
8.96

3.47
1.02

0.0706
0.397

S«C
BC
ABC
S»BC

.63 1
6.88 3
267.50 36

8.82

.63
2.29
7.43

.08
.31

0.773
0.819

194
Item response time
SV
A
S

SS

DF

101992.03 3
2087207.45 36

MSS
33997.34
57977.98

.59

0.628

S»B

28408.90 1
133608.75 3
728876.85 36

28408.90
44536.25
20246.58

1.40
2.20

0J244
0.105

C
AC
S*C

78588.23 1
110891.93 3
514388.35 36

78588.23
36963.98
14288.57

5.50
2.59

0.0246
0.0681

BC
ABC
S»BC

100801.60 I
15880.15 3
550237.75 36

6.60
.35

0.0145
0.792

B
AB

100801.60
5293.38
15284.38

Item error rate
SV

SS

A
S

11.88 3
372.50 36

DF

MSS

F

P

3.96
10.35

.38

0.766

B
AB
S»B

30.63 1
21.88 3
372.50 36

30.63
7.29
10.35

2.96
.70

0.0939
0.555

C
AC

30.63 1
31.88 3
262.50 36

30.63
10.63
7.29

4.20
1.46

0.0478
0.242

.11
1.30

0.741
0.291

S*C

BC
ABC
S*BC

.63 1
21.88 3
202.50 36

.63
7.29
5.63

Matching Times
Subject response time
SV
A
S

SS

DF

MSS

F

P

1821738.63 3
23115750.75 36

607246.21
642104.19

.95

0.429

B
AB
S^B

71233.60 1
162944.65 3
941025.75 36

71233.60
54314.88
26139.60

2.73
2.08

0.107
0.120

C
AC
S*C

25502.50 1
113852.45 3
553067.05 36

25502.50
37950.82
15362.97

1.66
2.47

0.206
0.0775

BC
ABC
S»BC

25654.22 1
143850.73 3
608552.05 36

25654.22
47950.24
16904.22

1.52
2.84

0.226
0.0517

Subject error rate
SV

SS

DF

A
S

106.88 3
642.50 36

MSS

F

35.63
17.85

2.00

P
0.132

B
AB
S^B

.63 1
21.88 3
402.50 36

.63
7.29
11.18

.06
.65

0.814
0.587

C
AC
S'C

5.63 1
6.88 3
612.50 36

5.63
2.29
17.01

.33
.13

0.569
0.939

BC
ABC
S*BC

15.63 1
56.88 3
752.50 36

15.63
18.96
20.90

.75
.91

0.393
0.447

196

Item response time
SV

A
S

SS

DF

21.88 3
527.50 36

MSS

7.29
14.65

B
AB
S*B

.63 1
136.88 3
687.50 36

.63
45.63
19.10

C
AC
S»C

5.63 1
11.88 3
407.50 36

5.63
3.96
11.32

BC
ABC
S»BC

15.63 1
21.88 3
387.50 36

F

P

.50

0.686

.03
2.39

.50
.35

15.63
7.29
10.76

1.45
.68

0.857
0.0849

0.485
0.790

0.236
0.572

Item error rate
SV

SS

DF

MSS

F

A
S

21.88 3
527.50 36

129

.50

P
0.686

14.65

B
AB
S*B

.63 1
136.88 3
687.50 36

.63
45.63
19.10

C
AC
S»C

5.63 1
11.88 3
407.50 36

5.63
3.96
11.32

BC
ABC

15.63 1
21.88 3

15.63
7.29

.03
2.39

.50
.35

1.45
.68

0.857
0.0849

0.485
0.790

0.236
0.572

Experiment #3

Switching between Aux and VP

The three factors for Experiment #3 are :
Subjects/Item Groups
Matrix language
Language at Switch Site (Switch Site)
Reading Times
Subject response time
SV
A
S

SS

DF

MSS

2904932.03 3
26319045.69 28

968310.68
939965.92

1.03

B
AB
S»B

543142.53
272306.53 3
451095.44 28

543142.53
90768.84
16110.55

33.71
5.63

C
AC
S»C

34125.78
4290.91
386765.81 28

34125.78
1430.30
13813.06

BC
ABC
S»BC

478486.53 1
16962.41 3
290690.56 28

0.394

.310E-05
0.00376

2.47

0.127
0.957

.10

478486.53
5654.14
10381.81

46.09
.54

.238E-06
0.656

Subject error rate
SV
A
S

SS

DF

46.09 3
1203.13 28

MSS

F

P

15.36
42.97

.36

0.784

B
AB
S*B

63.28 I
46.09 3
465.63 28

63.28
15.36
16.63

3.81
.92

0.0612

C
AC
S*C

19.53 1
52.34 3
403.13 28

19.53
17.45
14.40

1.36
1.21

0.254
0.324

3.89
.99

0.658
0.414

BC
ABC
S*BC

19.53 1
14.84 3
140.63 28

19.53
4.95
5.02

0.442

Item response time
SV

SS

DF

MSS

F

A
S

110785.42 3
1553029.22 32

B
AB

509796.00 1
509796.00
1340732.89 3
446910.96
1101883.11 32
34433.85

14.81
12.98

.536E-03
.104E-04

C
AC
S*C

31388.03 1
651912.31 3
593635.67 32

1.69
11.71

0.203
.243E-04

BC
ABC
S»BC

544644.00 1
544644.00
1473259.78 3
491086.59
546536.22 32
17079.26

S*B

36928.47
48532.16

P

.76

31388.03
217304.10
18551.11

0.524

31.89
28.75

.298E-05
.OOOE+00

Matching times
Subject response time
SV
A
S

SS

DF

383097.81 3
18511634.19 28

MSS
127699.27
661129.79

B
AB
S»B

296835.13 1
296835.13
212019.56 3
70673.19
486940.81 28
17390.74

C
AC
S»C

32004.50 1
25538.31 3
390161.69 28

32004.50
8512.77
13934.35

BC
ABC
S*BC

257403.13 1
65484.56 3
251117.81 28

257403.13
21828.19
8968.49

F

P
.19

17.07
4.06

2.30
.61

28.70
2.43

0.900

.295E-03
0.0162

0.141
0.614

.104E-04
0.0858

Subject error rate
SV

DF

MSS

F

P

A
S

21.09 3
190.63 28

7.03
6.81

1.03

0.393

B
AB
S*B

3828 1
46.09 3
190.63 28

38.28
15.36
6.81

5.62
2.26

0.0248
0.104

C
AC

.78 1
8.59 3
265.63 28

.78
2.86
9.49

S*C

BC
ABC
S^BC

SS

7.03 I
2.34 3
265.63 28

.08
.30

0.776
0.824

.74
.08

0.397
0.969

F

P

7.03
.78
9.49

Item response time
SV
A
S
B
AB
S*B

SS

DF

224367.19 3
2030009.39 32

MSS
74789.06
63437.79

287742.84 1
287742.84
59836.58 3
19945.53
550741.83 32
17210.68

1.18

0.333

16.72
1.16

.273E-03
0.341

C
AC
S»C

13475.34 1
558503.63 3
570322.28 32

13475.34
186167.88
17822.57

.76
10.45

0.391
.602E-04

BC
ABC
S*BC

342322.51 1
342322.51
111266.69 3
37088.90
319108.06 32
9972.13

34.33
3.72

.161E-05
0.0211

Experiment #4:

Switching between Verb and NP object

The three factors for Experiment #4 are :
A:
Subjects/Item Groups
B:
Matrix language
C;
Language at Switch Site (Switch Site)

Reading Times
Subject response time
SV
A
S
B
AB
S*B

C
AC
S*C

BC
ABC
S*BC

SS

DF

4746911.72 3
25713087.02 36

MSS

F

P

1582303.91
714252.42

2.22

3036.31 1
135323.42 3
339869.03 36

3036.31
45107.81
9440.81

.32
4.78

274482.06 1
197299.37 3
497554.32 36

274482.06
65766.46
13820.95

19.86
4.76

.31 1
106931.72 3
602729.73 36

.31
.00
35643.91
16742.49

0.103

0.574
0.00665

.780E-04
0.00678

1.000
2.13

0.114

Subject error rate
SV

SS

DF

A
S

186.88 3
2812.50 36

MSS
62.29
78.13

B
AB
S»B

.63 1
21.88 3
402.50 36

.63
7.29
11.18

C
AC
S^C

225.63 1
36.88 3
662.50 36

225.63
12.29
18.40

BC
ABC
S«BC

5.63 1
126.88 3
892.50 36

5.63
42.29
24.79

F

P

.80

0.503

.06
.65

0.814
0.587

12.26
.67

.23
1.71

0.00125
0.577

0.637
0.183

Item response time
SV
A
S

SS

DF

321114.80 3
1707702.10 36

MSS

F

107038.27
47436.17

2.26

B
AB
S«B

2356.23 1
2356J23
2613393.08 3
871131.03
1064718.20 36
29575.51

C
AC
S»C

205779.03 I
2202347.48 3
839592.00 36

BC
ABC
S»BC

184.90 1
135285.30 3
495709.30 36

P
0.0985

.08
0.779
29.45
.OOOE+OO

205779.03
734115.83
23322.00

0.00527
.596E-07

8.82

31.48

184.90
45095.10
13769.70

.01
3.27

0.908
0.0320

Item error rate
SV

SS

A
S

81.88 3
417.50 36

B
AB
S*B
C
AC

S^C
BC
ABC
S*BC

DF

MSS

F

27.29

2.35

0.0883

11.60

.63 I
36.88 3
787.50 36

.63
12.29

225.63 1
141.88 3
257.50 36

225.63
47.29
7.15

5.63 1
111.88 3
507.50 36

P

.03
.56

0.867
0.644

21.88

5.63
37.29
14.10

31.54
6.61

.40
2.65

.226E-05
0.00113

0.532
0.0638
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Matching Times
Subject response time
SV
A
S

SS

DF

362057.55 3
17885858.05 36

MSS

B
AB
S*B

3330.63 1
120246.73 3
235787.65 36

3330.63
40082.24
6549.66

C
AC

145684.90 1
131648.75 3
515363.35 36

145684.90
43882.92
14315.65

S*C

BC
ABC
S»BC

3553.23 1
51069.63 3
444993.15 36

24

120685.85
496829.39

0.866

.51

0.480
0.00179

6.12

0.00294
0.0402

10.18

3.07

3553.23
17023.21
12360.92

.29
1.38

0.595
0.265

Subject error rate
SV
A
S

SS

DF

52.50 3
375.00 36

MSS

F

P

17.50
10.42

1.68

0.189

10.00

.89
1.04

0.352
0.388

B
AB
S»B

10.00

35.00 3
405.00 36

11.67
11.25

C
AC
S-'C

2.50 1
12.50 3
135.00 36

2.50
4.17
3.75

BC
ABC
S»BC

1

.00 1
5.00 3
245.00 36

.00
1.67
6.81

.67
1.11

0.420
0.357

.00

1.000

.24

0.864
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Item response time
SV

A
S
B
AB
S*B

C
AC
S»C
BC
ABC
S«BC

SS

DF

287068.55 3
1523648.85 36

MSS

F

95689.52
42323.58

2.26

4120.90 1
4120.90
229807.85 3
76602.62
1141399.75 36
31705.55
145202.50 1
146537.25 3
678946.75 36

P

0.0980

.13
2.42

0.721
0.0824

7.70
2.59

0.00870
0.0679

145202.50
48845.75
18859.63

4622.50 1
4622.50
1336.35 3
445.45
748534.65 36
20792.63

.22
.02

0.640
0.996

Item error rate
SV

SS

DF

A
S

32.50 3
495.00 36

MSS

F

P

10.83
13.75

.79

0.509

B
AB
S*B

10.00 1
35.00 3
505.00 36

10.00
11.67
14.03

.71
.83

0.404
0.485

C
AC
S»C

2.50 1
32.50 3
315.00 36

2.50
10.83
8.75

.29
1.24

0.596
0.310

.00

1.000

BC
ABC
S*BC

.00

1

5.00 3
445.00 36

.00

1.67
12.36

.13

0.939
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Experiment #5:

Switching between prepositions that case mark and theta mark

The three factors for Experiment #5 are :
Subjects/Item Groups
Prepositions that case mark
Prepositions that theta mark
Reading Times
Subject response time
SV
A
S

SS

DF

151594.28 J
26252720.69 28

MSS

F

P

50531.43

.05

0.983

0.517
0.589

921591M

B
AB
S»B

11362.78 1
51434.41 3
737469.81 28

11362.78
17144.80
26338.21

.43
.65

C
AC
S*C

152352.00 1
59133.06 3
371184.94 28

152352.00
19711.02
13256.60

11.49
1.49

0.00210
0.240

60900.50 1
60900.50
58787.19 3
19595.73
195185.31 28
6970.90

8.74
2.81

0.00627
0.0576

BC
ABC
S^BC

Subject error rate

A
S

227.34 3
2990.63 28

DF

MSS
75.78
106.81

.78 1
8.59 3
365.63 28

2.86
13.06

C
AC
S»C

.78 1
8.59 3
165.63 28

2.86
5.92

BC
ABC
S»BC

132.03 1
27.34 3
615.63 28

132.03
9.11
21.99

.71

P
0.554

.22

0.809
0.882

.48

0.719
0.696

00

B
AB
S«B

F

o
ON

SS

00

SV

6.01
.41

0.0208
0.744

[tern response time
SV
A
S
B
AB
S*B

C
AC
S*C

BC
ABC
S»BC

SS

DF

84307.48 3
4570009.80 36

MSS

F

P

28102.49
126944.72

.22

0.881

23040.00 1
23040.00
170316.90 3
56772.30
1213745.60 36
33715.16

.68
1.68

0.414
0.188

171086.40 1
76724.10 3
969384.00 36

6.35
.95

0.0163
0.427

1.93
1.42

0.173
0.254

171086.40
25574.70
26927.33

53217.02 1
53217.02
117123.08 3
39041.03
992859.40 36
27579.43

Item error rate
SV
A
S

SS

DF

18.55 3
1167.97 36

MSS
6.18
32.44

F
.19

P
0.902

B
AB
S»B

.98 1
10.74 3
1121.09 36

.98
.03
3.58
.11
31.14

0.860
0.951

C
AC
S*C

.98 1
291.99 3
839.84 36

.98
97.33
23.33

4.17

0.839
0.0124

BC
ABC
S«BC

165.04 1
18.55 3
949.22 36

6.26
.23

0.0170
0.872

165.04
6.18
26.37

.04

Matching Times
Subject response time
SV

SS

DF

MSS

620741.84 3
15732992.59 28

206913.95
561892.59

B
AB
S*B

87937.70 1
16302.59 3
494159.97 28

87937.70
5434.20
17648.57

4.98

C
AC
S*C

262721.88 1
56905.65 3
282656.72 28

262721.88
18968.55
10094.88

26.03

A
S

BC
ABC
S»BC

2286.57 1
35312.84 3
398865.84 28

.37

0.776

0.0338
0.819

.31

.210E-04
0.156

1.88

2286.57
11770.95
14245.21

.16

.83

0.692
0.491

Item response time
SV
A
S

SS
39.84

DF

MSS

F

P

3

13.28
22.21

.60

0.622

.38
.82

0.544
0.492

1.05

0.315

.60

0.620

621.88 28

B
AB

7.03 1
46.09 3
521.88 28

7.03
15.36
18.64

C

19.53 1
33.59 3
521.88 28

19.53

AC
S»C
BC
ABC
S»BC

.78 1
27.34 3
246.88 28

11.20
18.64
.78
9.11
8.82

.09
1.03

0.768
0.393

Subject error rate
SV
A
S

SS

DF

18988.13 3
2470110.25 36

MSS
6329.38
68614.17

.09

0.964

B
AB
S»B

85285.23 1
254260.03 J
836412.75 36

85285.23
84753.34
23233.69

3.67
3.65

0.0633
0.0215

C
AC
S*C

297390.03 I
34335.92 3
438849.05 36

297390.03
11445.31
12190.25

24.40
.94

.181E-04
0.432

BC
ABC
S*BC

3744.22 1
587802.22 3
829326.55 36

3744.22
195934.07
23036.85

0.689
211E-03

.16

8.51

Item error rate
SV

SS

A
S

41.99 3
1199.22 36

DF

MSS

F

P

14.00
33.31

.42

0.740

B
AB
S»B

8.79 1
18.55 3
1261.72 36

8.79

C
AC

24.41 1
49.80 3
902.34 36

24.41

S*C

BC
ABC
S»BC

.98 I
73.24 3
1058.59 36

6.18

.25
.18

0.620

0.912

35.05

16.60

.97
.66

0.330
0.581

25.07
.98
24.41
29.41

.03
.83

0.856
0.486
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Appendix D
Instructions for Response-Contingent Sentence Matching Task
Su tarea consiste en leer dos oraciones que apareceran en la pantalla. Ud debe
indicar si las oraciones son iguales o diferentes con la mayor rapidez posible.
Este estudio NO es un test de lectura rapida. Aunque pedimos que lea las
oraciones con rapidez, es muy importante que lea todas las oraciones que apareceran en
la pantalla hasta llegar al punto.
Algunas veces, las oraciones apareceran escritas mitad en ingles y mitad en
espanol, y otras veces, apareceran escritas mitad en enpaiiol y mitad en ingles.
Ud. controlara la presentacion de la oraciones. Para que la primera oracion
aparezca en la pantalla, debe oprimir el pedal negro que Ud. encontrara debajo del
escritorio. Una vez que aparezca la primera oracion, leala hasta llegar al punto e
immediatamente oprima el boton rojo.
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